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Abstract 
The report desc r i bes A Q U A , a code deve loped in the Fo rschungszen t rum Kar l s ruhe 
to ca lcu la te thermal proper t ies of the water in s team exp los i ons . A Q U A b a s e s on the 
H.G.K, water code , yet supp l i es - b e s i d e s of the p ressure and heat capac i ty funct ions -
a l so the therma l conduct iv i ty , v iscos i ty and the sur face tens ion . A Q U A ca lcu la tes in a 
new way the thermal proper t ies in the two phase reg ion, wh ich is more rea l is t ic as the 
one used in the H.G.K, code . A Q U A is equ ipped with new, fast runnig rout ines to conver t 
tempera ture-dens i ty dependent states into tempera tu re -p ressure ones . 
A Q U A has a vers ion to be used on l ine and ve rs ions adapted for batch ca lcu la t ions . 
A comp le te descr ip t ion of the c o d e is i nc luded . 
Thermische Eigenschaften des Wassers. 
Zusammenfassung. 
Der Ber ich t befaßt s i ch mit d e m C o d e A Q U A . A Q U A wurde im Fo rschungszen t rum 
Kar l s ruhe entwicke l t um bei der Un te rsuchung von Dampfexp los ionen die t h e r m i s c h e n 
E igenscha f ten des W a s s e r s zu l iefern. A Q U A ist e ine For tentwick lung d e s 
H . G . K . - W a s s e r c o d e s , aber er berechnet - neben Druck- und Wärmee igenscha f ten - auch 
d ie Wärmele i t fäh igket , die Viskosi tät und d ie Ober f lächenspannung. Im Z w e i p h a s e n g e -
biet beschre ib t A Q U A die t h e r m i s c h e n E igenscha f ten mit e iner neuen Me thode , d ie rea l -
is t i scher ist, a ls das in der H .G .K . -Code dargebo tene Ver fahren . A Q U A ver fügt über 
s c h n e l l laufende H i l f sp rogramme, d ie d ie Umwand lung der Tempera tu r -D ich te Dars te l -
lungen in d ie Druck-Dichte Dars te l lungen e rmög l i chen . 
A Q U A kann man sowoh l im Dia logbet r ieb benutzen a ls auch be im rechnen im S t a p e l -
ver fahren. 
E ine ausführ l iche B e s c h r e i b u n g des P r o g r a m m s y s t e m s rundet den Ber icht ab. 
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1.0 Introduction 
Water is the most c o m m o n l y used work ing subs tance in chemis t ry and eng inee r ing . It 
is a lso the coo l ing med ium of the p ressu r i zed and boi l ing water nuc lear reactors . There -
fore a so l id know ledge of the t he rmophys i ca l proper t ies of the water in the range of 
poss ib le tempera tu res , p r e s s u r e s and dens i t i es is essen t ia l to ca lcu la te hazardous 
events - wh i ch may e m e r g e once in a wh i le in a normal ly operat ing reactor. 
In the Institut für Neut ronenphys ik und Reaktor techn ik we are present ly deve lop ing a 
t he rmohyd rodynamica l code , IVA3, / 2 1 / to be able to ca lcu la te the c o n s e q u e n c e s of 
s o m e hypo thes ized reactor fa i lures. To supp ly IVA3 with the t he rmophys i ca l proper t ies 
of the water we adopted the H.G.K. -equat ion of state, deve loped in the years 1981-84 by 
Haar, Ga l l aghe r and Ke l l , /10/ and r e c o m m e n d e d by the IAPS ( s. /12/). The 
H.G.K. -equat ion of state ca lcu la tes the var ious thermal proper t ies v ia a con t inuous 
He lmho l tz f ree energy funct ion, wh ich is de f ined over the who le range of the f luid states 
of water and is fitted to the ava i lab le exper imen ta l data. 
The co r respond ing compute r code d e s c r i b e d in /107 has s o m e d rawbacks and doesn ' t 
fit we l l to our IVA3-code. Item 1 : the c o d e doesn ' t desc r i be the proper t ies v iscos i ty , 
thermal conduct iv i ty and sur face tens ion . Item 2 : the descr ip t ion of the proper t ies in the 
m ixed state is unphys i ca l . Item 3 : IVA3 needs the the rmophys i ca l proper t ies as func-
t ions of the tempera ture and p ressu re , w h e r e a s the H.G.K. -code supp l i es them as func-
t ions of the tempera ture and dens i ty . A l though there is a modu l in the H .G.K . -code , 
DFIND, wh ich turns tempera tu re -p ressu re states of water into co r respond ing t empe ra -
ture-dens i ty ones , yet DFIND c o n s u m e s too much t ime dur ing the iteration - needed for 
the conve rs i on of t hese states. 
In the fo l lowing the code A Q U A wi l l be p resen ted . 
A Q U A is an ex tens ion of the H .G .K . - code , modi f ied to suit our spec ia l cond i t ions . In 
the largest part of the tempera tu re-dens i ty doma in A Q U A returns the s a m e the rmophys i -
ca l property va lues as the H .G.K . -code , but in the unstab le part of the two phase reg ion 
the H.G.K. -proper t ies are subst i tuted with phys ica l l y meaningfu l two phase state va lues . 
A Q U A ca lcu la tes at a g iven ( T , p ) state bes ides of the p ressu re a lso the fo l lowing 
thermal proper t ies of the w a t e r : 
• S , the spec i f i c entropy, 
• the energy funct ions 
U, the spec i f i c ene rgy , 
H, the spec i f i c entha lpy , 
A , the spec i f i c f ree energy , 
G , the spec i f i c f ree entha lpy , 
• the p ressu re der iva t ives dPjdp and dP/dT, 
• the heat capac i t ies CP and Cv, 
• the der iva t ives dHjdP and dpjdT 
• the v iscos i t y y\ and the thermal conduct iv i ty X, 
• the J o u l e T h o m s o n coeff ic ient , dT/dP \ H, 
• the sur face tens ion , the ve loc i ty of s o u n d and the Prandt l number . 
A Q U A ca lcu la tes the proper t ies a l so as tempera tu re -p ressu re dependen t funct ions. It 
incorpora tes addi t ional funct ions and p rocedu res to s p e e d up the ( T , P ) -> ( T , p ) 
c o n v e r s i o n . 
A Q U A has a set of rout ines ( S A E T 0 1 , W A S S E R , D A M P F , R D R D P , VD1 ) wh ich s e r v e to 
adjust A Q U A to the cond i t ions of the c o d e IVA3. 
A Q U A needs and returns al l the p roper t ies in S l -un i ts . 
A Q U A ca lcu la tes reasonab le p roper ty -va lues if the tempera tu re e x c e e d s 260.00 K and 
if the dens i ty r ema ins be low 1200 kg/m3. T ry ing to conver t p r e s s u r e s to dens i t i es above 
5000 K may lead to d issa t is fac t ion . 
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2.0 A short description of the H.G.K.-code 
2.1 The Helmholtz function 
Haar, Ga l lagher and Ke l l deve loped and tes ted - in c l o s e coopera t ion with the Inter-
nat ional Assoc ia t i on for the Proper t ies of S t e a m ( IAPS ) - an analyt ic descr ip t ion for the 
thermal and ca lor ic proper t ies of the water, /10 / to rep lace the s tandard tab les used for-
merly. The resul t ing proper t ies are the Prov i s iona l IAPS Formula t ion 1982 for the Ther-
modynamic Proper t ies of Ord inary Water S u b s t a n c e for Sc ient i f ic and Gene ra l U s e . 
Haar, Ga l lagher and Ke l l cons t ruc ted their a lgor i thm by deve lop ing a mathemat ica l 
descr ip t ion for the He lmho l tz funct ion ( a l ias f ree energy ) A(p, T). Us ing Eq. [A.4 -
A.5] one can deve lop f rom A al l the needed therma l and ca lor ic proper t ies ( s. A p p e n -
dix A, " S o m e thermal re la t ions" ). 
The descr ip t ion of the He lmho l tz funct ion cons is t f rom a s imp le base funct ion to de-
sc r ibe the l iquid and supercr i t i ca l states, of an addi t ional res idua l funct ion for a proper 
fitting in the mixed states and of a so le ly tempera tu re -dependen t te rm for the ideal gas 
states. 
A ( p , T) = Abase ( p, T) + Areslduai ( p, T) + A i d e a l g a s ( T) . [2.1] 
2.2 The base function 
is a s imp le analyt ic equat ion 
A » s e ( P - T ) = Rgas'T 
ß - l u+ß+1 
- I n (1 - y ) - -A + 5- + 
v 1 - y 2.(1 - y ) 2 
+ 4 y ( i L _ / ) _ " - - + In 
In the above e q . 
. . C2.2] 
a - ß + 3 , / P'Rgas'T 
Po 
y = — - A — [2- 33 
is a d i m e n s i o n l e s s dens i ty , 
b = bi- V l n + E v ( t - V 2 C 2 ' 4 ] 
j = 3 X ' 
is the 2nd vir ia l and 
B =B, + S ß / ( T - ) ' 2 C 2 - 5 ] 
is the exc luded vo lume . The p ressu re and tempera tu re coef f ic ients are 
P 0 = 1.01325 bar resp . T0 = 647.073 K [2.6] 
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and the g reek letters mean 
a = 11. , ß = 133/3 and y = 3.5 
The coef f ic ients of the Eq.s [2.4 ] , [2.5 ] are the fo l lowing o n e s : 
Table 1. The coeficients of the base function 
b,(cm*lg) j B ; ( c m
3 / g ) 
0.7478629 1 1.1278334 
-0.3540782 2 0.0 
0.0 3 -0.5944001 
0.0 4 -5.010996 
0.007159876 5 0.0 
0.0 6 0.63684256 
-0.003528426 7 0.0 
Note: The desc r ip t i ons g iven in /10 / for the 2nd vir ial and for the e x c l u d e d v o l u m e are 
not in a c c o r d a n c e with those , u s e d in the rout ine B B . I d e s c r i b e here the proper-
t ies in a c c o r d a n c e with the rout ine B B . 
2.3 The ideal gas function 
has the fo l lowing form : 
^idealgas (T) = -Rgas'T 
( c \ 1 8 
1 + ^ + C 2 j In (TR) + E C ' * 7 « ' 
with TR = 7 / 1 0 0 K 
The C - s are g iven in the table be low. 
[2.8] 
Table 2. The coeficients of the ideal gas function 
j C/ j Cy 
1 19.730271018 10 4.1238460633 »10- 3 
2 20.9662681977 11 -2.7929052852 »10- 4 
3 -0.483429455355 12 1.4481695261 ' 1 0 - 6 
4 6.05743189245 13 -5.6473658748 «10- 7 
5 22.56023885 14 1.6200446 «10- 8 
6 -9.87532442 15 -3.303822796 «10- 1 0 
7 -4.3135538513 16 4.51916067368 «10- 1 2 
8 4.58155781 . 1 0 " 1 17 -3.70734122708 ' 1 0 - 1 4 
9 -4.7754901883 ' 1 Q - 2 18 1.37546068238 ' 1 0 - 1 6 
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2.4 The residual function 
has two parts : 
A I V 0' / 647.073 \ ; ( 0 r , - P *m , 
L2.9] 
40 
/ = 37 
The first 36 t e rms are needed to fit the descr ip t ion to the exper imenta l data in the low 
tempera ture m ixed states, the remain ig 3 t e rms cor rect the funct ion in the v ic in i ty of the 
cr i t ica l point. 
s, = a n d T . = L z I l [ 2 .10] 
are reduced dens i t ies and tempera tu res . The coef f ic ients used by the res idua l funct ion 
are g iven in the fo l lowing tab les : 
Table 3. The exponents i(1 - i(40) of the residual function 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 
2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 8 8 
8 8 2 2 0 4 2 2 2 4 
Table 4. The exponents k(1 • • k(40) of the residual function 
2 3 5 7 2 3 5 7 2 3 
5 7 2 3 5 7 2 3 5 7 
2 3 5 7 2 3 5 7 2 3 
5 7 1 4 4 4 0 2 0 0 
Table 5. The coefficients of the near-critical description in the residual function 
i 37 38 39 40 
a, 34. 40. 30. 1050. 
ßi 20000 20000 40000 25. 
P> 0.319 0.319 0.319 1.550 
I 640. 640. 641.6 270. 
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Table 6. The coefficients g(1) - g(40) of the residual function 
-.53062968529023 «10 3 .22744901424408 ' 1 0 4 .78779333020687 ' 1 0 3 -.69830527374994 ' 1 0 2 .17863832875422 ^ l O 5 
-.39514731563338 »10 5 .33803884280753 ' 1 0 s -.13855050202703 «10 5 -.25637436613260 ' 1 0 s .48212575981415 ' 1 0 s 
-.34183016969660 ' 1 0 s .12223156417448 «10 8 .11797433655832 ' 1 0 7 -.21734810110373 ' 1 0 7 .10829952168620 ' 1 0 7 
-.25441998064049 «10 6 -.31377774947767 ' 1 0 7 .52911910757704 ' 1 0 7 -.13802577177877 ' 1 0 7 -.25109914369001 ' 1 0 6 
.46561826115608 ' 1 0 7 -.72752773275387 ' 1 0 7 .41774246148294 ' 1 0 6 .14016358244614 ' 1 0 7 -.31555231392127 -10 7 
.47929666384584 ' 1 0 7 .40912664781209 ' 1 0 6 -.13626369388386 »10 7 .69625220862664 ' 1 0 6 -.10834900096447 «10 7 
-.22722827401688 »10 6 .38365486000660 »10 6 .68833257944332 »10 4 .21757245522644 *10 5 -.26627944829770 ' 1 0 4 
-.70730418082074 ' 1 0 5 -.225 -1.68 0.055 -93.0 
The fo l lowing f igures d isp lay the cont r ibut ions of the bas ic , ideal and res idua l func-
t ions to the total p ressu re respec t i ve to the total heat capac i ty at the boi l ing point and at 
the tempera tu res 500 K and 800 K. 
D.5 h 
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Figure 3 on page 14 d i sp lays the water p ressu re ca lcu la ted by the H .G.K . -code as a sur -
face of the tempera tu re and the densi ty . 
2.5 The critical data 
The H .G .K . - code uses the fo l lowing va lues as cr i t ical data of the water : 
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7 C = 647 .126K , Pc = 22.0549 MPa , p c = 3 2 2 A g / m 3 . [2.11] 
2.6 The validity domain 
Haar and Ga l l aghe r , /13 / g ive - in a c c o r d a n c e with the IAPS - the the fo l lowing val id i ty 
l imits for the H .G.K . - code : 
273 K < T < 1273 K 
[2.12] 
P < 1500 MPa 
Note: The dens i ty shou ld be lower than 1 2 0 0 k g / m 3 espec ia l l y at low tempera tu res to 
avo id gett ing negat ive va lues for the heat capac i t ies and the p r e s s u r e der iva t i ves 
dP/dT! 
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3.0 Transport properties of the water. 
For the descr ip t ion of the v iscos i ty , of the therma l conduct iv i ty and of the sur face ten-
s ion A Q U A uses the IAPS-82 equat ions , r e c o m m e n d e d on the VIII. International Confe r -
ence on the Proper t ies of S t e a m /9 / ( s e e a lso /10 / , /11 / and /16/ ). 
Reduced variables 
In desc r ib ing the t ransport proper t ies of the water it is conven ien t to in t roduce the fo l -





P k = 317.763 kg/m" 
Tk = 647.27 K 
f 22.115 MPa 
a long with the " idea l t empera tu re " : 
l d Rgas'Pk 




With the reduced var iab les the v iscos i ty can be desc r i bed as 
V(P.T) = Vo( 7 ) * exp 
5 4 
• E E e 7m - 1 . ( r - 1 ) " 
j = 0 m = 0 
with the tempera tu re -dependen t ampl i tude : 
10 
Vo(T) = —3 
E t 7 
/ = o f 
The coef f ic ients of the ampl i tude are 
AO = 0.0181583 , A l = 0.0177624 , A2 = 0.0105287 , A3 = -0.0036744 
For the B-s in Eq. [3.3] s e e the table supp l i ed . 
[3.3] 
[3.4] 
A, t], a 9 
Table 7. The coefficients B (j,m) of the viscosity 
j m = 0 1 2 3 4 
0 0.501938 0.235622 -0.274637 0.145831 -0.0270448 
1 0.162888 0.789393 -0.743539 0.263129 -0.0273093 
2 -0.130353 0.673665 -0.959456 0.347247 -0.0267758 
3 0.907919 1.207552 -0.687343 0.213486 -0.08, ,:904 
4 -0.551119 0.0670665 -0.497089 0.100754 0.0602253 
5 0.146543 -0.084337 0.195286 -0.032932 -0.0202595 
3.2 Thermal conductivity 
The thermal conduct iv i ty of al l f lu ids r e a c h e s in the vic in i ty of the cr i t ica l tempera tu re 
a n o m a l o u s l y high va lues ( s. e. g. 141 ). The fo l lowing f igure of S e n g e r s - p resen ted in 
/16 / - s h o w s the thermal conduct iv i ty in the water on i sobars , near ing the cr i t ica l one 
f rom the h igh-pressure s ide . The data points - c o m p a r e d here with the c o r r e s p o n d i n g 
IAPS ca lcu la t ions - are m e a s u r e m e n t s of S i ro ta and a l . , 111. 
c 
Density, k g / m 3 
Figure 1. Thermal conductivity of the steam in the critical region as a function of density at con 
stant pressures 
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Cosequen t l y Basu and S e n g e r s p roposed a two- termed descr ip t ion for the therma l 
conduct iv i ty . The first - regular - te rm of th is descr ip t ion has the s a m e form as the v is -
cos i ty , the s e c o n d term desc r i bes the near cr i t ica l inflation of the thermal conduct iv i ty : 
X{p,T) = XR(p, T) + AX(p,T) . [3.5] 
The regular term is 
XR(p, T ) = X0( T)« exp -EZv(4- - iW -D" 
/ = 0 n = 0 \ « ' 
[3.6] 
with the ampl i tude 
4 > ( n ^ - r — • [ 3 J ] 
AJ 7k 
k = 0 
The coef f ic ients of the ampl i tude are 
a0 = 2 . 0 2 2 2 3 , a l = 1 4 . 1 1 1 6 6 , a2 = 5 . 2 5 5 9 7 , a3 = - 2 . 0 1 8 7 0 
The b-s of the Eq. [3.6] are tabulated as fo l lows : 
Table 8. The coefficients b (i,n) of the thermal conductivity 
n i = 0 1 2 3 4 
0 1.329304600 1.7018363 5.2246158 8.7127675 -1.8525999 
1 -0.404524370 -2.2156845 -10.124111 -9.5000611 0.9340469 
2 0.244094900 1.6511057 4.9874687 4.3786606 0.0 
3 0.018660751 -0.76736002 -0.27297694 -0.91783782 0.0 
4 -0.129610680 0.37283344 -0.43083393 0.0 0.0 
5 0.044809953 -0.11203160 0.13333849 0.0 0.0 
The nonregu lar term of the thermal conduct iv i ty is 
L\X(P, T ) = 
2 
v(p> T) \ 7 d7 
S e n g e r s ca l l the property 
4 - ^ - • ( x r r - # - e x p [ - ^ - ( ? - 1 ) 2 - ß - ( ? r - 1 ) 4 ] 
dp 
" r e d u c e d iso thermal compress ib i l i t y " . Ac tua l ly , XT is the factor of the nonregu lar t e rm , 
wh ich inf lates the therma l conduct iv i ty , s i nce 
A, n, a 11 
dr 1 
dp °° dPldp 
turns infinite at the cr i t ical point. 
With the relat ion 
dp_ 
dr 
PK t dp 
Pk ' dp 




and the p ressu re der ivat ive in Eq . [3.8] to 
T dP t t dp 






The coef f ic ients of the Eq. [3.8] are 
A = 1 8 . 6 6 , B = 1 .0 , C = 3 .7711 ' I G " 8 P a * s e c * W/ (K*m) , co = 0 . 4 6 7 8 
c 0.7 


















DENSITY IN KG/M«3 
Figure 2. Thermal conductivity of the water on supercritical isotherms 
Figure 2 s h o w s the therma l conduct iv i ty on s o m e supercr i t i ca l i so the rms . The isother-
mal p r e s s u r e s at the cr i t ica l dens i ty a re : 
T / K 693.63 676.36 667.36 654.67 652.84 651.00 649.16 
P322 / M P a 35.0 30.1 27.6 24.1 23.6 23.1 22.6 
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3.3 Surface tension 
Acco rd ing to the IAPS Work ing Group III, 1975, / 9 / the sur face tens ion of the water can 
be desc r i bed as 
with 7, = 647.15 K, B = 0.2358 NIM, b = -0.625 and n = 1.256 . 
Note: A Q U A u s e s as wel l in Eq. [3.1] as in Eq . [3.12] as cr i t ical tempera tu re the now 
usual ly accep ted va lue 7C = 647.126 K. A n attempt, to rep lace in Eq . [3.1] pk = 
317.763 kg/m3 with the cor rect va lue p c = 322. kg/m3 resu l ted in a drast ic de-
c r e a s e of the thermal conduct iv i ty of the water at high dens i t i es and had been 
g iven up. 
[3.12] 
A, t), a 13 
Figure 3. Pressure surface of the water. H.G.K.-code 
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4.0 Thermal properties in the two phase region 
4.1 Thermal states of the subcritical water 
At tempera tu res above the mel t ing and be low the cr i t ical Point water can be present not 
on ly as l iquid or vapor but a lso as a mixture of both of them. Th is part of the sub reg ion , 
the two p h a s e region, or the "saturat ion d o m e " is bounded by the "saturat ion l ine ", 
wh ich is a co l lec t ion of the saturated l iquid and the saturated vapor states. Ou ts ide the 
saturat ion d o m e the water is e i ther a c o m p r e s s e d l iquid or an expanded vapor . 
Figure 4. Sketch of P,V diagram with saturation and spinodal lines. V = 1 / p 
Normal ly an iso thermal expans ion of the water beyond the saturated dens i ty ( p = pL 
) resul ts in vapor iz ing the water . A part of the water - as large, as needed to res tore the 
vapor p ressu re , P* ( d a s h e d l ine on the ske tch ) - tu rns into vapor , to suf f ice the equ i l ib -
r ium cond i t ions : 
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P*(T) = P(pL,T) = P(pv,T) [4.1] 
G(pL,T) = G(pv,T) . [4.2] 
Under part icular c i r c u m s t a n c e s ( rapid e x p a n s i o n , very c lean water ) one can e x p a n d 
the saturated water to a dist inct deg ree , without turn ing it into vapor and reach a state 
with a p ressu re be low the Px ( for a deta i led descr ip t ion s e. g. /15 / ). Th is e x p a n d e d 
water is known as supe rhea ted ( l iquid ) water . The supe rhea ted water is metas tab le : it 
t ends to turn into a mixture of saturated l iquid and vapor with the equ i l i b r ium p r e s s u r e 
P \ The theoret ica l limit of the expas ion of the l iquid water is g iven by the h ighest d e n s i -
ty va lue on the i so therm, for wh ich it ho lds : 
- g - ( r , p ) = 0 [4.3] 
and is known as the ( l iquid ) sp inoda l dens i ty , pSL-
Simi la r l y normal c o m p r e s s i o n of the saturated vapor resu l ts in turn ing a part of it into 
l iquid water. By carefu l ly c h o s e n cond i t ions the vapor a lso can be c o m p r e s s e d in s o m e 
extent above the saturated vapor densi ty without deve lop ing water drop le ts in it and the 
vapor can reach an ove rhea ted state with a p ressu re h igher as P*. A g a i n , the l imi t ing 
dens i ty is the sma l les t dens i ty , wh ich fulf i l ls Eq . [4.3] and is ca l l ed the ( vapor ) sp i no -
da l dens i ty , pSv-
On the rema in ing part of the isotherm - ly ing be tween the sp inoda l dens i t i es ( reg ion 
of instabi l i ty on F igure 4 ) - the water can occu r only as a mixture of satura ted l iqu id and 
vapor . 
4.2 Water properties in the region of instability 
Figure 5. Pressure of the water in the two phase region. T = 500 K 
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Figure 5 s h o w s the water p ressure a long a typ ica l iso therm as ca lcu la ted by the c o d e s 
H.G.K, resp . A Q U A . 
The code A Q U A fo l lows the p ressure descr ip t ion of the H.G.K. -code f rom ze ro dens i ty 
ti l l the dens i ty of the vapor -sp inoda l and f rom the l iquid sp inoda l onward . But in the 
instable reg ion , be tween the sp inoda l points A Q U A d e s c r i b e s the water as a two phase 
mixture : 
P(P, T) = P\T) 
dP*(T) 




( s. d a s h e d l ine on F igure 5 ). A 3D-d iagram of the p ressu re of the water - as A Q U A 
ca lcu la tes it - is dep ic ted on Figure 14 on page 24. 
Note: A Q U A sti l l i dea l i zes the p rog ress of the water p ressu re a long the i so therm. In 
real i ty no l iquid can be s t reched to reach pSL and no vapor can be c o m p r e s s e d to 
have the dens i ty psv- The l imit ing va lues of the superhea ted p ressu re in the water 
can be s e e n on F igure 6. The measu red points are f rom / 3 / . 
630 640 650 
TEMPERATURE IN K 
Figure 6. Water pressures in the superheated liquid state 
The F igure 7 on page 18 s h o w s the free entha lpy of the water a long the s a m e isot-
he rm. Here again outs ide of the region of instabi l i ty A Q U A and H.G.K, ca lcu la te ident ica l 
va lues , be tween the sp inoda l points A Q U A sets G equa l to the c o m m o n f ree entha lpy 
va lue : 
G(p, 7) = GL(T) = GV(T) [4.5] 
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Figure 8. Entropy of the water in the two phase region. T = 500 K 
A s regards to the entropy, one can ca lcu la te this property in the m ixed state us ing the 
dens i ty der iva t ive [A.22] 
a s 
dp 






which g i ves in the reg ion of instabi l i ty the fo l lowing dens i ty d e p e n d e n c e : 
dPx(T) 
S(p,T) = SL(T) + [ V - \Z L(T)]« dT 
[4.7] 
The free energy in the region of instabi l i ty ( s. F igure 9 ) A Q U A ca lcu la tes f rom the p res -
sure and f ree enthalpy via 
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Figure 9. Free energy of the water in the two phase region. T = 500 K 
For the entha lpy and the energy A Q U A uses the equat ions 
H = G + S ' T 
respec t i ve ly 
U = H - Pip 
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In the two p h a s e reg ion the der iva t ives dH/dP and C P are not def ined al together. 
For the son i c ve loc i ty in the reg ion of instabi l i ty the first ve rs ion of the Eq . [A.23] 
can be used : 
dP i 
dp | s 







Figure 10. Sonic velocity of the water in the two phase region. T = 500 K 
Not s o easy is to ca lcu la te the constant vo lume heat capac i ty in the reg ion of instabi l i ty. 
The dens i ty der ivat ive in the two p h a s e reg ion 
[4.14] 
dcv = d{T>dsidT) = _ j _ fp_ = _ j r _ d2p* 
dp dp p 2 dT2 p2 dT2 
sup l i es here the d i f ference term : 
ACV(P,PL) = T - ^ - (V - VL) . [4.15] 
dT 
B e s i d e s of the d i f fe rence te rm, one has a lso to account for the Cv • j umps , at the p l a c e s , 
w h e r e the i so therm c r o s s e s the saturat ion l ine resp . whe re the l iquid or the vapor turns 
into a vapor- l iqu id mixture ( s. / 1 / , 121,151, / 8 / ) . S i n c e dPjdT s h o w s here a d iscont inu i ty , 
so d o e s a lso Cv. At the saturated l iquid th is d iscont inu i ty amoun ts to 
Cv(pL - 0) - Cv(pL) = [ - - f f ( p L ) ] . [4.16] 
rL in the above e q . is the logar i thmic der ivat ive of the saturat ion l ine : 
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The fo l lowing f igure d isp lays such C r j u m p s , m e a s u r e d in ni t rogen a long different iso-
cho res . 
O n e - and two phase 
Cv resu l ts 
for ni t rogen 
at seve ra l 
amount -o f -subs tance 
dens i t i es . 
after L. A . Weber , / 6 / . 
T/K 
The Eqs . [4.15], [4.16] together g ive the fo l lowing heat capac i ty funct ion in the reg ion 
of instabi l i ty : 
Figure 11. Heat capacity - CY - of the water in the two phase region. T = 500 K 
For a ( T , p ) - su r face of the heat capac i ty of the water - ca lcu la ted by A Q U A - s e e 
F igure 15 on page 25 resp . F igure 16 on page 26. 
two phase region 21 
In ca lcu la t ing the therma l conduct iv i ty in the two phase reg ion A Q U A u s e s in the dif-
ferent s u b r e g i o n s different a lgor i thms. In the superhea ted l iquid and s u b c o o l e d vapor 
the funct ion - d e s c r i b e d in 3.0, "T ranspor t proper t ies of the water . " , Eq . [3.5] ff. - is 
used as we l l as outs ide the saturat ion d o m e . 
In the reg ion of instabi l i ty A Q U A ca lcu la tes the thermal conduct iv i ty us ing the fo l low-
ing approx imat ion : the l iquid part of the water in this sub reg ion is d is t r ibuted h o m o g e -
neous ly - as a mult i tude of t iny drop le ts - in the vapor part of the water . Th is mixture is 
fur thermore stat ic in its behav iour , s o the convec t i ve part of the heat t ransfer can be 
neg lec ted . The approx imat ion above a l l ows to ca lcu la te in the reg ion of instabi l i ty the 
thermal conduct iv i ty f rom the therma l conduct iv i t ies of the saturated s ta tes - XL , Xv - as 
fo l lows : 
X 
1 
+ Xv + x'-(XL - Xv) 
[4.19] 
( s. 151, Eq . 71 ). x in the e q . above is 
x — 
3 / P ~ Pv 
PL~ Pv 
[4.20] 
F igure 12 s h o w s the the rma l conduct iv i ty of the water a long the 500 K - i so therm. The 
sp i kes in the vic in i ty of the sp inoda l points are a c o n s e q u e n c e of the desc r ip t i on [3.8], 
us ing BP/dp - wh ich v a n i s h e s at the sp inoda l s - in the denomina to r . 
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Figure 12. Thermal conductivity of the water in the two phase region. T = 500 K 
A s we l l as the the rma l conduct iv i ty , the v iscos i ty is a l so a t ranspor t p r o c e s s , the 
t ranspor t of the monen tum. S o A Q U A ca lcu la tes the v iscos i ty by a p rocedu re , ve ry s i m i -
lar to the one , used for the ca lcu la t ion of the thermal conduct iv i ty . 
At the saturat ion dens i t i es the r\ funct ion Eq . [3.3]- [3.4] - wi l l be con t inued unti l the 
sp inoda l s are r e a c h e d . In the reg ion of instabi l i ty A Q U A u s e s the s a m e f l u id -mode l , as 
in the c a s e of the the rma l conduct iv i ty to ca lcu la te the v iscos i t y f rom the satura ted v is -
cos i t i es r\L , t]v- The resu l t ing equat ion is : 
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Figure 13 s h o w s the water -v iscos i ty as ca lcu la ted by A Q U A a long the 500 K - i so therm. 
DENSITY IN KG/M»»3 
Figure 13. Viscosity of the water in the two phase region. T = 500 K 
two phase region 23 
Figure 14. Pressure surface of the water. AQUA 
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Figure 15. Heat capacity surface of the water. AQUA. View from the cold side. 
two phase region 25 
Figure 16. Heat capacity surface of the water. AQUA. View from the liquid side. 
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5.0 Describing the water properties in the saturated states 
In order to be able to ca lcu la te the water proper t ies in the region of instabi l i ty A Q U A 
needs a se r i es of thermal proper t ies of the water in the saturated states ( s. e.g. 
Eq. [4.18] ). To s p e e d up the ca lcu la t ions A Q U A doesn ' t ca lcu la te these proper t ies ( P x , 
p, dP/dp, dPjdT, Cv, A, etc ) d i rect ly, but use pre-def ined temperature- funct ions of the 
co r respond ing proper t ies . In const ruct ing these temperature- funct ions great care was 
taken 
to have negl ig ib le dev ia t ions to the H.G.K va lues and 
to s h o w the correct behav iour in the vic ini ty of the cr i t ical point. 
The rema in ing part of th is chapter d e s c r i b e s the tempera tu re -descr ip t ions of t hese prop-
er t ies of the water in the saturated s tates. 
5.1 Describing the saturation line of the water 
The saturation pressure 
Haar, Ga l l aghe r and Ke l l desc r i be the vapor p ressu re of the water ( at t empera tu res , 
exceed ing 314 K ) as a funct ion of the s c a l e d tempera tu re 
T = 1 - - f - [5.1] 
' c 
rsp. of the squa re root of it 
w = [5.2] 
as fo l lows : 
8 
l n P x = l n P c + R_ t YJA1*WS~^ • [ 5 ' 3 ] 
In the above Eq . H.G.K, use cr i t ical data 
Tc = 647.25 K , P c = 22.093 MPa [5.4] 
wh ich differ marked ly f rom their regulary used va lues Eq. [2.11] . 
The po lynomia l coef f ic ients , Aj are : 
Table 9. The coefficients A(1) • A(8) of the HGK-vapor pressure equation 
1 -7.8889166 2 2.5514255 3 -6.716169 
4 33.239495 5 -105.38479 6 174.35319 
7 -148.39348 8 48.631602 
A Q U A u s e s , instead of the Eq . [5.3] a desc r ip t ion , p roposed by Wagner and S a u l at the 
con fe rence in M o s c o w , /14 / . The W&S-equa t i on needs only 6 coef f ic ients and yet repre -
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sent the m e a s u r e d vapor p ressu re data within their exper imen ta l uncerta in i ty ( s e e F ig -
ure 17 ). 
Fig. t. Relative deviations Ap s-(Ps, exp—P$.cai^ Ps,exp 0 * the experimental vapour 
pressures from values calculated with E q . (5). A Osborne et al . (140, + Rivk in et al. Ü6J, 
O St imson [13], * Gu i ldner et a). [12], O H a n a f u s a et al. 117Q, X K a w a i et al . U8J, 
t Kel l et a l . [19] 
Figure 17. Vapor pressure formula of Wagner and Saul 
The W&S-equa t i on has the s a m e form as the H.G.K, one , Eq. [5.3] , 
13 
I n P * = l n P c + T_ Y j N i ' w J ~ ^ [5.5] 
T 7 = 1 
only the cr i t ica l data and the coef f ic ients differ. They use 
7 C = 647.14 K , P c = 22.064 MPa [5.6] 
as cr i t ica l data and 
A / 1 = - 7 . 8 5 8 2 3 , N2 = 1.83991 , Ns = -11 .7811 
Ne = 22.6705 , N7 = - 1 5 . 9 3 9 3 , A / 1 3 = 1.77516 , ^ 5 ' 7 ^ 
as po lynomia l -coe f f i c ien ts . In ca lcu la t ing the vapor p ressu re A Q U A u s e s here a l so the 
cr i t ica l data of Haar, Ga l l aghe r and Ke l l ( Eq . [2.11] ) ins tead of the data [5.6] . 
A s we l l as in the H .G.K . -code , P* of Eq . [5.5] is for A Q U A on ly an app rox ima ted 
p r e s s u r e . The true vapor p ressu re is ca lcu la ted f rom this first va lue by co r rec t ing the 
satura ted dens i t i es till the Eq.s [4.1 - 4.2] a re sa t is f ied . 
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The saturation line 
The saturated dens i t ies are needed not on ly as l imit ing borders , but a lso as p roper t ies 
of their own va lue . The cac lu la t ion of var ious therma l proper t ies in the region of ins tab i l -
ity requ i res most ly the saturated dens i t i es and in s o m e c a s e s their tempera ture de r i va -
t ives too ( s. e .g. Eq . [4.18] ). C o n s e q u e n t l y one needs not only smooth funct ions for 
the saturated dens i t i es , but funct ions with smoo th tempera tu re der iva t ives . 
The H.G.K . -code ca lcu la tes - be low 646.3 K - Px, pL and pv by sea rch ing for s ta tes 
(J,pL) resp . (T,pv) with equa l f ree enthalpy va lues ( Eq.s [4.1 - 4.2 ] ). The co r re -
spond ing equa l p ressu res def ine then P X (T) . A b o v e 646.3 K Haar, Ga l lagher , and Ke l l 
use " s c a l e d " equat ions for the saturated dens i t i es : 
1 + 2 . 0 4 0 7 7 « / 
[5.8] 
1 - 2 . 0 4 0 7 7 « / 
with the cr i t ical exponent ß = 0.325, without cor rec t ing the dens i t ies for c o m m o n f ree 
enthalpy. 
A Q U A d e s c r i b e s - as wel l as the vapor p ressu re - the saturat ion l ine a lso with the 
7c-related var iab les T and w, Eq.s [5.1 ] , [5.2 ] . 
Below 620 K the dens i ty of the saturated l iquid is d e s c r i b e d with a po lynomia l of w, 
12 





Table 10. The coefficients A(1) • A(12) in the Eq. of the saturated liquid 
1 6.072746418 2 -149.9456089 3 2121.007381 
4 -17164.83301 5 90176.84684 6 -323045.6094 
7 805443.5472 8 -1398515.305 9 1658696.365 
10 -1281195.416 11 580741.4278 12 -117181.9097 
In the c a s e of the saturated vapor instead of the dens i ty , the factor of real i ty is de -
sc r i bed by a po lynomia l of w : 
Table 11. The coefficients Z(1) • Z(12) in the Eq. of the saturated vapor 
1 -1.125999398 2 42.15284538 3 -538.0831003 
4 4150.173161 5 -20809.47751 6 71295.07069 
7 -170444.6088 8 284498.9747 9 -325135.7165 
10 242459.309 11 -106255.203 12 20747.6267 
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A s wel l for the l iqu id, as for the vapor the po lynomia l -coef f i c ien ts were fitted to p roper -
t ies , ca lcu la ted by the H .G .K -code . The vapor p ressu re in Eq. [5.10] w a s ca lcu la ted by 
the W & S fo rmu la . 
Above 620 K A Q U A u s e s pract ica l ly the s a m e s c a l e d descr ip t ion , as the H.G.K c o d e ( 
Eq . [5.8] ) on ly fitting ta i ls had been added : 
PL(T) = Pc•[ 1 + 2 . 0 3 » / + T(U,+T (U2 + T 2 UA))] 
[5.11] 
Pv(T) = Pc-[ 1 - 2 . 0 3 - / + T(W,+T (W2 + T 2 W4))] 
The coef f ic ients of the fitting tai ls 
U, = 3.075668853 , U2 = -19 .58060683 , U4 = 1383.086689 
W, = 1.451962241 , W2 = -5 .041325559 , W4 = 611.1810749 
had ben ca lcu la ted by d e m a n d i n g a doub le -smoo th connec t ion 
L(Ts) = f + ( T s ) , f'_(Ts) = f ' + ( T s ) , f " . ( T s ) = f ' \ ( T s ) [5.12] 
for them to the low-T fo rmu las at Ts = 620 K. ( s e e A p p e n d i x B, "Der i va t i ves of s o m e 
saturated p roper t i es " on page 71 ). 
The saturated dens i t i es , ca lcu la ted by the Eq.s [5.9 - 5.11] are aga in only app rox i -
mated ones . A Q U A cor rec ts them - be low 646.0 K - to fulfil the Eq.s [4.1 - 4.2] ( s . 
Append i x C , "Ad jus t ing the saturated s ta tes " on page 75 ). 
5.2 Describing the spinodals 
Calculating the spinodals of the water. 
The sp inoda l s of the water are essen t ia l for the code A Q U A : the sp inoda l dens i t i es are 
needed as doma in borders for the ca lcu la t ions in the saturat ion d o m e , the sp inoda l 
p r e s s u r e s are neded as p ressu re bounds in conver t ing the p r e s s u r e s to dens i t i es . 
In o rder to ca lcu la te the dens i t i es of the sp inoda l s one has to f ind the nearest roots of 
the Eq . [4.3] on the i so therms in the v ic in i ty of the saturated dens i t i es . In the c o d e -
package A Q U A there is a p rogram H G K S P N w ich ca lcu la tes - us ing the rout ines Q U A D O , 
M O N I K A and S O R B E T - the dens i t i es and p r e s s u r e s of the sp inoda l s of the water . 
H G K S P N ca lcu la tes dPjdp at different dens i t i es on an iso therm us ing the H .G .K . - code . 
Q U A D O se lec t s 3 adjacent dens i t ies neares t to the root of Eq . [4.3] and fits a 2. 
g rade po lynomia l - Q 2 - to t hem. 
M O N I K A is needed only to ensu re , that the dens i t i es are proper ly o r d e r e d . Q U A D O 
s o l v e s the resu l t ing quadrat ic equat ion 
Q2 (p) = 0 
and se lec t s the appropr ia te root as the first approx imat ion for the sp inoda l dens i ty , pSu-
S O R B E T d i s c a r d s now one of the first 3 dens i ty va lues - the dens i ty , with the wors t 
fitting - and rep laces it with pSt\- T h e s e 3 dens i t i es are then returned to Q U A D O and a 
new root for dP/dp, pSL2 wi l l be ca l cu la ted . The p rocedure e n d u r e s , ti l l Eq . [4.3] is 
ful f i l led with suf f ic ient accu racy . 
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The spinodal densities 
Figure 18. s h o w s the near-cr i t ical part of the ca lcu la ted sp inoda l dens i t i es . A s one can 
s e e , above the temperature of 635 K the sp inoda l l ines get more and more i r regular in 
shape . A b o v e T = 646.3 K the H.G.K, c o d e proh ib i tes a l together the ca lcu la t ion of the 
sp inoda ls . 
cn 460 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 
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Figure 18. Spinodal densities in the vicinity of the critical point 
A Q U A d e s c r i b e s the sp inoda l dens i t ies - in the s a m e way as the saturated dens i t i es - as 
funct ions of w resp . T ( s. Eq . [5.1 - 5 . 2 ] ) . 
Below 620 K the dens i ty as wel l of the l iqu id, as of the vapor sp inoda l is app rox ima ted 
with po l ynomia l s 
9 7 
PSL(T) = P c ' X A J ' W I ~ ' ' P s v i T ) = PC-YJC1'WJ~1 • [ 5 - 1 3 ] 
y=i y=i 
Table 12. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(9) of the density of the liquid spinodal 
1 1.911888766 2 -16.54157899 3 179.7358194 
4 -940.1374463 5 2957.964417 6 -5752.429056 
7 6772.987553 8 -4428.001759 9 1234.441322 
Table 13. Polynomial coefficients C(1) - C(7) of the density of the vapor spinodal 
1 0.9201508683 2 -2.159701944 3 -0.2932760492 
4 6.324940268 5 -10.49597891 6 8.78261245 
7 -3.119252324 
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The coef f ic ients in Eq. [5.13] we re fitted to the l iquid resp. vapor dens i t ies ca lcu la ted 
by H G K S P N . 
Above 620 K the sp inoda l dens i t i es of the H.G.K. - i so therms are not re l iab le to be used 
as a fitting sou rce . Instead of us ing them, a [5.11] - type near-cr i t ica l ex tens ion 
PSLCO = Pc•[ 1 + 1 - 4 0 * ^ + r(U,+r (U2 + T2 U4))] 
[5.14] 
P s v C O = Pc ' [ 1 - 1 . 4 0 - / + T O ^ + T O ^ + T 2 ^ ) ) ] 
w a s cons t ruc ted . 
TEMPERRTLIRE , K 
Figure 19. Saturation and spinodal densities of the water 
pc and ß in Eq . [5.14] ensu re , that for al l near-cr i t ica l i so therms the dens i ty- re la t ion 
Pv < Psv < Pc < PSL < PL 
ho lds . The cr i t ica l ampl i tude - 1.4 in Eq . [5.14] - was found by compa r i ng the resu l ts of 
Eq . [5.14] with the H.G.K.-data at t empera tu res above 640 K. The coef f ic ients of the 
fitting ta i ls 
{/, = 0.4871717941 , U2 = 24.26899415 , U4 = -2461.494028 
W, = 1.132819731 , W2 = -30 .70131059 , W 4 = 3324.944936 
are ca l cu la ted aga in - as in the c a s e of the satura ted dens i t i es - by d e m a n d i n g doub le 
smoo th connec t i ons at 620 K. 
F igure 19 d i sp lays the satura ted and the sp inoda l dens i t i es as funct ions of the t e m -
perature . It is in terest ing to note that the m e a n sp inoda l 
PSM = (PSL + P s v ) / 2 
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is a l inear funct ion of the temperature . 
The spinodal pressures 
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Figure 20. Pressures on the spinodals of the water 
In the vic in i ty of the cr i t ical point the sp inoda l p r e s s u r e s - l ike the dens i ty - are not ac -
c e s s i b l e v ia the H .G .K . - code . Mo reove r , at every subcr i t i ca l T the p ressu re relat ion 
PSL(T) < PX(T) < PSV(T) 
must ho ld . To c o p e with these cond i t ions A Q U A approx imata tes be low 620 K the sp ino -
dal p r e s s u r e s - ca l cu la ted by H G K S P N - with T- po l ynomia l s and d e s c r i b e s - near Tc -
their dev ia t ions f rom P \ 
Below 620 K the p r e s s u r e s are d e s c r i b e d as : 
g 
PSLCO = PsvCO = £ c , V -
1 [5.16] 
7-1 7 = 1 
Table 14. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(9) of the pressure of the liquid spinodal 
1 -0.001387361801 2 0.1510341901 3 1.980521347 
4 2.921317875 5 -38.3240633 6 162.2329521 
7 -384.0027285 8 479.3961544 9 -264.1248035 
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Table 15. Polynomial coefficients C(1) • C(8) of the pressure of the vapor spinodal 
1 -0.0007497146775 2 0.162845372 3 -0.3190428782 
4 -1.582269493 5 6.787420254 6 -10.41333815 
7 7.599390008 8 -2.285884902 
Above 620 K the desc r ip t i ons are : 
3 
PSV(T) = P*(T) + 2 . 0 0 ' 1 0 8 « y Wj'TJ 
PSL(T) = P (7) - 4 .98 '1U ' ^ I V T 
[5.17] 
) = 1 
The po l ynomia l s in Eq . [5.17] van ish at the cr i t ica l point as T. The i r coef f ic ients 
Ui = 0.05235363429 
= 0.1103469546 
L/2 = 4.419437236 
Wo = 0.913150777 
L/3 = -18 .86727538 
IV, = -10 .87001272 
had been ga ined by us ing doub le smoo th connec t i ons at 620 K. 
5.3 The entropy on the saturation line 
Figure 21. Entropy on the saturation line of the water 
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The entropy in the saturated states show a cou rse s im i la r to the c o u r s e of the saturated 
dens i t ies . Consequen t l y A Q U A emp loys - for the descr ip t ion of the entropy of the satu-
rated l iquid - a fo rmu la , s im i la r to the one used for the descr ip t ion of the saturated den -
s i t ies . 
Below 620 K the entropy of the saturated l iquid - ca lcu la ted by the H.G.K, code - is de-
sc r i bed with a w - po lynomia l ( s. Eq. [5.1 - 5.2] ) 
SLCO = SC'X! AJ' w 
7-1 [5.18] 
7 = 1 
Table 16. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(9) of the entropy of the saturated liquid 
1 0.9528621116 2 0.2725494325 3 -8.457375782 
4 44.57631748 5 -150.7441559 6 311.7914429 
7 -391.8528748 8 273.5529633 9 -82.2848053 
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Figure 22. Entropy of the saturated states in the vicinity of Tc 
Above 620 K the entropy of the l iquid is desc r i bed with a "vapor - l i ke " s c a l e d fo rmu la : 
SL(T) = S c - [ 1 - 0 . 2 5 - / + T (L71 + T (U2 + T 2 U4))] . [5.19] 
The cr i t ical ent ropy and the s c a l e d ampl i tude 
[5.20] S c = 9 . 4 3 - R g a s and e s = 0.25 
had been de te rm ined by fitting as we l l Eq . [5.19], as the co r respond ing fo rmula for the 
ent ropy of the vapor to the H.G.K. -va lues above 635 K. The coef f ic ients 
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I/, = -1 .23383958 , U2 = -1 .656615363 , L/4 = 911.5375812 
resul t f rom us ing a doub le smoo th ex tens ion to h igher tempera tu res at the sw i tch ing 
point. 
The entropy on the saturated vapor needs no extra descr ip t ion , it can be ca lcu la ted 
f rom SL by the eq . of C l a u s i u s & C l a p e y r o n 
S _ c . (J 
5.4 The transport properties on the saturation line 
The fo l lowing desc r ip t i ons for the v iscos i t y resp . thermal conduct iv i ty in the satura ted 
states we re cons t ruc ted by ca lcu la t ig the p roper t ies on the saturat ion l ine with the a lgo-
r i thms, d e s c r i b e d in 3.0, "T ranspor t p roper t ies of the water . " on page 9 and approx imat -
ing these va lues with adequate funct ions. 
The viscosity 
Figure 23. Viscosity of the water in the saturated states 
In desc r i b i ng the v i scos i t i es in the co ld l iqu id resp . vapor different func t ions of the crit-
ica l var iab le w ( Eq . [5.2] ) we re used : 
g 
VL(T) - - r r - ^ . vv(T> = v E c / ' * ' " ' • O « ] 
7=1 
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Table 17. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(11) of the viscosity in the saturated liquid 
1 0.945822019 2 -3.50567042 3 23.61506749 
4 -176.2217806 5 960.5599634 6 -3533.866457 
7 8609.716158 8 -13637.7187 9 13435.90472 
10 -7453.116048 11 1776.272412 
Table 18. Polynomial coefficients C(1) • C(9) of the viscosity in the saturated vapor 
1 0.9733280423 2 -4.061585251 3 20.72025593 
4 -80.06616536 5 214.64856 6 -384.6194719 
7 433.0818384 8 -278.1018786 9 78.25010044 
In the vicini ty of Tc dens i ty - l i ke fo rmu las were adapted : 
VLCO = * / c * h + ^.50^Tß + T (U, + T (U2 + T 2 L/4))] 
[5.22] 
V v i O = Vc L 1 - 1 - 5 0 , T / ? + T + T (IV2 + T 2 IV4))] 
The po lynomia l coef f ic ients 
U, = 4.669845392 , U2 = -19.58930391 , UA = 1768.652432 
W, = 4.262680597 , W2 = -34 .89896734 , W 4 = 2452.105565 
were ca lcu la ted us ing the rest r ic t ions of doub le -smoo th connec t i ons at 620 K to the 
" c o l d " desc r ip t i ons . By compar ing the funct ions [5.22] with the ca lcu la ted v i scos i t i es 
above 635 K the best fitting g ives the fo l lowing cr i t ical v i scos i t y : 
t j c = 3 .95 ' 1 0 ~ 5 P a ' s e c . [5.23] 
The thermal conductivity 
A Q U A d e s c r i b e s the therma l conduct iv i t ies in the who le T- reg ion as funct ion of r. B e l o w 
620 K the fo l lowing po l ynomia l s were used : 
8 9 
hen = X V 1 • wo = Z cr'~' • ^ 
Table 19. Coefficients A(1) - A 8) of the thermal conductivity in the saturated liquid 
1 0.397252283 2 1.361430056 3 0.2886579476 
4 -1.137153088 5 -75.20016424 6 333.88123 
7 -546.0632435 8 311.575529 
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Table 20, Coefficients C(1) - C 9) of the thermal conductivity in the saturated vapor 
1 0.2012600289 2 -2.546881317 3 19.24073027 
4 -79.8925815 5 178.6322576 6 -195.5137779 
7 62.06051011 8 38.86696488 9 -15.11624233 
D.D 
Figure 24. Thermal conductivity of the water as function of the temperature 
At the cr i t ica l point the the rma l conduct iv i ty app roaches infinty as 
i O C T " 0 5 [5.25] 
C o n s e q u e n t l y above 620 K the fo l lowing near-cr i t ica l desc r ip t i ons had been app l i ed : 
J - 1 [5.26] 
;=1 y=i 
The first coef f ic ients of the a p p e n d e d po l ynomia l s are equa l : 
U, = = 0.02 . 
For the rema in ing coef f ic ients the cond i t ion of the doub le smoo th cont inuat ion at 620 K 
g i ves : 
U2 = 2.484618723 
UA = 421.0825394 
W2 = 0.7221916099 
W4 = 495.59365880 
U3 = -31 .16080409 
Us = -2390.608760 
-29.169893490 
Wc = -3169.2527940 
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5.5 Other saturated properties 
The fo l lowing proper t ies are al l d e s c r i b e d in A Q U A as funct ions of the s c a l e d temper -
ature T, only the form of the funct ions differ in the co ld ( T < 620 K ) and in the near -c r i -
t ical ( T > 620 K ) part of saturat ion l ine. B e l o w 620 K r -po lynomia ls were fitted to the 
proper ty -va lues ca lcu la ted with the H.G.K, c o d e . A b o v e 620 K s c a l e d desc r ip t i ons ( s. 
e.g. Eq. [5.30] ) are u s e d . The va lues of the cr i t ical pa rameters in t hese fo rmu la are 
ga ined by fitting the descr ip t ions to the H.G.K.- funct ions in the reg ion 
635 K < T < Tr [5.27] 
The remain ing coef f ic ients of the high-T descr ip t ions are def ined by demand ing a dou-
b le -smooth connec t ion ( Eq. [5.12] ) for t hem to the low-T fo rmu las at 7S = 620 K. 
In all the c a s e s the descr ip t ions had been deve loped for the reduced proper t ies - P°, 
PT , C° and G° - s i nce A Q U A cal tu lates internal ly with these funct ions. 
The density derivative of the pressure 
D.D 
-0.5 
- i 1 i r t 1 r 
350 150 55D 650 
T IN K 
Figure 25. Density derivatives of the pressure in the saturated states 
Table 21. Polynomial coefficients A(1) • A(12) of d?\dp in the saturated liquid 
1 0.09168326854 2 0.1410358804 3 293.745773 
4 -3694.718543 5 35315.9487 6 -224505.1913 
7 968102.1275 8 -2837321.019 9 5560661.663 
10 -6973719.089 11 5058540.246 12 -1615244.963 
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Table 22. Polynomial coefficients C(1) - C(9) of dP/dp in the saturated vapor 
1 0.001435429119 2 3.738553917 3 3.552096947 
4 -55.88507759 5 217.5743793 6 -535.2445068 
7 812.4224243 8 -670.9285889 9 229.0827484 
Tab le 21 and Tab le 22 conta in the coef f ic ients of the low temperature descr ip t ion od the 
dens i ty -der iva t ives for the saturated l iquid resp . for the saturated vapor 
• f r m = R ^ ' T 
12 
E v - 1 
9 P (T) = R^'T^CJ-T*-1 . [5.28] 
7 = 1 
O h 
T I —I I- - i 1 T r 
I L 63B. 643. 648. 
T IN K 
Figure 26. Density derivatives of the pressure in the vicinity of Tc 
At the cr i t ical point the dens i ty -der iva t i ves van i sh as 
BP 
oc pL*Ty resp . 
BP 
oc pv [5.29] 
with the cr i t ical exponen t y = 1.24 ( s. e .g. /17 / ) so the fo l lowing near-cr i t i ca l de-
sc r ip t ions had been app l ied : 
d p V) "gas pc 
7 = 1 
4 
[5.30] 
7 = 1 
The first coef f ic ients of the po l ynomia l s in Eq . [5.30] are the s a m e : 
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= W-, = 15 
and here are the remain ing ones : 
-79.73057836 , U3 = -430 .1476885 U2 = 
Wo = 369.6750971 W, = -5110.089071 
Ua = 14139.7632 
W4 = 46121.0908 
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Figure 27. Temperature derivatives of the pressure in the saturated states 
The tempera tu re der ivat ives s h o w quite a regular behav iour at 7C, so one can use po lyn -
om ia l s as wel l on the co ld saturat ion l ine as on the near cr i t ical one . B e l o w 620 K the 






Table 23. Polynomial coefficients A(1) • A(12) of dP/dT in the saturated liquid 
1 1.818884544 2 16.40737736 3 -65.85455759 
4 52.04371914 5 4031.238729 6 -47257.0313 
7 277423.4268 8 -988332.4003 9 2218919.758 
10 -3077677.674 11 2414555.699 12 -821000.2244 
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Table 24. Polynomial coefficients C(1) - C(10) of dP/dT in the saturated vapor 
1 2.029700729 2 -0.1255470649 3 -61.54407176 
4 544.8751175 5 -2848.188899 6 9708.977783 
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Figure 28. Temperature derivatives of the pressure in the vicinity of Tc 
A b o v e 620 K the doub le smoo th ex tens ion g i ves 
4 
dP 
5 7 (7) = Rgas-P^Z
 U i ' x J 
4 
The first coef f ic ients of the po lynomia l s in Eq . [5.32] must be the s a m e 
to fulfil 
(/, = = 1.80215732 
5 7 , / J dT dT,K c } '  
[5.32] 
[5.34] 
The rema in ig ones are 
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U2 = 17.63135647 , L/3 = -97 .95806903 , U4 = 451.8053522 
W2 = 16.00172011 , W3 = -439.3063303 , WA = 3359.729201 
The heat capacities 
in 2D. 
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Figure 29. Heat capacities of the water in the saturated states. 
A Q U A d e s c r i b e s the heat capac i t ies in Rg„ uni ts. B e l o w 620 K po lynomia l s were used : 
12 
7 = 1 
10 
7 = 1 
7-1 [5.35] 
Table 25. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(12) of Cv in the saturated liquid 
1 7.4305055 2 -24.93618016 3 195.5654567 
4 1986.485797 5 -53305.43411 6 505697.1723 
7 -2724774.677 8 9167737.673 9 -19622033.78 
10 25984725.33 11 -19419431.35 12 6263206.554 
saturated states 43 
Table 26. Polynomial coefficients C(1) - C(10) of Cv in the saturated vapor 
1 8.956404735 2 -33.97230774 3 126.5786602 
4 -513.7462523 5 1521.138693 6 -2182.266721 
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Figure 30. Heat capacities of the water in the vicinity of Tc 
At the cr i t ica l point the heat capac i ty a p p r o a c h e s infinty as 
C a y OC T [5.37] 
with the cr i t ica l exponent a = - 0 . 1 ( s. e .g. /17 / ). Consequen t l y above 620 K the fo l low-
ing near-cr i t ica l desc r ip t i ons had been app l ied : 
[5.38] 
7=1 ;= i 
The doub le smoo th cont inuat ion at 620 K resu l ts in the po lynomia l -coe f f i c ien ts : 
LA, = 4.5 , U2 = 15.21452007 , U3 = -167 .2951053 , UA = 1042.333618 , 
= 5.1 , W2 = 42.35451412 , W3 = -1002.675527 , WA = 6911.203183 . 
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The free enthalpy, G 
The G i b b s funct ion s h o w s not even a t race of i r regular i ty at Tc. A s ing le po lynomia l suf-
f i ces therefore, to desc r i be it in the who le tempera tu re region : 
GL(T) = GV(T) = Rg^T^Aj-r i -1 [5.39] 
J = 1 
Table 27. Polynomial coefficients A(1) • A(9) of the free enthalpy of the saturated states 
1 -2.569516966 2 5.187876405 3 0.6408677408 
4 1.374106295 5 -18.01831251 6 68.53337198 
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Figure 31. Free enthalpy - G - of the water in the saturated states 
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6.0 Calculating the densities from the pressures 
IVA3 supp l i es the equat ion of state with the tempera tu re and the p ressu re as independ-
ent va r iab les , the H.G.K.- rout ines ca lcu la te the the rmophys i ca l proper t ies as t empera -
ture-densi ty funct ions. S o obv ious ly a p rocedure is needed to ca lcu la te the var iab le-pa i r 
( T, p ) f rom the var iab le-pa i r ( T, P ). A Q U A u s e s three rout ines to do this task : 
DLFIND s e e k s p{ T, P ) in the l iqu id, DVFIND in the vapor , and DGFIND in the supercr i t -
ical water. 
6.1 Calculating small density changes 
Al l of t hese rout ines 
DGFIND(T,P,p , IECCH) 
DLFIND(T,P,p , IECCH) 
DVFIND(T,P,p , IECCH) 
use the s a m e search ing-a lgor i thm : beg inn ing with an initial dens i ty , p0 - supp l ied by the 
user - a first p ressure , P 0 and öP/öp are ca l cu la ted , then a cor rec ted dens i ty is de r i ved -
f rom the d i f ference, P - P 0 - by Newton ' s method. 
Table 28. Coefficients of P ^ x ( T ). 
Pun., = Ao + A, V + A2 T* + ... 
T > 0 K 373.15 K 647.126 K 
128.0317635'10 9 1.121372093-10 9 - 731 .6836907 '10 6 
A, - 1 . 503427271 '10 9 -6 .278371391 »106 6.597512847'10
6 
Az 6.608885188' 10 6 26.44577782'10 3 - 7 . 0 8 4 0 7 0 9 4 ' 1 0
3 
A, - 12 .83080180 '10 3 -33.36474460 5.764846806 
A4 9.305682808 14.81761478-10- 3 -3 .188721412»10- 3 
A, 1.193485372»10-
6 




A, -4.040003535» 1 0 "
1 8 
A9 1.543953233« 1 0 -
2 2 
Before beg inn ig with the i terat ion, the rout ines check , if there is a posib i l i ty at all to 
f ind a dens i ty , co r respond ing to the supp l ied p r e s s u r e , P in the g iven a rea . To this a im P 
is c o m p a r e d with a p ressu re -w indow, 
r min — r — "max 
and if P don ' t fit into it, the rout ines end with an error m e s s a g e ( for the error handl ing 
s. Append i x L, "Re tu rn c o d e s " on page 151 ). The borders of the p ressu re -w indow are 
Pmin = 0 , P m a x = P L m a x ( T ) [6.1] 
in the superc r i t i ca l water , 
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^min — Q < Pmax — Psv ( T ) [6.2] 
in the vapor , and 
Pmin = PSL(T) , Pmax = Pirna. ( T) [6.3] 
in the l iquid respect ive ly . 
Punax in the above eq .s is the p ressu re at the l iquid edge of the va l id i ty -domain 
PLmaAT) = P(T, 1200 kg/m3) . [6.4] 
A Q U A ca lcu la tes P^nax with the tempera tu re po l ynomia l s g iven in Tab le 28 ( rout ine 
P L M A X ). The descr ip t ion is va l id in the tempera tu re range 
273.15 K < T < 5000 K . 
The rema in ing two tempera ture- func t ions in Eq. [6.1 - 6.3], Psv ( T ) resp . PSL ( T ) are 
the sp inoda l p r e s s u r e s in the vapor resp . in the l iqu id, Eq . [5.16 - 5.17]. At least as 
long the tempera tu res rema in be low 635. K. A b o w e this point the s h a p e of the 
H.G.K . - i so the rms beg ins to differ marked ly f rom the shape , one wou ld expec t in the 
ne ighbourhood of the cr i t ica l point. A s we l l the p ressu re , as the dens i ty - par t icu lar ly of 
the l iquid sp inoda l - differ f rom the desc r ip t i ons g i ven in 5.0, " D e s c r i b i n g the water prop-
er t ies in the saturated s ta tes " on page 27 ( c o m p a r e a lso F igure 18 on page 31 ). F ig -
ure 32 s h o w s a mass i ve l y en la rged part of the 647 K iso therm of the water . On this 
i so therm the l iquid sp inoda l l ies in the vapor reg ion a l ready. 
g! 3S. I 1 i—i 1 1 i—i r—i j i—i 1 1 p-j-' ' 1 1 1 r — r — ' ,—"I 1 I I r 
DENSITY IN KG/M»«3 
Figure 32. Water pressures on the 647 K isotherm 
A Q U A u s e s addi t iona l r -po l ynomia l s to d e s c r i b e the real p r e s s u r e m in ima and m a x i m a 
P'SL, P'sv in the reg ion above 635 K : 
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g 
P'SLO) = PSL(T) + YjurJ -
[6.5] 
p'sv co = P s v C O - £ w r ! • 
with the coef f ic ients 
Table 29. Polynomial coefficients U(1) - U(9) of the correcting term for P'SL 
1 40.49363544 2 -20.73773694« 10 3 3 7.607260219« 10
s 
4 -1.796520658« 10 9 5 258.9287847'10 9 6 -22 .71838331 '10
1 2 
7 1.182066587'10 1 5 8 -33 .45912597 '10 1 5 9 396.4473916'10
1 5 
resp . 
Table 30. Polynomial coefficients W(1) - W(6) of the correcting term for P'sv 
1 17.17830396 2 -3.434969255» 10 3 3 448.7956073'10
3 
4 -38 .08457011 '10 6 5 1.646319316'10 9 6 -27 .19071374 '10
9 
( rout ines DILE resp . DIVE ). 
In a thin reg ion before the cr i t ica l tempera ture , 
647.0 K < T < TC 
it can happen , that the l iquid p r e s s u r e s of an isotherm rema in a lways above the vapor 
p r e s s u r e s 
P'sv < P'SL 
This wou ld lead to the unaccep tab le state, that at a dist inct ( near cr i t ica l ) tempera tu re 
there wou ld be a p ressu re , f inding no co r respond ing dens i ty e i ther in the vapor , or in 
the l iqu id. To avo id this unph is ica l state DLFIND c h e c k s at near cr i t ica l t empera tu res 
the sp inoda l p r e s s u r e s and u s e s the sma l le r of them as P m i n in the w indow [6.3]. 
6.2 Calculating large density changes 
If the supp l i ed dens i ty , p0 di f fers mass i ve l y f rom the f inal dens i ty , p ( T, P ), then in s o m e 
c a s e s the 19 i terat ion-steps, a l l owed in the FIND-rout ines wi l l not suf f ice to ca lcu la te the 
f inal dens i ty . The user can c i rcumvent this diff iculty by supp ly ing in this c a s e a ze ro 
init ial dens i ty , 
Po = 0 
to the FIND-rout ines. F ind ing a ze ro initial dens i ty the rout ines s e a r c h - after c h e c k i n g 
the p r e s s u r e , yet before beg inn ing with the iteration - for an adequa te approx ima ted 
dens i ty , wh ich wi l l then s e r v e as an initial dens i ty for the iteration with Newton ' s meth-
od . To f ind th is dens i ty , the rout ines use an a lgor i thm, s imi la r to the one , used to c a l c u -
late the sp inoda l dens i t i es ( page 30 ). 
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DVFIND se lec ts three dens i t i es with the co r respond ing p r e s s u r e s 
P i = o = 0 
P2 = PV . P2 = P * 
Pz = Psv . ^3 = Psv 
[6.6] 
and ca l l s the rout ine DINVA to f ind a dens i ty , co r respond ing the supp l i ed p ressu re , P 
with the help of these points. DINVA supp l i es the points to the rout ine Q U A D O , wh ich 
cons t ruc ts f rom them a po lynomia l of s e c o n d grade and s o l v e s it for p 0 ( P ). DINVA then 
ca lcu la tes the p ressu re , P ( p0) and c h e c k s , if the p0 is good enough to beg in wi th. If P ( 
Po ) di f fers to much f rom P, then DINVA u s e s S O R B E T to d i sca rd the "wors t " of the four 
points 
P i P2 P3 Po 
and s e e k s with the rema in ig three a better p 0 . 
DLFIND uses 
P i = PSL 
P2 = PL 




P3 — P Lmax 
as pivotal points and ca l l s the rout ine DINLI to f ind the dens i ty , p 0 . DINLI works the s a m e 
way as DINVA. 
DGFIND has a more comp l i ca ted task to fulf i l l , as e i ther DVFIND or DLFIND. S i n c e at 
superc r i t i ca l tempera tu res there are no ready -made dens i t y -p ressu re re la t ions to use -
as the saturat ion l ine or the sp inoda l s - s o m e dens i t y -p ressu re re la t ions must be c o n -
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Figure 33. Water. Density-pressure chart 
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To this end DGFIND d iv ides the supercr i t i ca l reg ion in three sub -a reas : 
" L D " : 0 < p < p c 
the a rea of low-dens i t ies , 
" M D " : p c < p < 600 kg/m3 
the a rea of modera te -dens i t ies and 
" H D " : 600 kg Im3 < p < 1200 /cg /m 3 
the area of h igh-dens i t ies ( s. F igure 33 ). A Q U A supp l i es DGFIND with the fo l lowing 
i sochora l p ressu res : 
P 2 5 0 ( T ) = P ( T , 250 kg Im3) [6.8] 
Table 31. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(8) of P 2 5 0 ( T )• P25o = A0 + Ai«7 + A 2«7 2 + 
1 -161.6042550«10 6 2 370.3861090« 10 3 3 -183.5936079 
4 93.96635527«10- 3 5 -30.07808886«10- 6 6 5.819644183-10-
9 
7 - 6 1 9 . 7 2 4 7 3 5 0 ' 1 0 - 1 6 8 27.81950727 «10- 1 8 
P 3 2 2 ( n = P(T, Pc) [6.9] 
Table 32. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(10) of Pxa ( T ). Pm = Ao + / W + A 2 - P + ... 
1 —115.3411242«10 s 2 -14.61390831 «103 3 713.8479434 
4 -843.0259976« 1 0 - 3 5 558.6511529«10- 6 6 -228.9982666 «10-
9 
7 59.25205508«10- 1 2 8 -9.423230731 «10-
1 6 9 841.0373279« 1 0 - 2 1 
10 -32.24390358« 1 0 " 2 4 
P 4 oo(7" ) = P(T, 400kg/m 3 ) [6.10] 
Table 33. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(10) of P400 ( T ). Pm = Ao + Ai«7 + Az'T* + ... 
1 -48.22391500« 10 6 2 -534.0793594« 10 3 3 1.893391113«10
3 
4 -2 .052518308 5 1.304520061«10- 3 6 -521.2344512«10-
9 
7 132.5272444« 1 0 - 1 2 8 -20.80959374«10-
1 5 9 1.839373352 «10- 1 8 
10 -69.98460931 «10- 2 4 
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Peoo(T) = P(T, 600 /cg /m 3 ) [6.11] 
Table 34. Polynomial coefficients A(1) • A(10) of Peoo ( T ). P 6 0 0 = Ao + A i - 7 + A 2 - F + ... 
1 -193.5182531 «106 2 -662 .0824295 '10 3 3 3.041300733« 10 3 
4 -3 .331588396 5 2.091973967«10- 3 6 - 8 2 2 . 3 8 8 1 8 4 9 ' 1 0 - 9 
7 205 .8600153 '10- 1 2 8 -31.88132588« 1 0 - 1 5 9 2.784677333 «10- 1 6 
10 - 1 0 4 . 8 7 7 2 4 6 8 * 1 0 - 2 4 
and W ) = P(T, 800kg/m 3 ) [6.12] 
Table 35. Polynomial coefficients A(1) - A(10) of PBOO ( T ). P m = Ao + ArT + Az'T* + ... 
1 -576.9907617» 10 6 2 229.0441320«10 3 3 3.275463692» 10 3 
4 -4.331244582 5 3.008662103»10- 3 6 - 1 . 2 7 2 1 7 8 9 9 4 ' 1 0 " 6 
7 337.9386420« 1 0 - 1 2 8 - 5 5 . 0 7 1 0 2 7 0 2 * 1 0 - 1 5 9 5.030253110-10- 1 6 
10 - 1 9 7 . 1 4 1 4 6 6 3 ' 1 0 " 2 4 
( rout ines P250, P322, P400, P600 and P800 ). The above po lynomia l s are va l id in the 
tempera tu re range 
647.126 K < T < 5000 K . 
If now, in the beg inn ig DGFIND f inds a z e r o for the init ial densi ty , then it wi l l c o m p a r e 
the supp l i ed p ressu re with three p r e s s u r e - w i n d o w s : 
0 < P < P 3 2 2 , [6.13] 
P 3 2 2 < P < P 6 0 0 and [6.14] 
P600 < P < P L m a x [6.15] 
to dec ide , in wh ich of the three sub -a reas to expect the densi ty . If the p r e s s u r e P l ies in 
w i n d o w [6.13] ( sub -a rea " L D " ), then DGFIND se lec t s the fo l lowing pivotal points 
P 1 = 0 , P 1 = 0 
p 2 = 250 kg/m3 , P 2 = P 2 5 0 [6.16] 
P3 = Pc ' Pz = P 322 
( s . F igure 33 ) and supp l i es them to the rout ine DINSU to get the init ial dens i t y p 0 . If P 
su f f i ces the inequal i ty [6.14] ( sub -a rea " M D " ), then the supp l ied corner -po in ts wi l l be 
P i = Pc ' P^=P 322 
p 2 = 400 kg Im3 , P 2 = P 4 0 o [6.17] 
p 3 = 600 kg/m3 , P 3 = P 4 0 0 
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and if P l ies ins ide the w indow [6.15] ( sub -a rea " H D " ), then DGFIND uses the points 
p 1 = 600 kg Im3 , P, = P 6 0 0 
p 2 = 800 kg Im3 , P 2 = P 8 0 0 [6.1 
p 3 = 1200 kg Im 3 , P3 = PLmax 
to get an initial densi ty , p 0 . 
DINSU ca lcu la tes p 0 the s a m e way as DINVA or DINLI. 
densities 

7.0 Using AQUA 
7.1 The codesystem AQUA 
can be used in different w a y s : 
1. the user can cal l the interact ive p rocedure W A T E R , to get the water proper t ies at a 
g iven ( T,p ) resp. ( T ,P ) point d i sp layed on the s c r e e n imediate ly , 
2. it is a lso poss ib le to acqu i re water proper t ies for a who le str ing of points, e i ther 
a long a number of i so the rms or a long a set of i socho res in a T S O - s e s s i o n by ca l l ing 
the p rocedure KA ISOT or K A I S O K , 
3. f inal ly, there are a l so the rout ines W A S S E R , D A M P F , R D R D P , SAET01 and VD1 
which supp ly the water proper t ies to the code IVA3 and wh ich cou ld be used by 
other c o d e s too. 
SERVUS : auxiliary datasets and routines 
The p rocedures KA ISOT and K A I S O K ca lcu la te the water proper t ies a long a str ing of 
densi ty resp . temperature points. To be able to do that, they need 
• a S E R V U S - d a t a s e t to supp ly a s a m p l e isotherm resp . a samp le i sochore for t hese 
rout ines and to rece i ve the ca lcu la ted proper t ies , 
• s o m e rout ines f rom the code S E R V U S to read, inspect , handle, sort and store the 
funct ions appear ing in the p rocedures . 
The code S E R V U S ( s. /19/) res ides in the dataset INR105.SERVUS.LOAD. 
The s a m p l e funct ions are ei ther in the dataset INR105.AQU A.DATA or in 
INR105. AQU A T.DA TA. A Q U A holds s a m p l e iso therms with s o m e 300 dens i ty points in the 
range p < 1200 kg/m*. In A Q U A T there are tempera ture funct ions with 400 tempera tu re 
points be tween the mel t ing and the cr i t ica l points. 
The user can acqu i re the above datasets by copy ing and adapt ing the p rocedure 
INR105.SERVUS.CNTL(IEBGENER) to userid.SERVUS.CNTL(IEBGENER) (s. F igure 34 ). 
/ / u s e r i d a l J O B (0000 ,999 ,abcde) ,dombrowsky ,MSGLEVEL = (1,1), 
/ / NOTIFY = u s e r i d , M S G C L A S S = H 
/ / I E B G E X E C P G M = I E B G E N E R 
/ / S Y S P R I N T DD S Y S O U T = * 
/ / S Y S U T 1 DD UNIT= I N R , D S N A M E = INR105 .AQUA.DATA,D ISP = SHR 
/ / S Y S U T 2 DD UNIT= i i i . D S N A M E = u s e r i d . A Q U A . D A T A , D I S P = ( ,CATLG) , 
/ / S P A C E = (TRK,(50,10) ,RLSE) ,DCB = ( R E C F M = V B S , L R E C L = 32760 .BLKSIZE = 19069) 
/ / S Y S I N DD D U M M Y 
// 
Figure 34. The procedure userid.SERVUS.CNTL(IEBGENER). 
The "s t r ing"- rout ines K A I S O T and K A I S O K need , b e s i d e s of the S E R V U S rout ines a l so 
the A Q U A - r o u t i n e s S I G N A T , N A P S Z M and M U S T E R . 
• M U S T E R he lps in se lec t i ng the sample- func t ion in the S E R V U S dataset , 
• S I G N A T sets the chrac ter is t i c numbers and words - needed in reg is ter ing the func-
tion in the dataset - for the proper t ies ca lcu la ted and 
• N U M B E R returns the number of day in the year . 
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7.2 WATER 
W A T E R ca lcu la tes the water proper t ies ei ther as p ressure - tempera tu re or as dens i ty -
tempera tu re funct ions. In the stable and metas tab le s tates W A T E R returns proper ty -va-
lues , co r respond ing to the ones , ca lcu la ted by the H.G.K . -code . In the reg ion of ins tab i l -
ity W A T E R ca lcu la tes mixed state proper t ies , as d e s c r i b e d in 4.0, " T h e r m a l p roper t ies in 
the two phase reg ion . " 
W A T E R needs the "FIND"- rout ines for the ( T,P ) =*> ( T, p ) c o n v e r s i o n and H Y D O R to 
ca lcu la te the water proper t ies in the ( p,T ) - d e p e n d e n c e ( s. A p p e n d i x D, " M o d u l e 
t r e e s " on page 77 ). 
W A T E R res i des in the dataset ' I N R 1 0 5 . K A T H E R . L O A D ' and can be act ivated by typ ing 
s i m p l y " W A T E R " . 
The fo l lowing f rozen s c r e e n s exempl i f y a typ ica l conversa t ion with W A T E R : 
- TSO COMMAND PROCESSOR 
ISPFCOMMAND ===> 
ENTER TSO COMMAND, CL IST , OR REXX EXEC BELOW: 
===> WATER 
STATUS : 94 /12 /09 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
+ 
W W A TTTTTTT EEEEEEE RRRRRR 
W W AAA TTTTTTT EEEEEEE RRRRRRR 
W W AA AA T E R R 
W W W AA AA T E EEE R RRRRR 
W WWW W A A T E EEE R RRRR 
WWW WWW A AAA A T E R RR 
WW WW A AAA A T EEEEEEE R RR 
W W A A T EEEEEEE R RR 
WATER CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER 
IN THE LIQUID, VAPOR AND GASEOUS STATES 
EITHER AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY 
OR AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE. 
THE PROPERTIES CALCULATED ARE THE FOLLOWING ONES: 
T = TEMPERATURE P = PRESSURE RHO = DENSITY 
CV / CP = ISOBARIC / ISOCHORIC HEAT CAPACITIES S = ENTROPY 
G = GIBBS FUNCTION U = ENERGY H = ENTHALPY 
VEL .S = SONIC VELOCITY SIGMA = SURFACE TENSION ETA = VISCOSITY 
LAMBDA = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PR.NR = PRANDTL NUMBER 
VAP.QU = M.VAP/M.TOT 
FOR MORE INFORMATION => K. THURNAY, T: 2477 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ENTER TEMPERATURE ( IN K ) / 373.150 / = 
00011 ? 
373.15 
( STOP WTIH T = 0 ) 
DO YOU WANT THE PROPERTIES AS 
1 = TEMPERATURE-DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
2 = TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE FUNCTIONS ( STOP WITH 0 ) 
00014 ? 
2 
ENTER PRESSURE ( IN MPASCAL ) / 0.1013250 / =: ( STOP WTIH P = 0 ) 
00019 ? 
6.1613256 
LIQUID ( 1 ) OR VAPOR ( 2 ) STATE ? ( 0 = STOP ) =: 
00028 ? 
1 
T = 373.150 RHO = 958.3926 P = 0.1013458 
K KG/M**3 MPASCAL 
DP/DRHO = 2125.38 DP/DT = 1.52786 DRHO/DT = -0.718864 
KJ/KG MPASCAL/K KG/ (K*M**3 
CV = 3.77087 CP = 4.21707 S = 1.30688 
KJ/ (KG*K) KJ/ (KG*K) KJ / (KG*K) 
U = 418.958 H = 419.064 G = -68.5997 
KJ/KG KJ/KG KJ/KG 
DU/DRHO = -0.620588 DH/DP = 0.751373E-O3 VEL.S = 1541.71 
K J * M * * 3 / K G * * 2 M**3/KG M/SEC 
ETA = O.282103E-03 LAMBDA = 0.679215 SIGMA = 0.589152E-01 
KG/M/SEC W/M/K KG/SEC**2 
PR.NR = 1.75150 VAP.QU = 0.352389E-07 PS = 0.1013127 
MPASCAL 
RH.V = 0.5975324 RH.SV = 12.67164 P.SV = 1.21103 
KG/M**3 KG/M**3 MPASCAL 
RH. L = 958.4467 RH.SL = 823.0227 P.SL = -149.037 
KG/M**3 KG/M**3 MPASCAL 
Using AQUA 
ENTER PRESSURE ( IN MPASCAL ) / 0.1013250 / =: ( STOP WTIH P = 0 ) 
00019 ? 
DO YOU WANT THE PROPERTIES AS 
1 = TEMPERATURE-DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
2 = TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE FUNCTIONS ( STOP WITH 0 ) 
00014 ? 
B 




The rout ines K A I S O T and K A I S O K are p laced in the dataset ' I N R 1 0 5 . A Q U A . L O A D ' 
KAISOT 
K A I S O T ca l cu la tes the water proper t ies as dens i ty - tempera tu re funct ions a long isot-
he rms . 
K A I S O T needs ( s. A p p e n d i x D, " M o d u l e t r e e s " on page 77 ) : 
H Y D O R for the ca lcu la t ion of the ( p,J ) -propert ies, 
• the A Q U A - r o u t i n e s S I G N A T , N A P S Z M , M U S T E R 
the S E R V U S - r o u t i n e s S E R D I O , S D E X G 8 , FENST8 , S D I N G 8 
• the dataset userid.AQUA.DATA and 
• the p rocedu re userid.AQUA.CLIST(KAISOT) ( s. F igure 35 ). 
A L L O C D A ( ' u s e r i d . A Q U A . D A T A ' ) F(FT15F001) S H R R E U 
A L L O C D A ( ' u s e r i d . A Q U A . D A T A ' ) F(FT16F001) S H R R E U 
C A L L ' I N R 1 0 5 . A Q U A . L O A D ( K A I S O T ) ' 
F R E E D A ( ' u s e r i d . A Q U A . D A T A ' ) 
F R E E D A ( ' u s e r i d . A Q U A . D A T A ' ) 
Figure 35. The procedure userid.AQUA.CLIST(KAISOT) 
A s a m p l e conve rsa t i on with K A I S O T is some th ing , l ike this 
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+ PROGRAM KAISOT STATUS : 94/11/30 + 
+ + 
+ CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER ALONG AN ISOTHERM + 
+ AS FUNCTIONS OF THE DENSITY + 





+ 12.12.94 LIST OF THE GRAPHS OF THE DATASET AQUA .DATA + 
+ + 
+ STORAGE-NORM IS "GRAPHIC8" + 
+ + 
+ DATE OF THE ALLOCATION: 23. 5.91 LAST SCRATCH: 27. 9.94 + 
+ + 





+ 12.12.94 THE GRAPHS WILL BE COPIED INTO THE DATASET AQUA .DATA + 
+ + 
+ STORAGE-NORM IS "GRAPHIC8" + 
+ + 
+ DATE OF THE ALLOCATION: 23. 5.91 LAST SCRATCH: 27. 9.94 + 
+ + 
+ THE DATASET CONTAINS 275 GRAPHS TIME: 16H 57' 11" + 
+ + 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
ENTER TEMPERATURE OF THE ISOTHERM =: ( 0 = END ) 
00016 ? 
373.15 
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TABLE OF THE PROPERTY-NUMBERS : ( END = 0 ) 
| 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 1 P* p* - DP/DT DT/DP T* 
10 I RH RH" RH.SP P P.SP V 
20 j PIR PIT RIP R1T CV CP 
30 1 V.S SIG ETA LAMBDA PRN 
40 j A G U H S U1R HIP 
ENTER NUMBER OF THE PROPERTY / 0 / =: 
00012 ? 
ENTER SERIAL NUMBER OF THE (T,FT) MASTER FUNCTION =: ( 0 = END ) 
00008 ? 
22 
# 22 GRAPH(1015/ 5000) X : +DENSITY +KG/M**3 + F : + P.T+PASCAL + 
Xl= 0.5550E-03,X(293)= 1190. , O.OOO0E+00 < X < 1200. , U=0.10E+03 
Fl= 128.1 ,F(293)= 0.1283E+10 , -0.610OE+O8 < F < 0.1300E+10 , U=0.10E+09 
FUNCTION OK =: ( 0 = YES | 9 = NO ) 
00012 ? 
e 
ENTER BEGIN, END & INCREMENTUM ( 0 = END ) / 1 ,1000 , 1 / = : , = : , =: 
00016 ? 
1 380 1 
FUNCTION TO BE SAVED ? ( 0 = NO ) =: 
00024 ? 
3 
===> 173 GRAPH( 2 6 / 3731) X : +DENSITY +KG/M**3 + F : + CV. ITH+J/KG/K + 
Xl= 0.555OE-03,X(293)= 1190. , 0.00OOE+0O < X < 1200. , U=0.1OE+03 
Fl= 1428. ,F(293)= 3412. , 1400. < F < 7000. ,U=0.10E+04 
aqua 
TABLE OF THE PROPERTY-NUMBERS : ( END = 0 ) 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 1 P* p*- DP/DT DT/DP T* 
10 j RH RH" RH.SP P P.SP V Z 
20 j PIR PIT RIP RIT CV CP 
30 j V . S SIG ETA LAMBDA PRN 
40 j A G U H S U1R HIP 
ENTER NUMBER OF THE PROPERTY / O / = : 
00012 
e 




K A I S O K ca lcu la tes the water proper t ies as dens i ty - tempera ture funct ions a long iso-
cho res . 
K A I S O K u s e s , s im i la r l y to K A I S O T : 
H Y D O R for the ca lcu la t ion of the ( p,T )-propert ies, 
the A Q U A - r o u t i n e s S I G N A T , N A P S Z M , M U S T E R 
the S E R V U S - r o u t i n e s S E R D I O , S D E X G 8 , FENST8 , S D I N G 8 
the dataset userid.AQUAT.DATA and 
the p rocedure userid.AQUA.CLIST(KAISOK) ( s. F igure 35 ). 
A L L O C D A ( ' u s e r i d . A Q U A T . D A T A ' ) F(FT15F001) S H R R E U 
A L L O C D A ( ' u s e r i d . A Q U A T . D A T A ' ) F(FT16F001) S H R R E U 
C A L L ' I N R 1 0 5 . A Q U A . L O A D ( K A I S O K ) ' 
F R E E D A ( ' u s e r i d . A Q U A T . D A T A ' ) 
F R E E D A ( ' u s e r i d . A Q U A T . D A T A ' ) 
Figure 36. The procedure userid.AQUA.CLIST(KAISOK) 
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7.4 IVA-routines 
A set of the fo l lowing rout ines - comp le ted with al l the other A Q U A - r o u t i n e s needed by 
them - are depos i ted in the dataset INR105.IVHZO.FORT. 
W A S S E R 
W A S S E R ca lcu la tes t he rmophys i ca l p roper t ies of the l iquid water as funct ions ot the 
tempera tu re and p ressu re for the c o d e s y s t e m IVA3. W A S S E R ca lcu la tes on ly in the s ta -
ble and metas tab le s tates of the l iquid, so the supp l i ed P must be h igher as the sp ino -




1. T, the tempera tu re and 
2. P, the p ressu re 
shou ld be supp l i ed . W A S S E R then returns 
3. RW, the dens i ty , 
4. HW, the spec i f i c entha lpy, 
5. S W , the spec i f i c ent ropy, 
6. C P W , the heat capac i ty at constant p ressu re , 
7. V S W , the ve loc i ty of s o u n d , 
8. ETW, the v iscos i ty , 
9. X L M B W , the the rma l conduct iv i ty , 
10. P R N D , the Prandt l number of the w a t e r , 
11. HW1P, the p ressu re der ivat ive of the enthalpy, BH/dP, 
12. RW1T, the tempera tu re der ivat ive of the dens i ty , dp/dT, 
13. R W 1 P , the p r e s s u r e der ivat ive of the dens i ty , dp/dP and 
14. S R F T S , the sur face tens ion . 
A l l of the above proper t ies are in S l -un i ts . 
L C A T A W , a log ica l var iab le wi l l be set .true, if W A S S E R fai ls to f ind the dens i ty 
RF(P,T) . 
D A M P F 
D A M P F ca l cu la tes t he rmophys i ca l p roper t ies of the vapo r i zed water as funct ions ot the 
tempera tu re and p ressu re for the c o d e s y s t e m IVA3. D A M P F ca lcu la tes on ly in the s tab le 
and metas tab le vapor s ta tes, so the supp l i ed P must be lower as the s p i n o d a l - p r e s s u r e 




needs init ial va lues for 
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1. T, the tempera tu re and 
2. P, the p ressu re 
and it returns the fo l lowing proper t ies : 
3. R G A S , the gas - law constant of the water, 
4. W G M , the mola l m a s s , 
5. RD, the dens i ty , 
6. HD, the spec i f i c enthalpy, 
7. S D , the spec i f i c entropy, 
8. C P D , the heat capac i ty at constant p ressu re , 
9. V S D , the ve loc i ty of sound , 
10. ETD, the v iscos i ty , 
11. X L M B D , the therma l conduct iv i ty , 
12. P R N D , the Prandt l number of the s team 
13. HD1P, the p ressu re der ivat ive of the enthalpy, dH/dP, 
14. RD1T, the tempera tu re der ivat ive of the densi ty , dp/dT and 
15. RD1P, the p ressu re der ivat ive of the densi ty , dp\dP. 
Al l of the above proper t ies - as in the c a s e of W A S S E R - are in S l -un i ts . 
L C A T A D wi l l be again set .true, if D A M P F fai ls to f ind the dens i ty RD(P,T). 
RDRDP 
R D R D P is an abr idged ve rs ion of D A M P F , only to f ind the dens i ty co r respond ing to the 
p ressu re P and the tempera ture T in the vapor state for the c o d e IVA3. 
CALL RDRDP(T,P, RD.RD1P, LCATAD) 
For a g iven T and P R D R D P returns RD, the dens i ty and R D 1 P , the p ressu re der i va -





SAET01 ca l cu la tes saturat ion proper t ies of the water for IVA3 as funct ion of the p ressu re 
P ( if KIND is 1 ) or the tempera tu re T ( if KIND equa l s 0 ). 
SAET01 returns - b e s i d e s of T or P - the fo l lowing t he rmophys i ca l p roper t ies : 
• VW and V D are the spec i f i c vo lume of the l iquid resp . of the vapor , 
• HW and HD are the co r respond ing spec i f i c en tha lp ies , 
• S W and S D are the spec i f i c ent rop ies in the l iquid and vapor states, 
• C P W and C P D are the co r respond ing heat capac i t i es at constant p ressu re , 
• ETW and ETD are the v i scos i t i es of the l iquid resp . of the vapor , 
• X L M B W and X L M B D are the co r respond ing therma l conduc t iv i t ies , 
• S R F T S is the sur face tens ion ( of the l iquid ), 
HWD = HD - HW and 
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• T S 1 P = 1 jdP/dT 
Al l the proper t ies are aga in in S l -un i ts . 
L C A T A S wil l be set .true, if SAET01 fai ls to f ind saturated proper t ies ( i. e. if TS is 
superc r i t i ca l ). 
Note: The re ex is ts a lso an ex tended ve rs ion of the above rout ine, S A E T E X , c rea ted as a 
test ing faci l i ty for the rout ine S A E T 0 1 . B e s i d e s of the proper t ies l isted above , S A -
ETEX ca lcu la tes a lso the p ressu re der iva t ives dP*/dT, dP/dT and dP/dp, the c o n -
stant vo lume heat capac i t i es CY and the son i c ve loc i t ies . 
VD1 
VD1 ca lcu la tes approx imated spec i f i c v o l u m e s for the saturated vapor , VD in kglm3-s at 
the tempera tu re T for the code IVA3. 
CALL VD1(T, VD, DUMMY) 
For a comp le te list of ava i lab le water property p r o c e d u r e s s e e A p p e n d i x M , 
" T S O - p r o c e d u r e s , ca lcu la t ing therma l proper t ies of the water " on page 153. 
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Appendix A. Some thermal relations 
A.1 The derivatives of the free energy 
In deve lop ing the thermal proper t ies of a subs tance as funct ions of the temperature 
and density the appropr ia te energy property to beg in with is the f ree energy : 
A = U - S'T [A.1] 
a l so known as Helmhol tz- funct ion or total work. 
S i n c e it holds ( s. e. g. /18/ ) 
dU = T'dS - P-dV [A.2] 
one has for A the fo l lowing (p j ) -d i f fe rent ia l : 
dA(p,T) = dU - S dT - TdS = - S dT + dp . [A.3] 
P 
The dif ferent ial [A.3] g ives fo l lowing re lat ions for entropy and p ressu re : 
S(p,T) - - j f j r , [A.4] 
P(p,T) = j ^ p 2 • [A.5] 
A.2 The enthalpy and its derivatives 
For the entha lpy one can a lso apply a (dp,dT) - e x p r e s s i o n : 
dH(p,T)= MLdT + ^ d p . [A.6] 
The T-der ivat ive in the Eq. [A.6] can be ca lcu le ted f rom the equat ion 
H = U + £- [A.7] 
as 
d H I r j . 1 d P TA Rl 
I r l = Cv + T Tr [ A 8 ] 
and the p-der ivat ive f rom the equat ion 
H = A + Y + S'T [A.9] 




± ( d p 




Set t ing the pressure-d i f ferent ia l 
dP(p,T) = 
to ze ro g ives the important re lat ion 
dP\dT 
dP dP , 
- d f d T + T p - d p 
dp 
dP/dp dT 





a l l ows to d e s c r i b e the dens i ty der ivat ive [A.10] in a more s imp le form 
dH i 
dp \T P dp ( 1 + P r ' 
[A. 12] 
LA. 13] 
To deve lop the der ivat ives of the (P,T)-description the di f ferent ial [A.6] is to be 
t rans fo rmed accord ing ly . Us ing a (P,T)-dif ferential for the dens i ty resu l ts in 
, u dH .f. . dH f dp dp 






dp \ dH 
dT + °" _ i L 
dp \T dP 
[A. 14] 
dP 
Eq. [A.14] c o m b i n e d with Eqs . [A.8 ] , [A.11] and [A.13] resu l ts in the fo l low ing de -
scr ip t ions for the (P.T)-der ivat ives of the entha lpy : 
dH- I = c (PT) - — 




T dT \p 
respec t i ve l y 
dH 
r 
= C^-^ + -dpjdp-(T-W) 
T dp \T ~ p ( 1 + p T > 
[A. 15] 
dP \T dp 









A.3 The sonic velocity 
is def ined as 
To deve lop the der ivat ive in the equat ion above one needs the fo l lowing dif ferent ial 
- f ( f * + f t f P ) + f d " • w 
Eq. [A.19] can be t rans formed to 
Set t ing dS = 0 in the above equat ion and us ing Eq. [A.11] g i ves 
BP 
dS | dS/dT 
dp dp/dT J d p gp dS/dp 
dp | s dS/dT dp dT BS/dT 
dP/dT 
[A.21] 
Differentiat ing the equat ions Eq. [A.1] respec t i ve ly Eq . [A.4] result in the ent ropy-der-
ivat ives 
dS cv BS 1 dP [A2Z] 
dT T dp p 2 dT 
Sett ing the above der iva t ives into the Eq. [A.21] and compar i ng the resul t with the 
Eq . [A.15] ends in 
dP , dP T ( dP/dT Y _ dP_ Cp_ 
+ qT V P ) ~ dp c v • [ / L 2 3 ] 
4 . _ L ( 0 r l ° ' ^ 
dp | s dp 






J , , , = - T A - K S • [A.25] 
p'dP/dp Cv 
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A.4 The Joule Thomson coefficient 
This property is def ined as 




Us ing the restraint 











Appendix B. Derivatives of some saturated properties 
B.1 Derivatives of the vapor pressure 





w T r 
[6 .1] 
it ho lds for the first T-der ivat ive of the vapor p ressu re 
Q i = -f>r 
T dP 
dT 
d l n P 
dT 
[B.2] 
The der ivat ive of Q1 is 
Q> = T 
dQ, 
dT 
= 2 > 7-1 7 + 2 l + 2 7 , - 7 
[6.3] 
On the other hand one can deve lop a p ressu re relat ion for C? 2 : 




7 d P x j f _ d 2 P x 
p * d7 + p * d T * 
7 dP 
-.2 
>x d 7 
[6 .4] 
T2 d 2 P x 
- - ^ r + O i ( 1 - Q i ) • 
T rans fo rming Eq. [B.2] and [B.4] resul t in the fo l lowing equa t ions for the temper -
ature der iva t ives of the vapor p ressu re : 
d P l 
d 7 Q^ 
and [6.5] 
d2Px P x 
d 7 2 7 2 
[6 .6 ] 
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To e a s e the descr ip t ions of the Q-s the coef f ic ients 
Bj = Aj and 
7 + 1 _ 
Cj = — B j 
wil l be in t roduced, resul t ing in the Q-equat ions 
- Jj-t*r»'-,-tBr"'-' 
y = i y=i 
and 
o2 - £ £ + £ " , . « " - ' + i r r E c ' v _ 1 
;= i y=i c i = i 
B.2 Derivatives of the saturated densities 
For 
the cold water one can deve lop f rom Eq. [5.9] with Eq . [B.1] the der ivat ive 
12 
dpL 0.5'pc f = f ^ ^ C - D V 
c y=2 
C o r r e s p o n d i n g l y the s e c o n d der ivat ive is here 
To deve lop the dens i ty der iva t ives for 
the cold steam is a bit more comp l i ca ted , s i n c e here is not the dens i ty , but the 
real i ty g i ven by a po lynomia l ( s. Eq . [5.10] ). 
F rom the gas law 
P* = Pv'Rgas'T'Zv 
one has the fo l lowing re la t ions be tween the first and s e c o n d der iva t i ves : 
T d P x . . T dPv , T d Z v 







+ 2 = 
T2 d Pv 
Pv d f 
S i n c e the Z-der iva t ives are 
dZv 
+ 2-




Zv dT + 
T2 d% 
Zv dT2 
- 3 and 











T Q w 
7 - 3 
7 = 2 
[6.16] 
[6.17] 
d Py = 
dT2 T2 
[ O , 2 - 3 Q 1 + Q2 + 2 ] + 
+ c/7 
12 
£ c - 1 ) , z / w
y - 3 + 
7 = 2 
12 
- 0.25 £ 0 - 1 ) ' ( / - 3 ) - Z y . w y -
7 = 2 
/n the vicinity of the critical point A Q U A d e s c r i b e s the dens i t ies as 
p(7) = pc'(o{r) 
CO(T) S 1 + 6 / + T [L/1 + T (U 2 + T 2 L/4)] 
with 6 = 2.03 for the l iquid and 6 = —2.03 for the vapor . The T -der ivat ive is 
dr 
dT 
s o the first dens i ty der iva t ives wi l l be 
dp Pc dco 
Pc 
dT Tc dx 
Pc'9 





the funct ion g be ing 
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g = Tm. = Bjßß + T [ ( / I + T ( 2 U 2 + T 2 4 Ü 4 ) ] . [ ß .22 ] 
The s e c o n d dens i ty -der iva t ives one can deve lop as 
d2p Pc d2o Pc r dg 1 Pc'h 
^ = ^ ^ = 1 ^ 7 L T ^ - 9 J = t j -^ [s-23] 
with 
h = T - ^ - - g = S / A / J - 1) + T 2 (2 ü 2 + T 2 1 2 L/4) . [6 .24] 
OT 
Reques t i ng smoo th t rans i t ions at the sw i tch ing point for the dens i ty and its first and 
s e c o n d der iva t ives leads to the fo l lowing sys tem of equat ions for the coef f ic ients U : 
u4 = 
2(o - g) + /» - (1 - ß)(2-ß)b 
6T 4 
Uo = 




8o - 5g + h - (2 - ß)(4-ß)b 
3T 
with the abbrev ia t ions 
b = ß / and 
P - Pc 
° - Pc 
[6 .26] 
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Appendix C. Adjusting the saturated states 
To be in thermal equ i l ib r ium the p r e s s u r e s and the G i b b s - e n e r g i e s of the saturated 
l iquid and the saturated vapor must be in a c c o r d a n c e with each other : 
GL = Gv and PL = Pv . [C.1] 
For the Gibbs- func t ion 
G = A + - f [C.2] 
a long an iso therm it holds : 
d G | / = d p - - g - [C.3] 
with 
dG dA P . 1 8P _ 1 8P r n A 1 
+ "77 T T — "TT T T • L ^ ^ J Öp dp / P 3p p ap 
S u p p o s e the l iquid and the vapor state differ f rom each other by AP = PL — Pv and 
A G = GL — Gv. To get rid of t hese d i f fe rences one needs sma l l c h a n g e s in the l iquid 
densi ty , x and in the vapor dens i ty , y. 
The dens i ty c h a n g e s , x and y can be ca lcu la ted as fo l lows : The p ressu re d i f fe rence 
can be t rans fo rmed to 
A P = PL-P* + P*-Pv = -APL + APV = - x + y ^ - [C.5] 
dp L dp v 
with APL = P* — PL and APV = P* — Pv. Co r respond ing l y one has for the G-s 
A G = GL — G * + G*-Gv = — AGL + AGV = - JL + £ ^ . . [ C . 6 ] 
The Eqs . [C.5 ] - [C.6] can be so l ved for x and y : 
pL AG'pv — AP 
PL - Pv dP\dPl 
py AG'Pi — A P 
[C.7] 
' PL~ Pv dP/dpv 
U s i n g the proper t ies in their r educed fo rms leads to : 
pL Pv(AG° + Zv) - pL-ZL 
x = PL - Pv P R \ 
Pv t PL(AG° ~ ZL) + Pv'zv 
PL ~ Pv ' P R ° V 
[ C 8 ] 
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Appendix D. Module trees 























Figure 37, Module tree for the procedure WATER 










































































Figure 41. Module tree for the procedure DAMPF 























































Figure 45. Module tree for the procedure SUBCRI 









Figure 46. Module tree for the procedure TWOPHA 















Figure 48. Module tree for the function DINSU 
DINLI 














Figure 50. Module tree for the function DINVA 
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Appendix E. Common blocks 
A substant ia l part of the data t ransfer be tween the modu ls of the A Q U A code takes p lace 
via c o m m o n b locks . Present append ix s e r v e s to desc r i be the most important o n e s of 
t h e e s e c o m m o n b locks in an abr idged form. 
/SATIF/ P S , T P S 1 T I T T P S 2 T , D L , D V , R L 1 T 0 , R V 1 T 0 , R H S L ! P S L ) R H S V I P S V , S L , G L , 
P L 1 R 0 I P L 1 T 0 , C V L , E T L , X L L , P V 1 R 0 , P V 1 T 0 , C W , E T V , X L V 
car r ies thermal proper t ies in the saturated and sp inoda l s tates, name ly 
P S , TPS1T, TTPS2T 
the vapor p ressu re and its first and s e c o n d der iva t ives , 
S L , G L 
the entropy and the Gibbs- funct ion of the saturated l iquid, 
DL, DV, RL1T0, RV1T0 
the saturated dens i t ies with their r educed der iva t ives , 
P L 1 R 0 , PV1R0, PL1T0, PV1T0 
the densi ty- resp. tempera ture-der iva t i ves of the p ressu re in the saturated s ta tes, 
C V L , C V V , ETL, ETV, X L L , X L V 
the constant vo lume heat capac i t i es , the v i scos i t i es and the the rma l conduc t iv i t ies 
in the saturated s tates, 
and the dens i t ies and p r e s s u r e s on the l iquid and vapor sp inoda l s 
R H S L , R H S V , P S L , P S V . 
S A T I F is supp l ied with data - under the d i rect ion of S U B C R I and T W O P H A - by the 
modu ls S S P , S S R H O , S P I R H O , S S P E R and S P I P . S A T I F supp l i es data to the modu ls 
DLFIND, DVFIND, R E D U K E , T S 1 , T C O R R , SAET01 and V D 1 . 
/REDUF/ G 0 , S 0 , Z , P 1 T 0 I P 1 R 0 , C V 0 , C P 0 , E T A , X L M B , R 1 T 0 , C P C , H 0 , V Q 
ho lds thermal proper t ies of the water, most ly in the reduced form, namely 
SO, HO, GO 
the entropy, the enthalpy and the G ibbs- func t ion , 
Z 
the factor of real i ty, 
CVO, CPO, C P C 
the constant vo lume and constant p ressu re heat capac i t i es and their ratio, 
P1T0, P IRO, R1T0 
the densi ty- resp. tempera ture-der iva t ive of the p ressu re 
and the temperature-der iva t ive of the dens i ty , 
ETA, X L M B 
the v iscos i ty and the thermal conduct iv i ty 
and the vapor qual i ty 
V Q . 
R E D U F is f i l led ei ther by R E D U K or by R E D U K E , and u s e d by the modu ls H Y D O R , W A -
TER, W A S S E R , D A M P F and R D R D P . 
/HYDUF/ S , G , H , H 1 P , U 1 R , C V , C P , P , P 1 T , P 1 R , R 1 T , R 1 P , E T A , X L M B , S R F T S , P 1 R S , 
V S , P R N , V , V Q 
is needed to supp ly the thermal p roper t ies of the water - ca lcu la ted by H Y D O R to the 
p ro rams W A T E R , K A I S O K A N D KA ISOT. 
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The fo l lowing c o m m o n b locks 
/BASIF/ G B , S B , Z B , P B 1 T 0 , P B 1 R 0 , C V B 
and 
/RESEF/ G R , S R , Z R , P R 1 T 0 , P R 1 R 0 , C V R 
carry cont r ibut ions - in the reduced form - to the therma l proper t ies as ca lcu la ted by 
the modu l B A S E resp . RESID . The proper t ies are : 
S , G 
the entropy and the G ibbs- func t ion , 
Z 
the factor of real i ty, 
P1T0, P1R0 
the densi ty- resp . tempera ture-der iva t ive of the p ressu re , and 
C V 
the constant v o l u m e heat capac i ty . 
B A S I F and R E S E F are neded by the modu ls DGFIND, DLFIND, DVFIND, R E D U K , R E D U K E 
and G P C O R R . 
/TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI ,S I ,CVI 
ho lds proper t ies ca lcu la ted in O N L Y T , wh ich depend only f rom the tempera tu re as e.g. 
SI, G l , CVI 
the entropy, the Gibbs- func t ion and the constant v o l u m e heat capac i ty 
of the ideal gas . 
RT is R G A S T in J / g. The remain ig proper t ies are needed only in B A S E . 
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Appendix F. Property routines 
The fo l lowing rout ines se rve direct ly to desc r i be s o m e therma l property of the water . 
The essent ia l ones are bas ica l l y the s a m e , as the co r respond ing rout ines in the H.G.K.-
code . 
F.1 INR105.AQUA.FORT(BLOCK) 
BLOCK DATA BLOCKD 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) BLOCKD 
COMMON /AKONST/ WM,TC,DC,GASCON,Gl,G2,GF,TZ,UREF,SREF,TL0W BLOCKD 
COMMON /ADDCON/ ATZ(4),ADZ(4),AAT(4),AAD(4) BLOCKD 
COMMON /NCONST/ G(40),11(40),JJ(40),NC BLOCKD 
C THIS BLOCKDATA SUBROUTINE SUPPLIES PARAMETERS AND COEFFICIENTS BLOCKD 
C USED IN THE REST OF THE ROUTINES. 93/05/04 BLOCKD 
C D IN G/CM**3, GASCON IN J/(G*K), T IN K BLOCKD 
C G l , G2, AND GF ARE THE ALPHA, BETA AND GAMMA OF EQ. A-2, BLOCKD 
C G.II.JJ ARE THE G(I),K(I) AND L(I) OF EQ. A-5. BLOCKD 
C VALIDITY-LIMITS : TL0W=260. K, THIGH=25O0. K, PHIGH=3000. MPA BLOCKD 
C DMAX=1.2 G/CM**3 BLOCKD 
DATA ATZ/2*64.Dl,641.6D0,27.Dl/,ADZ/3*.319D0,1.55D0/,AAT/2*2.D4 BLOCKD 
=,4.D4,25.D0/,AAD/34.D0,4.D1,3.D1,1.05D3/ BLOCKD 
DATA WM/18.0152D0/,GASCON/.461522D0/,TZ/647.073D0/,NC/36/ BLOCKD 
=,TLOW/260.D0/ BLOCKD 
DATA UREF,SREF,TC,DC/-4328.455039D0,7.61808O2D0,647.126D0,O.322D0/BLOCKD 
DATA Gl,G2.GF/11.00,44.33333333333300,3.500/ BLOCKD 
DATA G/-.53062968529023D3, .22744901424408D4, .7877933302O687D3 BLOCKD 
1, -.6983052737499402, .17863832875422D5,-.39514731563338D5 BLOCKD 
2, .33803884280753D5,-.13855O50202703D5,-.2563743661326OD6 BLOCKD 
3, .48212575981415D6,-.34183016969660D6, .12223156417448D6 BLOCKD 
4, .1179743365583207,-.21734810110373D7, .10829952168620D7 BLOCKD 
5, -.25441998064049D6,-.31377774947767D7, .52911910757704D7 BLOCKD 
6, -.13802577177877D7,-.25109914369001D6, .46561826115608D7 BLOCKD 
7, -.72752773275387D7, .41774246148294D6, .14016358244614D7 BLOCKD 
8, -.31555231392127D7, .47929666384584D7, .40912664781209D6 BLOCKD 
9, -.13626369388386D7, .69625220862664D6,-.108349OO096447D7 BLOCKD 
A, -.22722827401688D6, .38365486O0066OD6, .68833257944332D4 BLOCKD 
B, .21757245522644D5,-.26627944829770D4,-.7O73O418082O74D5 BLOCKD 
C, -.22500,-1.6800,.05500,-93.000/ BLOCKD 
DATA 11/4*0,4*1,4*2,4*3,4*4,4*5,4*6,4*8,2*2,0,4,3*2,4/ BLOCKD 





SUBROUTINE ONLYT(T,IECCH) ONLYT 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES ONLYT 
C DEPENDING ONLY FROM THE TEMPERATURE 93/08/30 ONLYT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) ONLYT 
COMMON /AKONST/ WM.TC,DC,GASCON,Gl,G2,GF,TZ,UREF,SREF,TL0W ONLYT 
COMMON /TEMPO/ CGT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI ONLYT 
DIMENSION BP(7),BQ(7),C(18) ONLYT 
DATA BP/.7478629D0,-.3540782DO,2*0.DO,.7159876D-2,0.D0 ONLYT 
=,-.3528426D-2/, BQ/1.127833400,0.D0,-.5944001D0 ONLYT 
=, -5.01O996D0,0.DO,.63684256D0,0.00/ ONLYT 





DATA UN/1.00/ ONLYT 
C — - — — — ONLYT 
IF(T .GE. TLOW) GO TO 10 ONLYT 
WRITE(6,'(16H TEMPERATURE T =,F10.4,13H K TOO LOW ! / ) ' ) T ONLYT 
IECCH=-4 ONLYT 
RETURN ONLYT 
C - — - ONLYT 
C THIS PART CALCULATES THE B'S OF EQS. 3,4 USING COEFFICIENTS ONLYT 
C FROM BLOCKDATA , CALCULATING ALSO THE FIRST AND SECOND DERIVS ONLYT 
C W.R. TO TEMP. THE B'S CALCULATED HERE ARE IN CM3/G. ONLYT 































C — ONLYT 
C THIS PART CALCULATES THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES FOR ONLYT 
C WATER IN THE IDEAL GAS STATE FROM FUNCTION OF H.W. WOOLLEY ONLYT 




HI= C(2)+C(1)*(UN-TL)*TT1 ONLYT 
CPI=C(2)-C(1)*TT1 ONLYT 




60 CPI=CPI+(J-5)*(J-6)*CIT ONLYT 
SI=HI-GI ONLYT 
CVI=CPI-UN ONLYT 




SUBROUTINE BASE(T,D,IECCH) BASE 
C BASE CALCULATES REDUCED THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER BASE 
C VIA THE BASE-FUNCTION FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE, T AND DENSITY, D. BASE 
C THE PROPERTIES ARE: ZB=P/(D*RT), PB1T0=(DP/DT)/(D*R), BASE 
C PB1R0=(DP/DRH)/(T*R), GB=G/RT, SB=S/R, CVB=CV/R. BASE 
C T IS IN K, D IS IN G/CM**3. 94/12/01 BASE 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) BASE 
C G1,G2 AND GF ARE THE ALPHA, BETA AND GAMMA OF EQ 2, WHICH ARE BASE 
C SUPPLIED BY THE BLOCKDATA ROUTINE. B l AND B2 ARE THE "EXCLUDED BASE 
C VOLUME" AND "2ND VIRIAL" (EQS 3 AND 4) SUPPLIED BY THE SUBROUTINE BASE 
C BB(T), WHICH ALSO SUPLIES THE 1ST AND 2ND DERIVATIVES WITH BASE 
C RESPECT TO T (B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT). BASE 
COMMON /AKONST/ WM,TC,DC,GASCON,Gl,G2,GF,TZ,UREF,SREF,TL0W BASE 
COMMON /TEMPO/ CGT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI BASE 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PB1TO,PB1R0,CVB BASE 
PARAMETER(DMAX=1.2D0) BASE 
DATA UN/1.DO/ BASE 
IF(D .GT. DMAX) THEN BASE 
WRITE(6,910O) D BASE 
IECCH = 4 BASE 
RETURN BASE 
ENDIF BASE 
9100 FORMAT(12H DENSITY D =,G15.6,20H G/CM**3 TOO HIGH ! /) BASE 







ZB = Z0+Z1*YK BASE 
DZO=( 3.D0*ZO + (G1+2.D0*G2*YK)*W2 )*W BASE 
DBZ = DZO+Zl BASE 
AB = 17.4560887731D0 + Z1*YK + W*(UN-G2+28.16666667D0*W) BASE 
=+ DLOG(D*CGT*W) BASE 
GB = AB + ZB BASE 
UBB1=B1T/B1 BASE 
UB = -T*(UBB1*(ZB-UN-D*B2) + D*B2T) BASE 
SB = UB - AB BASE 
CVB = 2.D0*UB + T*T*( (Z0-UN)*(UBB1*UBB1-B1TT/B1) BASE 
=- D*(B2TT-GF*B1TT) - UBB1*UBB1*YK*DZ0 ) BASE 
PB1T0 = ZB + T*D*(B2T+(2.5D-1*DBZ-BPB)*B1T) BASE 




SUBROUTINE RESID(T,D) RESID 
C RESID CALCULATES REDUCED THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER VIA RESID 
C THE RESIDUAL-FUNCTION FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE, T AND DENSITY, D. RESID 
C THE PROPERTIES ARE: ZR=P/(D*RT), PR1T0=(DP/DT)/(D*R), RESID 
C PR1R0=(DP/DRH)/(T*R), GR=G/RT, SR=S/R, CVR=CV/R. RESID 
C T IS IN K, D IS IN G/CM**3. 94/11/30 RESID 
C TERMS 37 THRU 39 ARE THE ADDITIONAL TERMS AFFECTING ONLY THE RESID 
C IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF THE CRITICAL POINT, AND TERM 40 IS THE RESID 
C ADDITIONAL TERM IMPROVING THE LOW T, HIGH P REGION. RESID 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) RESID 
DIMENSION QR(11),QT(10),QZR(9),QZT(9) RESID 
COMMON /AKONST/ WM.TC,DC,GASCON,Gl,G2,GF,TZ,UREF,SREF,TL0W RESID 
COMMON /ADDCON/ ATZ(4),ADZ(4),AAT(4),AAD(4) RESID 
COMMON /NCONST/ G(40),11(40),JJ(40),NC RESID 
COMMON /TEMPO/ CGT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI RESID 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PR1T0,PR1R0,CVR RESID 
EQUIVALENCE (QR(3),QZR(1)),(QT(2),QZT(1)) RESID 









IF(D .LT. l.D-15) GO TO 90 RESID 
W = D RESID 
TWPD=2.D0/D RESID 














DO 11 1=2,10 RESID 
IF(QR(I) .LE. l.E-35) QR(I)=ZERO RESID 
QR(I+1)=QR(I)*Q20 RESID 
QT(I)=QT(I-1)*TV RESID 





PR = PR + QP RESID 
PRR = PRR + QP*( TWPD - (UN-(K-1)*VER0) ) RESID 
BUAM=K*L0G(Q20) RESID 
IF(BUAM .LE. -35.) AUA=ZERO RESID 











DO 31 J=37,40 RESID 
IF(G(J) .EQ. ZERO) GO TO 31 RESID 
K=II(J) RESID 
KM=JJ(J) RESID 
DDZ = ADZ(J-36) RESID 
DDZl = UN/DDZ RESID 
DEL = D*DDZ1 - UN RESID 
IF(DABS(DEL) .LT. l.D-10) DEL=1.D-10 RESID 
EX1 = -AAD(J-36)*DEL**K RESID 
IF(EX1 .GT. -170.DO) DEX=DEXP(EX1)*DEL**i <M RESID 
IF(EX1 .LE. -170.DO) DEX=ZERO RESID 




EX2 = -ATT*TAU*TAU RESID 
IF(EX1+EX2 .GT. -170.DO) THEN RESID 
TEX=DEXP(EX2) RESID 
Q10 = DEX*TEX RESID 
IF(DABS(Q10) .LT. l.D-14) Q10=ZERO RESID 
ELSE RESID 
QIO = ZERO RESID 
GO TO 31 RESID 
properlies 
ENDIF RESID 
QM1 = KM/DEL RESID 
QM2 = K*AAD(J-36)*DEL**(K-2) RESID 
QM = QM1 - QM2*DEL RESID 
FCT1=D*D*Q10*DDZ1 RESID 
FCT=QM*FCT1 RESID 
Q5T = (FCT1*DDZ1)*(QM*(TWPD*DDZ+QM) - (QM1/DEL+(K-1)*QM2)) RESID 
PRR = PRR + Q5T*G(J) RESID 
QP = QP + G(J)*FCT RESID 
GATT = 2.D0*G(J)*ATT*TX1 RESID 
GATTA = GATT*TAU RESID 
IF(DABS(GATTA) .LT. l.D-14) GATTA=ZERO RESID 
DADT = DADT - Q1Q*GATTA RESID 
PTR = PTR - GATTA*FCT RESID 
Q2A = Q2A + Q10*GATT*(2.D0*EX2+UN)*TA RESID 
AR = AR + Q10*G(J)/CGT RESID 
31 CONTINUE RESID 
CVR = CVR + Q2A*GASI RESID 
PR = PR + QP RESID 
ZR = PR/(CGT*D) RESID 
PRITO = PTR/(GASCON*D) RESID 
PR1R0 = PRR/CGT RESID 
90 GR = AR + ZR RESID 




FUNCTION SIGMA(T) SIGMA 
C CALCULATES THE SURFACE TENSION OF THE WATER IN N/M 94/12/07 SIGMA 







SUBROUTINE TRANSP(T,RH,PIRO,P1T0,ETA,XLMB) TRANSP 
C TRANSP CALCULATES THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES TRANSP 
C VISCOSITY ( ETA ) AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ( XLMB ) TRANSP 
C AS FUNCTIONS OF THE TEMPERATURE ( T ) AND THE DENSITY ( RH ). TRANSP 
C ALL THE PROPERTIES ARE IN IN S.I. UNITS . TRANSP 
C 'TRANSP' NEEDS ALSO THE REDUCED PRESSURE DERIVATIVES TRANSP 
C PIRO = DP/(RGAS*T*DRHO) AND P1T0 = DP/(RGAS*RHO*DT) TRANSP 
C FOR CALCULATING THE NONREGULAR PART OF THE TRANSP 
C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ( DELLAM ) 94/12/01 TRANSP 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) TRANSP 
DIMENSION E0(4),X0(4),BE(6,5),BX(5,6) TRANSP 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,RGAS=4.61522D+2) TRANSP 
90 aqua 
DATA RZO,TZO,PZO/317.763D+O,647.126D+0,22.115D+6/ TRANSP 
=,CC,0MEGA,AC,BC/3.77110-8,0.46780+0,18.660+0,1.00+0/ TRANSP 
DATA E0/1.815830-2,1.776240-2,1.052870-2,-0.36744D-2/ TRANSP 
DATA X0/2.022230+0,1.4111660+1,5.255970+0,-2.018700+0/ TRANSP 
DATA BE/5.019380-1,1.628880-1,-1.30356D-1,9.079190-1,-5.511190-1 TRANSP 
=,1.465430-1,2.35622D-1,7.89393D-1,6.736650-1,1.2075520-0 TRANSP 
=,6.706650-2,-8.43370D-2,-2.746370-1,-7.43539D-1,-9.594560-1 TRANSP 
= ,-6.87343D-1,-4.970890-1,1.952860-1,1.45831D-1,2.631290-1 TRANSP 
=,3.472470-1,2.13486D-1,1.007540-1,-3.293200-2,-2.704480-2 TRANSP 
=,-2.53093D-2,-2.67758D-2,-8.22904D-2,6.O2253D-2,-2.02595D-2/ TRANSP 






C THE IDEAL TEMPERATURE TRANSP 
TID=PZ0/(RZ0*RGAS) TRANSP 
TR=T/TID TRANSP 













DO 110 J=6,l,-1 TRANSP 
BEJ = BE(J,1)+R3*(BE(J,2)+R3*(BE(J,3)+R3*(BE(J,4)+ R3*BE(J,5)))) TRANSP 
110 ESU=T3*ESU+BEJ TRANSP 
ETA=ETAO*EXP(RR*ESU) TRANSP 




DO 210 1=5,1,-1 TRANSP 
BXI = BX(I,1)+R3*(BX(I,2)+R3*(BX(I,3) TRANSP 
=+R3*(BX(I,4)+R3*(BX(I,5)+R3*BX(I,6))))) TRANSP 
210 EXU=T3*EXU+BXI TRANSP 
QXQ=RR*EXU TRANSP 
XLMB=XLAO*EXP(RR*EXU) TRANSP 
C NONREGULAR PART OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY TRANSP 
C ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBILITY TRANSP 
230 IF(P1R0 .NE. 0.D0) CHIT = RR/(TR*P1R0) TRANSP 
IF(P1R0 .EQ. 0.00) CHIT = 1.D40 TRANSP 
FIO = ABS(CHIT) TRANSP 
IF(FIO .EQ. O.DO) FIO-l.D-6 TRANSP 
CHITE = FIO**OMEGA TRANSP 
ZW=R3*R3 TRANSP 




DELLAM =(CC/ETA)*(ZW*ZW)*CHITE*CHECKA TRANSP 
XLMB=XLMB+DELLAM TRANSP 
999 RETURN TRANSP 
END TRANSP 
F.7 INR105.AQUA.FORT(SSP) 
SUBROUTINE SSP(T) SSP 
c SSP(T) CALCULATES APPROXIMATIONS SSP 
c TO THE VAPOR PRESSURE P(T) ( PS ) SSP 
c TO ITS FIRST T*DPS(T)/DT ( TPSIT ) SSP 
c AND SECOND DERIVATIVE T*T*D2PS(T)/DT**2 ( TTPS2T ) SSP 
c AS FUNCTIONS OF THE INPUT TEMPERATURE T IN PA-S. SSP 
c AFTER WAGNER ET SAUL, 1984, IAPS MOSCOW CONFERENCE. 94/11/30 SSP 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SSP 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1T0,RVITO,RHSL,PSL SSP 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1RO,PV1T0,CVV,ETV,XLV SSP 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,PC=22.0549D6) SSP 
DATA UN/1.DO/ SSP 






POLA = -7.85823D+0 + W*( 1.83991D+0 - W3*( 11.7811D+0 SSP 
= - W*( 22.6705OD+O - W*( 15.9393D+0 - W7*l.77516D+0 ) ) ) ) SSP 
POLB = W*( 9.19955D-1 - W3*( 23.5622D+0 SSP 
= - W*( 56.67625D+0 - W*( 47.8179D+0 - W7*11.53854D+B )))) SSP 
POLC = W*( 1.3799325D-0 - W3*( 70.6866D+0 SSP 












SUBROUTINE TS1(P,TS,TS1P,IECCH) TS1 
C TS1 RETURNS - AT A GIVEN PRESSURE P IN PA - APPROXIMATED VALUES TS1 
C FOR THE SATURATION TEMPERATURE, TS AND TS1 
C FOR THE DERIVATIVE TS1P = DTS/DP 94/12/01 TS1 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) TS1 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPS1T,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1T0,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL TS1 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1RO,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1R0,PV1T0,CVV,ETV,XLV TS1 
PARAMETER(PMIN=6.1D+2,PCN=21.75966D6,PC=22.0549D6) TS1 
C PARAMETER(TMIN=273.15DO,TCN=646.O0,TC=647.126DO) TS1 
DATA FINIS/l.D-5/ TS1 
IF(P .GE. PMIN .AND. P .LE. PC) GO TO 10 TS1 
WRITE(6,9100) P TS1 
IF(P .LT. PMIN) IECCH=-2 TS1 
IF(P .GT. PC) IECCH=+2 TS1 
RETURN TS1 
C ANALYTIC DESCRIPTION TS1 







C CORRECTURES TS1 
DO 21 K=l,7 TS1 
CALL SSP(TS) TS1 
IF(P .GE. PCN) GO TO 90 TS1 
DP=P-PS TS1 
DEV=ABS(DP/P) TS1 
IF(DEV .LT. FINIS) GO TO 90 TS1 




90 TS1P=TS/TPS1T TS1 
9100 F0RMAT(27H PRESSURE RANGE EXCEED! P =,G15.6,7H PASCAL) TS1 




SUBROUTINE SSRHO(T) SSRHO 
C SSRHO RETURNS APPROXIMATED VALUES OF THE DENSITIES OF SSRHO 
C THE SATURATED LIQUID ( DL ) AND THE SATURATED VAPOR ( DV ) SSRHO 
C - IN G/CM**3 ! - AS FUNCTIONS OF THE TEMPERATURE ( T ). SSRHO 
C SSRHO CALCULATES ALSO THE REDUCED DENSITY DERIVATIVES SSRHO 
C RL1T0 = T/RHL * DRHL/DT AND RV1T0 = T/RHV * DRHV/DT. 94/12/01 SSRHO 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SSRHO 
DIMENSION PUL(12),DPUL(12),PUV(12),DPUV(12) SSRHO 
properties 








DATA DPUL/ 0.0D+0,-74.97280445D+0, 2.1210073810+3 SSRHO 
=,-25.747249515D+3, 180.35369368D+3,-8O7.6140235D+3 SSRHO 
=, 2.4163306416D+6,-4.8948035675D+6, 6.63478546D+6 SSRHO 
=,-5.765379372D+6, 2.903707139D+6, -644.5O050335D+3/ SSRHO 




DATA DPUV/0.0D+0,21.076422690+0,-538.08310030+0,6.2252597410+3 SSRHO 
=,-41.61895501D+3,178.2376767D+3,-511.3338264D+3,995.7464115D+3 SSRHO 
=,-1.3005428660+6,1.0910668910+6,-531.27601480+3,114.11194690+3/ SSRHO 
IF(T .GE. TC) THEN SSRHO 
DL = DC SSRHO 
DV = DC SSRHO 
RETURN SSRHO 
ENDIF SSRHO 
Y = (TC-T)/TC SSRHO 
CHI = T/(T-TC) SSRHO 
IF(T .LE. 620.DO) THEN SSRHO 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SSRHO 
W = SQRT(Y) SSRHO 
OML = PUL(12) SSRHO 
TDOML = DPUL(12) SSRHO 
ZV = PUV(12) SSRHO 
TDZV = DPUV(12) SSRHO 
DO 31 K = 11,1,-1 SSRHO 
TDOML = TDOML*W+DPUL(K) SSRHO 
TDZV = TDZV*W+DPUV(K) SSRHO 
OML = OML*W+PUL(K) SSRHO 
31 ZV = ZV*W+PUV(K) SSRHO 
DLOML = TDOML/OML SSRHO 
DV = PS*l.D-3/(RGAS*T*ZV) SSRHO 
DLZV = CHI*TDZV/ZV SSRHO 
RVITO = TPS1T/PS -1.00 -DLZV SSRHO 
ELSE SSRHO 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SSRHO 
BEG = BR*Y**BET SSRHO 
EB = BEGEBET SSRHO 
AL = Y*(3.075668853D-0-Y*(19.58060683D-0-Y*Y*l.3830866890+3)) SSRHO 
OML = 1.D0 + BEG + AL SSRHO 
DAL = AL -Y*Y*(19.58O6O683D-O-Y*Y*4.14926O067D+3) SSRHO 
DLOML = (EB + DAL)/OML SSRHO 
AV = Y*(1.451962241D-0-Y*(5.041325559D-0-Y*Y*611.18107490-0)) SSRHO 
OMV = l.DO -BEG + AV SSRHO 
DAV = AV -Y*Y*(5.041325559D-0 -Y*Y*1.8335432250+3) SSRHO 
DV = OMV*DC SSRHO 
RV1T0 = CHI*(-EB + DAV)/OMV SSRHO 
94 aqua 
ENDIF SSRHO 
DL = OML*DC SSRHO 




SUBROUTINE SPIRHO(T) SPIRHO 
C SPIRHO RETURNS - FOR A GIVEN TEMPEREATURE T - APPROXIMATED VALUES SPIRHO 
C OF THE DENSITY OF THE LIQUID SPINODAL ( RHSL ) AND SPIRHO 
C OF THE VAPOR SPINODAL ( RHSV ) IN KG/M**3. 94/12/01 SPIRHO 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SPIRHO 
DIMENSION PUL(9),PUV(9) SPIRHO 




DATA PUL/1.9118887660+0,-16.541578990+0,179.73581940+0 SPIRHO 
=,-94O.1374463D+0,2.957964417D+3,-5.752429056D+3,6.772987553D+3 SPIRHO 
=,-4.4280017590+3,1.2344413220+3/ SPIRHO 
DATA PUV/0.9201508683D-0,-2.159701944D-0,-0.2932760492D-0 SPIRHO 
=,6.324940268D-0,-10.495978910-0,8.78261245D-0,-3.119252324D-0 SPIRHO 
=,0.00,0.00/ SPIRHO 
IF(T .GE. TC) THEN SPIRHO 
RHSL = RHC SPIRHO 
RHSV = RHC SPIRHO 
RETURN SPIRHO 
ENDIF SPIRHO 
Y = (TC-T)/TC SPIRHO 
IF(T .LE. 620.DO) THEN SPIRHO 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SPIRHO 
W = SQRT(Y) SPIRHO 
OML = PUL(9) SPIRHO 
OMV = PUV(9) SPIRHO 
DO 31 1=8,1,-1 SPIRHO 
OML = OML*W+PUL(I) SPIRHO 
31 OMV = OMV*W+PUV(I) SPIRHO 
ELSE SPIRHO 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SPIRHO 
AL = Y*(487.1717941D-3+Y*(24.26899415D-0-Y*Y*2.461494028D+3)) SPIRHO 
OML = 1.D0 + BSP*Y**BET + AL SPIRHO 
AV = Y*(1.132819731D-0-Y*(30.70131059D-0-Y*Y*3.3249449360+3)) SPIRHO 
OMV = 1.D0 - BSP*Y**BET + AV SPIRHO 
ENDIF SPIRHO 
RHSL = OML*RHC SPIRHO 





SUBROUTINE SPIP(T) SPIP 
C SPIP RETURNS - FOR A GIVEN TEMPEREATURE T - APPROXIMATED VALUES SPIP 
C OF THE PRESSURE OF THE LIQUID SPINODAL ( PSL ) AND SPIP 
C OF THE VAPOR SPINODAL ( PSV ) IN PASCALS. 94/12/01 SPIP 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SPIP 
DIMENSION PUL(9),PUV(9) SPIP 




DATA PUL/-1.387361801D-3,151.03419O1D-3,1.98O521347D-O SPIP 
2.921317875D-0,-38.3240633D-O,162.2329521D-0 SPIP 
-384.0027285D-O,479.3961544D-O,-264.1248035D-0/ SPIP 
DATA PUV/-749.7146775D-6,162.845372D-3,-319.0428782D-3 SPIP 
-1.582269493D-0, 6.78742O254D-0,-10.41333815D-0 SPIP 
7.599390008D-0,-2.285884902D-0,0.D0/ SPIP 





IF(T .LE. 620.DO) THEN SPIP 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SPIP 
DPSL = PUL(9) SPIP 
DPSV = PUV(9) SPIP 
DO 31 1=8,1,-1 SPIP 
DPSL = DPSL*Y+PUL(I) SPIP 
31 DPSV = DPSV*Y+PUV(I) SPIP 
ELSE SPIP 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SPIP 
DPSL = Y*(52.35363429D-3+Y*(4.419437236D-0-Y*18.86727538D-0)) SPIP 







SUBROUTINE SSPER(T) SSPER 
C SSPER RETURNS - FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE T - SSPER 
C APPROXIMATED DENSITY DERIVATIVES OF THE PRESSURE SSPER 
C IN THE SATURATED STATES - IN REDUCED FORM . 94/12/01 SSPER 
C PL1R0 = D(P,L)/DRH * 1/(RGAS*T) SSPER 
C PV1R0 = D(P,V)/DRH * 1/(RGAS*T) SSPER 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SSPER 
DIMENSION PUL(12),PUV(12) SSPER 








DATA PUV/1.4354291190-3,3.7385539170-0,3.5520969470-0 SSPER 
=,-55.885O7759D-O,217.5743793D-0,-535.2445068D-0,812.4224243D-0 SSPER 
=,-670.9285889D-0,229.O827484D-0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0/ SSPER 
IF(T .GE. TC) THEN SSPER 




IF(T .LE. 620.DO) THEN SSPER 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SSPER 
PL1R0 = PUL(12) SSPER 
PV1R0 = PUV(12) SSPER 
DO 31 1=11,1,-1 SSPER 
PL1R0 = PL1R0*Y+PUL(I) SSPER 
31 PVIRO = PV1R0*Y+PUV(I) SSPER 
ELSE SSPER 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SSPER 
YGA = Y**GAM SSPER 
FIL = PROC SSPER 
-Y*(79.73057836D-0+Y*(43O.1476885D-0-Y*14139.7632D+0)) SSPER 
FIV = PROC SSPER 
+Y*(369.6750971D-0-Y*(5110.089071D-0-Y*46121.09080-0)) SSPER 
PL1R0 = (DL/DC)*FIL*YGA SSPER 





SUBROUTINE SSPET(T,PL1T0,PV1TO) SSPET 
C SSPET RETURNS - FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE T - SSPET 
C APPROXIMATED TEMPERATURE DERIVATIVES OF THE PRESSURE SSPET 
C IN THE SATURATED STATES - IN REDUCED FORM . 94/12/01 SSPET 
C PL1T0 = D(P,L)/DT * 1/(RGAS*RH,L) SSPET 
C PV1T0 = D(P,V)/DT * 1/(RGAS*RH,V) SSPET 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SSPET 
DIMENSION PUL(12),PUV(12) SSPET 
PARAMETER(TC=647.12600,PT0C=1.802157320-0) SSPET 




DATA PUV/2.0297007290-0,-125.54706490-3,-61.544071760-0 SSPET 
=,544.87511750-0,-2.848188899D+3,9.7089777830+3,-21.262519290+3 SSPET 
=,28.710965330+3,-21.755272460+3,7.082224609D+3.0.00,0.00/ SSPET 
IF(T .GE. TC) THEN SSPET 
PL1TG = PT0C SSPET 
properties 97 




IF(T .LE. 620.D0) THEN SSPET 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SSPET 
PL1T0 = PUL(12) SSPET 
PVITO = PUV(12) SSPET 
DO 31 1=11,1,-1 SSPET 
PL1T0 = PL1T0*Y+PUL(I) SSPET 
31 PVITO = PV1T0*Y+PUV(I) SSPET 
ELSE SSPET 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SSPET 
PL1T0 = PTOC SSPET 
+ Y*(17.63135647D-0-Y*(97.958O69O3D-0-Y*451.8O53522D-0)) SSPET 
PVITO = PT0C SSPET 





SUBROUTINE SSCEV(T,CVL,CVV) SSCEV 
C SSCEV RETURNS - FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE T - APPROXIMATED VALUES SSCEV 
C OF THE CONSTANT VOLUME HEAT CAPACITY SSCEV 
C IN THE SATURATED LIQUID ( CVL ) AND SSCEV 
C IN THE SATURATED VAPOR ( CVV ) IN RGAS UNITS. 94/12/01 SSCEV 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SSCEV 
DIMENSION PUL(12),PUV(12) SSCEV 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,ALF=-1.0D-1) SSCEV 




DATA PUV/8.956404735D-0,-33.97230774D-O,126.5786602D-0 SSCEV 
=,-513.7462523D-0,1.521138693D+3,-2.182266721D+3,-73.57828067D-0 SSCEV 
=,4.483361889D+3,-5.407324042D+3,2.099821164D+3,0.DO,0.DO/ SSCEV 
IF(T .GE. TC) THEN SSCEV 
CVL = O.D0 SSCEV 
CVV = 0.D0 SSCEV 
RETURN SSCEV 
ENDIF SSCEV 
Y = (TC-T)/TC SSCEV 
IF(T .LE. 620.DO) THEN SSCEV 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SSCEV 
CVL = PUL(12) SSCEV 
CVV = PUV(12) SSCEV 
DO 31 1=11,1,-1 SSCEV 
CVL = CVL*Y+PUL(I) SSCEV 
31 CVV = CVV*Y+PUV(I) SSCEV 
ELSE SSCEV 
C NEAR CRITICAL PART OF THE SATURATION LINE SSCEV 
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BEG = Y**ALF SSCEV 
PSIL = 4.5D-0 + SSCEV 
Y* (15.21452O07D-0-Y*(167.2951053D-0-Y*1.0423336180+3)) SSCEV 
PSIV = 5.1D-0 + SSCEV 
Y*(42.35451412D-0-Y*(1.002675527D+3-Y*6.911203183D+3)) SSCEV 
CVL = PSIL*BEG SSCEV 





SUBROUTINE SSGIS(T,SL,GL) SSGIS 
C SSGIS RETURNS APPROXIMATED VALUES FOR THE ENTROPY AND FOR SSGIS 
C THE GIBBS-FUNCTIOM OF THE SATURATED LIQUID SSGIS 
C AS FUNCTIONS OF THE INPUT TEMPERATURE T. SSGIS 
C SL = S.LIQUID/RGAS , GL = G.LIQUID/(RGAS*T) 94/06/10 SSGIS 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SSGIS 
DIMENSION PSL(9),PGL(9) SSGIS 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,SC=9.430DO,BR=0.25D0,BET=0.325D0) SSGIS 
DATA PSL/952.86211160-3,272.5494325D-3,-8.457375782D-0 SSGIS 
=,44.576317480-0,-150.7441559D-0,311.7914429D-0,-391.8528748D-0 SSGIS 
=,273.55296330-0,-82.2848053D-0/ SSGIS 
DATA PGL/-2.569516966D-0,5.187876405D-0,64O.8677408D-3 SSGIS 
=,1.3741062950-0,-18.018312510-0,68.533371980-0,-176.20248790-0 SSGIS 
=,226.296896D-0,-130.4997179D-0/ SSGIS 
IF(T .GE. TC) THEN SSGIS 
SL = 0.D0 SSGIS 
GL = 0.D0 SSGIS 
RETURN SSGIS 
ENDIF SSGIS 
Y = (TC-T)/TC SSGIS 
C ENTROPY SSGIS 
IF(T .LE. 620.D0) THEN SSGIS 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SSGIS 
W = SQRT(Y) SSGIS 
OMV = PSL(9) SSGIS 
DO 31 K = 8,1,-1 SSGIS 
31 OMV = OMV*W+PSL(K) SSGIS 
ELSE SSGIS 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SSGIS 
BEG = BR*Y**BET SSGIS 
AV = -Y*(1.23383958D-0+Y*(1.656615363D-0-Y*Y*911.53758120-0)) SSGIS 
OMV = 1.D0 - BEG + AV SSGIS 
ENDIF SSGIS 
SL = OMV*SC SSGIS 
C GIBBS-FUNCTION SSGIS 
GL = PGL(9) SSGIS 
DO 71 K = 8,1,-1 SSGIS 





SUBROUTINE SSETA(T,ETL,ETV) SSETA 
C SSETA RETURNS - FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE T - APPROXIMATED VALUES SSETA 
C OF THE DYNAMIC VISCOSITY SSETA 
C IN THE SATURATED LIQUID ( ETL ) AND SSETA 
C IN THE SATURATED VAPOR ( ETV ) IN PA*SEC. 94/12/01 SSETA 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SSETA 
DIMENSION PUL(ll),PUV(11) SSETA 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,ETC=3.95D-5,BET=O.325DO,BE=1.50D0) SSETA 
DATA PUL/945.8220190-3,-3.505670420-0,23.615067490-0 SSETA 
=,-176.2217806D-0,960.5599634D-0,-3.533866457D+3,8.6O9716158D+3 SSETA 
=, -13.6377187D+3,13.4359047ZD+3,-7.453116048D+3,1.77627241ZD+3/ SSETA 
DATA PUV/973.3280423D-3,-4.061585251D-0,20.72O25593D-0 SSETA 
=,-80.066165360-0,214.64856D-0,-384.61947190-0,433.0818384D-O SSETA 
=,-278.1O18786D-0,78.25010044D-O,0.DO,0.D0/ SSETA 
DATA UN/1.DO/ SSETA 





Y = (TC-T)/TC SSETA 
CHI = T/(T-TC) SSETA 
IF(T .LE. 620.DO) THEN SSETA 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SSETA 
W = SQRT(Y) SSETA 
FL = PUL ( l l ) SSETA 
FV = PUV(ll) SSETA 
DO 31 K = 10,1,-1 SSETA 
FL = FL*W+PUL(K) SSETA 
31 FV = FV*W+PUV(K) SSETA 
C VISCOSITY OF THE LIQUID ( IN PA*SEC ) SSETA 
ETL=ETC/FL SSETA 
C VISCOSITY OF THE VAPOR ( IN PA*SEC ) SSETA 
ETV=ETC*FV SSETA 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SSETA 
ELSE SSETA 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SSETA 
BEG = BE*Y**BET SSETA 
AL = Y*(4.669845392D-0-Y*(19.58930391D-0-Y*Y*l.7686524320+3)) SSETA 
ETL=ETC*( UN + BEG + AL ) SSETA 
AV = Y*(4.262680597D-0-Y*(34.89896734D-O-Y*Y*2.4521O5565D+3)) SSETA 






SUBROUTINE SSLAM(T,XLL,XLV) SSLAM 
C SSLAM RETURNS - FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE T - APPROXIMATED VALUES SSLAM 
C OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY SSLAM 
C IN THE SATURATED LIQUID ( XLL ) AND SSLAM 
C IN THE SATURATED VAPOR ( XLV ) IN W/(M*K). 94/12/01 SSLAM 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SSLAM 
DIMENSION PUL(9),PUV(9) SSLAM 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,XLC=1.D+70,ALA=-0.50D0) SSLAM 
DATA PUL/397.2522830-3,1.3614300560-0,288.6579476D-3 SSLAM 
=,-1.1371530880-0,-75.200164240-0,333.881230-0,-546.06324350-0 SSLAM 
=,311.5755290-0,0.00/ SSLAM 
DATA PUV/201.26002890-3,-2.5468813170-0,19.240730270-0 SSLAM 
=,-79.8925815D-O,178.6322576D-0,-195.5137779D-0,62.O6051OllD-0 SSLAM 
=,38.86696488D-0,-15.11624233D-0/ SSLAM 






IF(T .LE. 620.DO) THEN SSLAM 
C LOW TEMPERATURES SSLAM 
XLL = PUL(9) SSLAM 
XLV = PUV(9) SSLAM 
DO 31 1=8,1,-1 SSLAM 
XLL = XLL*Y+PUL(I) SSLAM 
31 XLV = XLV*Y+PUV(I) SSLAM 
ELSE SSLAM 
C NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURES SSLAM 
BEG=Y**ALA SSLAM 
AL = 20.D-3 +Y*( 2.484618723D-0 -Y*( 31.160804O9D-0 SSLAM 
-Y*( 421.0825394D-0 -Y*2390.60876D-0 )) ) SSLAM 
XLL=BEG*AL SSLAM 
AV = 20.D-3 +Y*( 722.1916099D-3 -Y*( 29.16989349D-0 SSLAM 






FUNCTION DILE(Y) DILE 
C RETURNS AN ADDITIVE TERM FOR PSL(T) TO DESCRIBE THE PRESSURE DILE 
C OF THE LIQUID SPINODAL ON A HGK-ISOTHERM. 94/07/12 DILE 
C DILE IS A FUNCTION OF THE SCALED TEMPERATURE Y=1-T/TC DILE 
DILE = (40.49363544D+0 -Y*(20.73773694D+3 -Y*(7.607260219D+6 DILE 
= -Y*(l.7965206580+9 -Y*(258.928784714D+9 -Y*(22.71838331D+12 DILE 
= -Y*(l.1820665870+15 -Y*(33.45912597D+15 -Y*396.44739160+15 DILE 







FUNCTION DIVE(Y) DIVE 
C RETURNS AN ADDITIVE TERM FOR PSV(T) TO DESCRIBE THE PRESSURE DIVE 
C OF THE VAPOR SPINODAL ON A HGK-ISOTHERM. 94/07/12 DIVE 
C DIVE IS A FUNCTION OF THE SCALED TEMPERATURE Y=1-T/TC DIVE 
DIVE = Y*(17.17830396D+0 -Y*(3.434969255D+3 DIVE 
= -Y*(448.7956073O0D+3 -Y*(3.808457011D+7 -Y*(1.646319316D+9 DIVE 




FUNCTION PLMAX(T) PLMAX 
C PLMAX RETURNS THE PRESSURE IN PA-S ON THE WHOLE ISOCHORE PLMAX 
C RHO = 1200 KG/M**3 PLMAX 
C AS FUNCTION OF THE INPUT TEMPERATURE T 95/01/18 PLMAX 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) PLMAX 
IF(T .LE. 373.15D0) THEN PLMAX 
PLMAX = 128.0317635D+9 -T*( 1.503427271D+9 PLMAX 
-T*( 6.608885188D+6 -T*( 12.8308018OD+3 -T*9.3056828080-0 ))) PLMAX 
ELSE IF(T .GT. 373.1500 .AND. T .LE. 647.126D0) THEN PLMAX 
PLMAX = 1.121372093D+9 -T*( 6.278371391D+6 PLMAX 
= -T*( 26.44577782D+3 -T*( 33.3647446OD-0 -T*14.81761478D-3 )) ) PLMAX 
ELSE IF(T .GT. 647.126D0) THEN PLMAX 
PLMAX = -731.6836907D+6 +T*( 6.597512847D+6 PLMAX 
-T*( 7.O8407O94D+3 -T*( 5.7648468O6D-0 -T*( 3.188721412D-3 PLMAX 
-T*( 1.193485372D-6 -T*( 2.946300976D-10 -T*( 4.575561580D-14PLMAX 





FUNCTION P800(T) P8O0 
C P80O RETURNS THE PRESSURE IN PA-S ON THE SUPERCRITICAL PART P80O 
C OF THE ISOCHORE RHO = 800 KG/M**3 P80O 
C AS FUNCTION OF THE INPUT TEMPERATURE T 95/01/18 P800 
P80O = -576.9907617D+6 +T*( 229.044132OD+3 P800 
= +T*( 3.275463692D+3 -T*( 4.331244582D-0 -T*( 3.0O8662103D-3 P800 
= -T*( 1.272178994D-6 -T*( 337.938642D-12 -T*( 55.O7102702D-15 P80O 





FUNCTION P60O(T) P60O 
C P6O0 RETURNS THE PRESSURE IN PA-S ON THE SUPERCRITICAL PART P600 
C OF THE ISOCHORE RHO = 600 KG/M**3 P600 
C AS FUNCTION OF THE INPUT TEMPERATURE T 95/01/18 P600 
P600 = -193.5182531D+6 -T*( 662.0824295D+3 P600 
= -T*( 3.O41300733D+3 -T*( 3.331588396D-0 -T*( 2.091973967D-3 P600 
= -T*( 822.3881849D-9 -T*( 205.8600153D-12 -T*( 31.88132588D-15 P60O 




FUNCTION P4O0(T) P400 
C P400 RETURNS THE PRESSURE IN PA-S ON THE SUPERCRITICAL PART P400 
C OF THE ISOCHORE RHO = 400 KG/M**3 P400 
C AS FUNCTION OF THE INPUT TEMPERATURE T 95/01/18 P400 
P400 = -48.223915O0D+6 -T*( 534.0793594D+3 P400 
= -T*( 1.893391113D+3 -T*( 2.052518308D-0 -T*( 1.304520061D-3 P400 
= -T*( 521.2344512D-9 -T*( 132.5272444D-12 -T*( 20.80959374D-15 P400 




FUNCTION P322(T) P322 
C P322 RETURNS THE PRESSURE IN PA-S ON THE SUPERCRITICAL PART P322 
C OF THE CRITICAL ISOCHORE P322 
C AS FUNCTION OF THE INPUT TEMPERATURE T 95/01/18 P322 
P322 = -115.3411242D+6 -T*( 14.61390831D+3 P322 
= -T*( 713.8479434D-0 -T*( 843.0259976D-3 -T*( 558.6511529D-6 P322 
= -T*( 228.9982666D-9 -T*( 59.25205508D-12 -T*( 9.423230731D-15 P322 





FUNCTION P250(T) P250 
C P250 RETURNS THE PRESSURE IN PA-S ON THE SUPERCRITICAL PART P250 
C OF THE ISOCHORE RHO = 250 KG/M**3 P250 
C AS FUNCTION OF THE INPUT TEMPERATURE T 95/01/18 P250 
P250 = -161.604255D+6 +T*( 370.3861O90D+3 -T*( 183.5936O79D+0 P250 
= -T*( 93.96635527D-3 -T*( 30.07808886D-6 -T*( 5.819644183D-9 P250 




Appendix G. Secondary routines 
The fo l lowing rout ines ei ther o rgan ize the ca lcu la t ion of the the rma l proper t ies of the 
water, or help to f ind a dens i ty to a g iven p ressu re . 
G.1 INR105.AQUA.FORT(DGFIND) 
SUBROUTINE DGFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) DGFIND 
C DGFIND SEEKS A DENSITY DX (G/CM**3) DGFIND 
C CORRESPONDING TO THE PRESSURE Q(MPA) AND DGFIND 
C TO THE - SUPERCRITICAL - TEMPERATURE T (K). 94/12/06 DGFIND 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H50-Z) DGFIND COMMON /TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI DGFIND 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PB1T0,PB1R0,CVB DGFIND 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PR1T0,PR1R0,CVR DGFIND 
REAL*8 FX(3),X(3) DGFIND 
PARAMETER(DC=0.322D0,DMAX=1.2D0,FINIS=5.D-5) DGFIND 
DATA PF/1.D-6/,ZERO/0.DO/ DGFIND 
C RANGE CONTROL DGFIND 
QSMAX=PLMAX(T)*PF DGFIND 
IF(Q .GT. QSMAX) IECCH=+2 DGFIND 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) GOTO 900 DGFIND 
QSMIN=P600(T)*PF DGFIND 
IF(Q .LT. QSMIN) GO TO 200 DGFIND 
C REGION OF HIGH DENSITIES DGFIND 





GOTO 600 DGFIND 
C REGION OF MODERATE DENSITIES DGFIND 








GOTO 600 DGFIND 
C REGION OF LOW DENSITIES DGFIND 




IF(Q .LT. QSMIN) IECCH=-2 DGFIND 




600 FX(1)=QSMIN DGFIND 
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FX(3)=QSMAX DGFIND 
C WRITE(6,4400) QSMIN,QSMAX,SAM DGFIND 
C FIRST DENSITY APPROXIMATIONS DGFIND 
LI=1 DGFIND 
C WRITE(6,6660) DGFIND 
IF(DX .LE. ZERO) DX=DINSU(T,Q,FX,X,LI,IECCH) DGFIND 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN DGFIND 
C REFINED DENSITY APPROXIMATIONS IN THE MANNER OF MR. I. NEWTON DGFIND 
C WRITE(6,'( )') DGFIND 
C ITERATING DGFIND 
LF=LI+19 DGFIND 
DO 71 L=LI,LF DGFIND 




IF(DX .LE. ZERO) DX=Q/RT DGFIND 
CALL BASE(T,DX,IECCH) DGFIND 
CALL RESID(T.DX) DGFIND 
ZP = ZB + ZR DGFIND 
QAX = ZP*DX*RT DGFIND 
DELQ=Q-QAX DGFIND 
EPS=ABS(DELQ/Q) DGFIND 




IF(IECCH .NE. 0) GOTO 900 DGFIND 
PIRO = PB1RO+PR1R0 DGFIND 
DQD = P1R0*RT DGFIND 
DELR = DELQ/DQD DGFIND 
C WRITE(6,6666) L,DX,QAX,DELQ,FINIS,DELR DGFIND 
IF(DELR .GT. ZERO) DELR=MIN(DELR,SAM) DGFIND 
IF(DELR .LT. ZERO) DELR=MAX(DELR,-SAM) DGFIND 
DX = DX + DELR DGFIND 




900 IF(IECCH .GT. 0) WRITE(6,9100) Q DGFIND 
IF(IECCH .LT. 0) WRITE(6,930O) Q DGFIND 
RETURN DGFIND 
C4400 FORMAT(8H QSMIN =,F14.9,2X,7HQSMAX =,F14.9,2X,5HSAM =,2X,F7.3) DGFIND 
C6660 FORMAT(3H L,5X,2HDX,12X,3HQAX,13X.4HDELQ,11X,3HQGR,7X,4HDELR) DGFIND 
C6666 F0RMAT(I3,F13.9,G18.9,G15.6,F9.5,F13.9) DGFIND 
9000 F0RMAT(41H ITERATION FOR THE DENSITY VALUE FAILED ! ) DGFIND 
9100 F0RMAT(13H PRESSURE P =,G15.7,16H MPA.TOO HIGH ! ) DGFIND 




SUBROUTINE DLFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) DLFIND 
C DLFIND SEEKS A LIQUID DENSITY DX (G/CM**3) DLFIND 
C CORRESPONDING TO THE PRESSURE Q(MPA) AND DLFIND 
C TO THE - SUBCRITICAL - TEMPERATURE T (K). 94/12/08 DLFIND 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) DLFIND 
COMMON /TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI DLFIND 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PB1T0,PB1R0,CVB DLFIND 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR.SR.ZR.PRITO.PRIRO.CVR DLFIND 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1TO,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL DLFIND 
=>RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1RO,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1RO,PV1T0,CVV,ETVSXLV DLFIND REAL*8 FX(3),X(3) DLFIND 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126DO,TCN=646.0D0,DC=0.322D0) DLFIND 
PARAMETER(DMAX=1.2D0,FINIS=l.D-4) DLFIND 
DATA ZERO/0.D0/,PF/1.0-6/ DLFIND 
CALL SUBCRI(T) DLFIND 
C RANGE CONTROL DLFIND 
QSV = PSV*PF DLFIND 
QSL = PSL*PF DLFIND 
IF(T .GE. 635.D0) THEN DLFIND 
Y-l-T/TC DLFIND 
QSL = QSL + DILE(Y) DLFIND 
QSV = QSV - DIVE(Y) DLFIND 
IF(QSL .GE. QSV) QSL=QSV-FINIS DLFIND 
ENDIF DLFIND 
QMAX = PLMAX(T)*PF DLFIND 
IF(Q .GT. QSV*1.3D0) SAM=2.D-1 DLFIND 
IF(Q .LE. QSV*1.3D0) SAM=1.D-1 DLFIND 
DMI=RHSL*l.D-3 DLFIND 
DS0=(DMI-DC)*5.D-2 DLFIND 
C VICINITY OF THE CRITICAL POINT ? DLFIND 
IF(T .GE. TCN .AND. Q .LE. QSV*1.OO5D0) DMI=DC*0.96500 DLFIND 
C WRITE(6,4400) QSL,QSV,DMI,SAM DLFIND 
IF(Q .GT. QMAX) IECCH=+2 DLFIND 
IF(Q .LT. QSL) IECCH=-2 DLFIND 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) GOTO 900 DLFIND 
C FIRST DENSITY APPROXIMATIONS DLFIND 
C WRITE(6,6660) DLFIND 
LI=1 DLFIND 








IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN DLFIND 
ENDIF DLFIND 
C REFINED DENSITY APPROXIMATIONS IN THE MANNER OF MR. I. NEWTON DLFIND 
C WRITE(6,'( )') DLFIND 
LF=LI+19 DLFIND 
DO 71 L=LI,LF DLFIND 
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IF(DX .LT. DMI) DX=DMI DLFIND 
CALL BASE(T,DX,IECCH) DLFIND 
CALL RESID(T,DX) DLFIND 
ZP = ZB + ZR DLFIND 
QAX = ZP*DX*RT DLFIND 
DELQ=Q-QAX DLFIND 
EPS=ABS(DELQ) DLFIND 




IF(IECCH .GT. 0) GO TO 900 DLFIND 
PIRO = PB1R0+PR1R0 DLFIND 
DQD = P1R0*RT DLFIND 
IF(DQD .LE. ZERO) THEN DLFIND 
DX=DX+DS0 DLFIND 
GO TO 71 DLFIND 
ENDIF DLFIND 
DELR = DELQ/DQD DLFIND 
C WRITE(6,6666) L,DX,QAX,DELQ,FINIS,DELR DLFIND 




IF(DELR .GT. ZERO) DELR=MIN(DELR,SAM) DLFIND 
IF(DELR .LT. ZERO) DELR=MAX(DELR,-SAM) DLFIND 
DX = DX + DELR DLFIND 
71 CONTINUE DLFIND 
IECCH=3 DLFIND 
800 WRITE(6,900O) DLFIND 
RETURN DLFIND 
900 IF(IECCH .GT. 0) WRITE(6,9100) Q DLFIND 
IF(IECCH .LT. 0) WRITE(6,9300) Q DLFIND 
RETURN DLFIND 
C440O FORMAT(7H QSPL =,F14.9,3X,6HQSPV =,F14.9,3X,5HDMI =,3X,F10.6,3X DLFIND 
C =,5HSAM =,F7.3 ) DLFIND 
C6660 F0RMAT(3H L,5X,2HDX,12X,3HQAX,13X,4HDELQ,11X,3HQGR,7X,4HDELR) DLFIND 
C6666 F0RMAT(I3,F13.9,G18.9,G15.6,F9.5,F13.9) DLFIND 
9000 FORMAT(41H ITERATION FOR THE DENSITY VALUE FAILED !) DLFIND 
9100 F0RMAT(13H PRESSURE P =,G15.7,16H MPA TOO HIGH ! ) DLFIND 
9300 FORMAT(13H PRESSURE P =,G15.7,16H MPA TOO LOW ! ) DLFIND 
END DLFIND 
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G.3 INR105.AQUA.FORT( D VF IND) 
SUBROUTINE DVFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) DVFIND 
C DVFIND SEEKS A VAPOR DENSITY DX (G/CM**3) DVFIND 
C CORRESPONDING TO THE PRESSURE Q(MPA) AND DVFIND 
C TO THE - SUBCRITICAL - TEMPERATURE T (K). 94/12/08 DVFIND 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) DVFIND 
COMMON /TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI DVFIND 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PB1TO,PB1R0,CVB DVFIND 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PR1TO,PR1R0,CVR DVFIND 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1T0,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL DVFIND 
=,RHSV,PSV>SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1T0>CVL,ETL>XLL)PV1R0SPV1TO)CVV,ETV,XLV DVFIND REAL*8 FX(3),X(3) DVFIND 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126DO,TCN=646.0DO,DC=0.322D0,FINIS=5.D-5) DVFIND 
DATA ZERO/0.D0/,PF/1.D-6/ DVFIND 
CALL SUBCRI(T) DVFIND 
C RANGE CONTROL DVFIND 
QSL = PSL*PF DVFIND 
QSV = PSV*PF DVFIND 
IF(Q .LT. QSL*0.95D0) SAM=1.D-1 DVFIND 
IF(Q .GE. QSL*0.95D0) SAM=5.D-2 DVFIND 
DMX=RHSV*l.D-3 DVFIND 
C VICINITY OF THE CRITICAL POINT ? DVFIND 
IF(T .GE. TCN .AND. Q .GE. QSL*0.9999D0) SAM=5.D-2 DVFIND 
IF(T .GE. 635.DO) THEN DVFIND 
Y=1-T/TC DVFIND 
QSV = QSV - DIVE(Y) DVFIND 
ENDIF DVFIND 
C WRITE(6,4400) QSL,QSV,DMX,SAM DVFIND 
IF(Q .GT. QSV) IECCH=+2 DVFIND 
IF(Q .LT. ZERO) IECCH=-2 DVFIND 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) GO TO 900 DVFIND 
C FIRST DENSITY APPROXIMATIONS DVFIND 
C WRITE(6,6660) DVFIND 
LI=1 DVFIND 








IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN DVFIND 
ENDIF DVFIND 
C REFINED DENSITY APPROXIMATIONS IN THE MANNER OF MR. I. NEWTON DVFIND 
C WRITE(6,'( )' ) DVFIND 
LF=LI+19 DVFIND 
IF(DX .GT. DMX) DX=DMX DVFIND 
DO 71 L=LI,LF DVFIND 
IF(DX .LE. ZERO) DX=Q/RT DVFIND 
CALL BASE(T,DX,IECCH) DVFIND 
CALL RESID(T,DX) DVFIND 
ZP = ZB + ZR DVFIND 
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QAX = ZP*DX*RT DVFIND 
DELQ = Q-QAX DVFIND 
EPS=ABS(DELQ/Q) DVFIND 




IF(IECCH .NE. O) GO TO 900 DVFIND 
PIRO = PB1R0+PR1R0 DVFIND 
DQD = P1R0*RT DVFIND 
IF(DQD .LE. ZERO) THEN DVFIND 





GO TO 71 DVFIND 
ENDIF DVFIND 
DELR = DELQ/DQD DVFIND 
C WRITE(6,6666) L,DX,QAX,DELQ,FINIS,DELR DVFIND 
IF(DELR .GT. ZERO) DELR=MIN(DELR,SAM) DVFIND 
IF(DELR .LT. ZERO) DELR=MAX(DELR,-SAM) DVFIND 
DX = DX + DELR DVFIND 








900 IF(IECCH .GT. 0) WRITE(6,9100) Q DVFIND 
IF(IECCH .LT. 0) WRITE(6,9300) Q DVFIND 
RETURN DVFIND 
C4400 F0RMAT(7H QSPL =,F14.9,3X,6HQSPV =,F14.9,3X,5HDMX =,3X,F10.6,3X DVFIND 
C =,5HSAM =,F7.3 ) DVFIND 
C6660 FORMAT(3H L,5X,2HDX,12X,3HQAX,13X,4HDELQ,11X,3HQGR,7X,4HDELR) DVFIND 
C6666 F0RMAT(I3,F13.9,G18.9,G15.6,F9.5,F13.9) DVFIND 
9000 F0RMAT(41H ITERATION FOR THE DENSITY VALUE FAILED ! ) DVFIND 
9100 F0RMAT(13H PRESSURE P =,G15.7,16H MPA TOO HIGH ! ) DVFIND 
9300 FORMAT(13H PRESSURE P =,G15.7,16H MPA TOO LOW ! ) DVFIND 
END DVFIND 
G.4 INR105.AQUA.FORT(DINSU) 
FUNCTION DINSU(T,Q,FX,X,IT,IECCH) DINSU 
C DINSU IS AN INITAL DENSITY FOR THE ROUTINE DSFIND. DINSU 
C DINSU IS THE ROOT OF A 2. GRADE EQUATION Q.IS(DX)-Q = 0. DINSU 
C PRESSURES ARE IN MPA-S, DENSITIES IN G/CM**3-S. 93/09/03 DINSU 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) DINSU 
COMMON /TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI DINSU 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PT0B,PROB,CVB DINSU 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PTOR,PROR,CVR DINSU 
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REAL*8 FX(3),X(3) DINSU 
PARAMETER(TC2=648.126DO,DUG=0.122D0,DOG=0.522DO,DMAX=1.2DO) DINSU 
DATA ZERO/O.DO/ DINSU 
FINIS-l.D-2 DINSU 
C ITERATING DINSU 
C QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION TO THE POINTS 1 2 3 DINSU 
50 CALL QUADO(FX,X,Q,DX,JECCH) DINSU 
IF(DX .GT. DMAX) DX=DMAX DINSU 
IF(DX .LE. ZERO) DX=l.D-6 DINSU 
C SELECTING THE NEW PILLARS DINSU 
IF(IT .EQ. 1) THEN DINSU 
IF(T .LT. TC2 .AND. DINSU 
(DX .GT. DUG .AND. DX .LT. DOG)) FINIS-l.D-3 DINSU 
ELSE DINSU 
IF(IT .GT. 3 .OR. EPS .LT. FINIS) GO TO 900 DINSU 
ENDIF DINSU 
KI=0 DINSU 
CALL SORBET(KI,FX,X,Q,DX) DINSU 
IF(KI .EQ. 2 .OR. JECCH .NE. 0) GO TO 900 DINSU 
C PRESSURE AT THE NEW DENSITY VALUE DINSU 
52 DELR=DX-DXA DINSU 
IF(ABS(DELR) .LT. l.D-4) GO TO 900 DINSU 
CALL BASE(T,DX,IECCH) DINSU 
CALL RESID(T.DX) DINSU 
ZP = ZB + ZR DINSU 




C WRITE(6,6666) IT,DX,FX(KI),DELQ,FINIS,DELR DINSU 
IT=IT+1 DINSU 
GO TO 50 DINSU 
900 DINSU=DX DINSU 
6666 F0RMAT(I3,F13.9,G18.9,G15.6,F9.5,F13.9) DINSU 
999 RETURN DINSU 
END DINSU 
G.5 INR105.AQUA.FORT(DINLI) 
FUNCTION DINLI(T,Q,FX,X,IT,IECCH) DINLI 
C DINLI IS AN INITAL DENSITY FOR THE ROUTINE DLFIND. DINLI 
C DINLI IS THE ROOT OF A 2. GRADE EQUATION Q.IS(DX)-Q = 0 DINLI 
C PRESSURES ARE IN MPA-S, DENSITIES IN G/CM**3-S. 93/09/03 DINLI 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) DINLI 
COMMON /TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI DINLI 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PT0B,PROB,CVB DINLI 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PT0R,PROR,CVR DINLI 




C ITERATING DINLI 
C QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION TO THE POINTS 1 2 3 DINLI 
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i 
50 CALL QUADO(FX,X,Q,DX,JECCH) DINLI 
IF(DX .GT. DMX) DX=DMX DINLI 
C SELECTING THE NEW PILLARS DINLI 
IF(IT .EQ. 1) THEN DINLI 
IF(T .GT. TCI) THEN DINLI 
KI=1 DINLI 





CALL SORBET(KI,FX,X,Q,DX) DINLI 
IF(KI .EQ. 2 .OR. JECCH .NE. 0) GO TO 900 DINLI 
IF(IT .LE. 1) GO TO 52 DINLI 
IF(IT .GT. 3 .OR. EPS .LT. FINIS) GO TO 900 DINLI 
C PRESSURE AT THE NEW DENSITY VALUE DINLI 
52 DELR=DX-DXA DINLI 
IF(ABS(DELR) .LT. l.D-4) GO TO 900 DINLI 
CALL BASE(T,DX,IECCH) DINLI 
CALL RESID(T.DX) DINLI 
ZP = ZB + ZR DINLI 




C WRITE(6,6666) IT,DX,FX(KI),DELQ,FINIS,DELR DINLI 
IT=IT+1 DINLI 
GO TO 50 DINLI 
900 DINLI=DX DINLI 




FUNCTION DINVA(T,Q,FX,X,IT,IECCH) DINVA 
C DINVA IS AN INITAL DENSITY FOR THE ROUTINE DVFIND. DINVA 
C DINVA IS THE ROOT OF A 2. GRADE EQUATION Q.IS(DX)-Q = 0. DINVA 
C PRESSURES ARE IN MPA-S, DENSITIES IN G/CM**3-S. 93/09/17 DINVA 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) DINVA 
COMMON /TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI DINVA 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PT0B,PR0B,CVB DINVA 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PT0R,PROR,CVR DINVA 
REAL*8 FX(3),X(3) DINVA 
PARAMETER(TC1=646.126D0,DUG=0.122DG) DINVA 
FINIS=l.D-2 DINVA 
C ITERATING DINVA 
C QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION TO THE POINTS 1 2 3 DINVA 
50 CALL QUADO(FX,X,Q,DX,JECCH) DINVA 
IF(DX .LT. 0.D0) DX=l.D-6 DINVA 
C SELECTING THE NEW PILLARS DINVA 
IF(IT .EQ. 1) THEN DINVA 
IF(T .GT. TCI) THEN DINVA 
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KI=3 DINVA 





CALL SORBET(KI,FX,X,Q,DX) DINVA 
IF(KI .EQ. 2 .OR. JECCH .NE. O) GO TO 900 DINVA 
IF(IT .LE. 1) GO TO 52 DINVA 
IF(IT .GT. 3 .OR. EPS .LT. FINIS) GO TO 900 DINVA 
C PRESSURE AT THE NEW DENSITY VALUE DINVA 
52 DELR=DX-DXA DINVA 
IF(ABS(DELR) .LT. l.D-4) GO TO 900 DINVA 
CALL BASE(T,DX,IECCH) DINVA 
CALL RESID(T,DX) DINVA 
ZP = ZB + ZR DINVA 




C WRITE(6,6666) IT,DX,FX(KI),DELQ,FINIS,DELR DINVA 
IT=IT+1 DINVA 
GO TO 50 DINVA 
900 DINVA=DX DINVA 
6666 F0RMAT(I3,F13.9,G18.9,G15.6,F9.5,F13.9) DINVA 
999 RETURN DINVA 
END DINVA 
G.7 INR105.AQUA.FORT(QUADO) 
SUBROUTINE QUADO(FX,X,FXS,XS,JECCH) QUADO 
SEARCHES AN XS WITH THE PROPERTY FX(XS) = FXS 93/09/07 QUADO 
BY FITTING A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL TO THE POINTS FX(1) - FX(3) QUADO 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) QUADO 
REAL*8 FX(3),X(3),FY(3) QUADO 
DATA ZERO,UN/0.DO,1.DO/ QUADO 
CALL MONIKA(FX,X,JECCH) QUADO 





THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL QUADO 
DO 21 K=l,3 QUADO 
FY(K)=FX(K)-FXS QUADO 
DO 31 1=1,3 QUADO 
J=I+1 QUADO 
IF( J .GT. 3) J=J-3 QUADO 
XD=X(J)-X(I) QUADO 
K=J+1 QUADO 
IF(K .GT. 3) K=K-3 QUADO 
YXD= FY(K)*XD QUADO 
YX2=-YXD*(X(J)+X(I)) QUADO 
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THE ROOTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL QUADO 
XG=-B/(A+A) QUADO 
US=UN-C/(A*XG*XG) QUADO 







THE APPROPRIATE ROOT QUADO 
XM=(X(1)+X(2)+X(3))/3.D0 QUADO 
XS=XA QUADO 




SUBROUTINE MONIKA(FX,X,JECCH) MONIKA 
ARRANGES THE POINTS FX,X TO A SET WITH MONIKA 
MONOTONOUS ABSCISSAS 93/09/07 MONIKA 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) MONIKA 
DIMENSION X(3),FX(3),W(3),FW(3) MONIKA 
IF((X(1) .EQ. X(2)) .OR. (X(2) .EQ. X(3)) .OR. MONIKA 
• ( X ( l ) .EQ. X(3))) THEN MONIKA 




IF(U .EQ. X ( l ) ) 1=1 MONIKA 
IF(U .EQ. X(2)) 1=2 MONIKA 
IF(U .EQ. X(3)j 1=3 MONIKA 
J=I+1 MONIKA 
IF( J .GT. 3) J=J-3 MONIKA 
K=J+1 MONIKA 
IF(K .GT. 3) K=K-3 MONIKA 
V=MIN(X(J),X(K)) MONIKA 




GO TO 92 MONIKA 








DO 91 N=l,3 MONIKA 
X(N)=W(N) MONIKA 
91 FX(N)=FW(N) MONIKA 
END MONIKA 
G.9 INR105.AQUA.FORT(SORBET) 
SUBROUTINE SORBET(KI,FX,X,FXS,XS) SORBET 
C REPLACES ONE OF THE BOUNDARY POINTS X ( l ) OR X(3) WITH XS. SORBET 
C NORMALLY THE POINT WITH THE LARGER (FXS-FX) WILL BE REPLACED. SORBET 
C IF 2 OF THE 3 POINTS ARE VERY NEAR TO EACH OTHER SORBET 
C ( X(K)/X(L) < 1.05 ), THEN AT FIRST ONE OF THESE POINTS WELL BE SORBET 
C REPLACED. 93/07/09 SORBET 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SORBET 
DIMENSION X(3),FX(3) SORBET 
C - - — SORBET 




IF(D3 .GT. Dl) KI=3 SORBET 
C SORTING SORBET 
C FIRST POINT DISCARDED SORBET 
10 IF(KI .EQ. 3) GO TO 50 SORBET 
IF(XS .GT. X(2)) GO TO 20 SORBET 
X(KI) = XS SORBET 
FX(KI) = FXS SORBET 
GO TO 90 SORBET 
20 X ( l ) = X(2) SORBET 
FX(1) = FX(2) SORBET 
IF(XS .GT. X(3)) GO TO 30 SORBET 
KI=2 SORBET 
X(KI) = XS SORBET 
FX(KI) = FXS SORBET 
GO TO 90 SORBET 
30 X(2) = X(3) SORBET 
FX(2) = FX(3) SORBET 
KI=3 SORBET 
X(KI) = XS SORBET 
FX(KI) = FXS SORBET 
GO TO 90 SORBET 
C LAST POINT DISCARDED SORBET 
50 IF(XS .LT. X(2)) GO TO 60 SORBET 
X(KI) = XS SORBET 
FX(KI) = FXS SORBET 
GO TO 90 SORBET 
60 X(3) = X(2) SORBET 
FX(3) = FX(2) SORBET 
IF(XS .LT. X ( l ) ) GO TO 70 SORBET 
KI-2 SORBET 
X(KI) = XS SORBET 
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FX(KI) = FXS SORBET 
GO TO 90 SORBET 
70 X(2) = X( l ) SORBET 
FX(2) = FX(1) SORBET 
KI=1 SORBET 
X(KI) = XS SORBET 
FX(KI) = FXS SORBET 
90 RETURN SORBET 
END 
G.10 INR105.AQUA.FORT(TCORR) 
SUBROUTINE TCORR(TS,Q,DLK,DVK,IECCH) TCORR 
C RETURNS FOR A GIVEN Q ( IN MPA ) THE CORRESPONDING SATURATION TCORR 
C TEMPERATURE TS AND THE SATURATED DENSITIES TCORR 
C DLK, DVK ( IN G/CM**3 ). 94/11/30 TCORR 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) TCORR 
COMMON /SATIF / PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1T0,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL TCORR 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1R0,PVITO,CVV,ETV,XLV TCORR 
COMMON /TCOFF / DQ,DTS,QC TCORR 
PARAMETER(TCN=646.OD0,QCN=21.83815DO,FINIS=l.D-5) TCORR 
C FIRST APPROXIMATE VALUES OF TS AND DTS/DQ TCORR 
P=Q*1.D6 TCORR 
CALL TS1(P,TS,TS1P,IECCH) TCORR 
TS1Q=TS1P*1.D6 TCORR 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN TCORR 
C ITERATING FOR CORRECTED TEMPERATURES TCORR 
DO 22 1=1,5 TCORR 
CALL ONLYT(TS,IECCH) TCORR 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN TCORR 




IF(Q .GT. QCN .OR. TS .GE. TCN) RETURN TCORR 
CALL GPCORR(TS,QC,DLK,DVK,IECCH) TCORR 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN TCORR 
DQ=Q-QC TCORR 
DTS=DQ*TS1Q TCORR 
IF(ABS(DTS) .LT. FINIS) RETURN TCORR 




SUBROUTINE GPCORR(T,Q,DLK,DVK,IECCH) GPCORR 
C RETURNS FOR A GIVEN T THE SATURATED PRESSURE Q ( IN MPA ) GPCORR 
C AND THE SATURATED DENSITIES DLK, DVK ( IN G/CM**3 ) GPCORR 
C CORRECTED FOR G,L = G,V AND Q,L = Q,V 94/11/30 GPCORR 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) GPCORR 
COMMON /TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI GPCORR 
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COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PB1T0,PB1RO,CVB GPCORR 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PR1T0,PR1R0,CVR GPCORR 
COMMON /GPCOF/ ZL,ZV,GL,GV GPCORR 
PARAMETER(TCN=646.0D0,FINIS=l.D-7) GPCORR 
DO 55 K=l,10 GPCORR 
C SATURATED LIQUID STATE GPCORR 
CALL BASE(T,DLK,IECCH) GPCORR 
CALL RESID(T,DLK) GPCORR 
ZL = ZB + ZR GPCORR 
GL = GB + GR GPCORR 
PR0L = PB1R0+PR1R0 GPCORR 
C SATURATED VAPOR STATE GPCORR 
CALL BASE(T,DVK,IECCH) GPCORR 
CALL RESID(T.DVK) GPCORR 
ZV = ZB + ZR GPCORR 
GV = GB + GR GPCORR 
PROV = PB1R0+PR1R0 GPCORR 
Q=RT*(ZV*DVK+ZL*DLK)*5.D-1 GPCORR 
IF(T .GE. TCN) RETURN GPCORR 







IF(ABS(CXL) .LT. FINIS) RETURN GPCORR 
DLK=DLK+CXL GPCORR 




SUBROUTINE SUBCRI(T) SUBCRI 
C SUBCRI CALCULATES DENSITIES, PRESSURES AND DERIVATIVES SUBCRI 
C OF THE PRESSURES IN THE SATURATED STATES SUBCRI 
C DL DV G/CM**3 SUBCRI 
C PS TPSIT TTPS2T PASCAL SUBCRI 
C AS WELL AS THE DENSITIES AND PRESSURES OF THE SPINODALS SUBCRI 
C RHSL RHSV KG/M**3 SUBCRI 
C PSL PSV PASCAL SUBCRI 
C AS FUNCTIONS OF THE TEMPERATURE T. 94/12/01 SUBCRI 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SUBCRI 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1TO,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL SUBCRI 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1RO,PV1T0,CVV,ETV,XLV SUBCRI 
C APPROXIMATION TO THE VAPOR PRESSURE SUBCRI 
CALL SSP(T) SUBCRI 
C APPROXIMATIONS TO THE SATURATED DENSITIES SUBCRI 
CALL SSRHO(T) SUBCRI 
C APPROXIMATIONS TO THE SUBCRI 
C DENSITIES AND PRESSURES ON THE LIQUID AND VAPOR SPINODAL SUBCRI 
CALL SPIRHO(T) SUBCRI 
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CALL SPIP(T) SUBCRI 




SUBROUTINE TWOPHA(T) TWOPHA 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES DIFFERENT SATURATION PROPERTIES TWOPHA 
C IN S.I. UNITS 94/11/30 TWOPHA 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) TWOPHA 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1T0,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL TWOPHA 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0.PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1R0,PVITO,CVV,ETV,XLV TWOPHA 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0) TWOPHA 
C — — TWOPHA 
IF(T .LE. TC) GO TO 10 TWOPHA 
WRITE(6,100O) T TWOPHA 
T=-1.D0 TWOPHA 
RETURN TWOPHA 
C HEAT CAPACITY OF THE SATURATED STATES CVL CVV — TWOPHA 
10 CALL SSCEV(T,CVL,CVV) TWOPHA 
C DENSITY DERIVATIVE OF THE SATURATED STATES PLR10 PVR10 TWOPHA 
CALL SSPER(T) TWOPHA 
C -TEMPERATURE DERIVATIVE OF THE SATURATED STATES PL1T0 PVITO TWOPHA 
CALL SSPET(T,PL1T0,PVITO) TWOPHA 
C ENTROPY AND GIBBS FUNCION OF THE SATURATED LIQUID SL GL TWOPHA 
CALL SSGIS(T,SL,GL) TWOPHA 
C VISCOSITY OF THE SATURATED STATES ETL ETV — TWOPHA 
CALL SSETA(T,ETL,ETV) TWOPHA 
C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE SATURATED STATES XLL XLV - — TWOPHA 
CALL SSLAM(T,XLL,XLV) TWOPHA 
C — - TWOPHA 




SUBROUTINE REDUK(T,D,IECCH) REDUK 
C CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER REDUK 
C IN REDUCED ( DIMENSIONLESS ) UNITS REDUK 
C IN THE LIQUID, VAPOR AND GAS STATES REDUK 
C D : DENSITY IN G/CM**3 , RH : IN KG/M**3 94/12/08 REDUK 
C R1TO : REDUCED DENSITY DERIVATIVE = (T/RH)*(DRH/DT) REDUK 
C P1TO, PIRO : REDUCED DERIVATIVES OF THE PRESSURE REDUK 
C HO , SO : REDUCED ENTHALPY RESP. ENTROPY , CPC : CP/CV REDUK 
C ETA , XLMB : VISCOSITY RESP. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY REDUK 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) REDUK 
COMMON /AKONST/ WM,TC,DC,GASCON,Gl,G2,GF,TZ,UREF,SREF,TL0W REDUK 
COMMON /TEMPO/ RT,B1,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI REDUK 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PB1TO,PB1R0,CVB REDUK 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PR1T0,PR1R0,CVR REDUK 
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COMMON /REDUF/ G0,SO,Z.P1T0,PIRO,CV0,CPO,ETA,XLMB,R1T0,CPC,H0 REDUK 
PARAMETER(RGAS=4.61522D+2) REDUK 
DATA FNI/l.D+70/ REDUK 
C - - REDUK 
CALL BASE(T,D,IECCH) REDUK 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN REDUK 
CALL RESID(T,D) REDUK 
200 Z = ZB + ZR REDUK 
P1T0 = PR1T0 + PB1T0 REDUK 
PIRO = PR1R0 + PBIRO REDUK 
SO = SB + SR + Sl - SREF REDUK 
G0 = GB + GR + Gl - 1.D0 - UREF/T + SREF REDUK 
CVO = CVB + CVR + CVI REDUK 
IF(P1R0 .EQ. 0.DO) THEN REDUK 
R1T0 = -FNI REDUK 
CPO = FNI REDUK 
CPC = FNI REDUK 
ELSE REDUK 
R1T0 = -P1T0/P1R0 REDUK 
CPO = CV0-P1T0*R1TO REDUK 
CPC = CP0/CV0 REDUK 
ENDIF REDUK 
900 HO = SO + GO REDUK 
RH=D*1.D3 REDUK 
CALL TRANSP(T,RH,PIRO,P1TO,ETA,XLMB) REDUK 




SUBROUTINE REDUKE(T,D,IECCH) REDUKE 
C CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER REDUKE 
C IN REDUCED ( DIMENSIONLESS ) UNITS REDUKE 
C MIXED STATE INCLUDED REDUKE 
C D : DENSITY IN G/CM**3 , RH : IN KG/M**3 94/12/08 REDUKE 
C R1T0 : REDUCED DENSITY DERIVATIVE = (T/RHO)*(DRO/DT) REDUKE 
C P1T0, PIRO : REDUCED DERIVATIVES OF THE PRESSURE REDUKE 
C HO , SO : REDUCED ENTHALPY RESP. ENTROPY, CPC : CP/CV REDUKE 
C ETA , XLMB : VISCOSITY RESP. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY REDUKE 
C VQ : VAPOR QUALITY REDUKE 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) REDUKE 
COMMON /AKONST/ WM.TC,DC,GASCON,G1,G2,GF,TZ,UREF,SREF,TL0W REDUKE 
COMMON /TEMPO/ RT.Bl,B2,B1T,B2T,B1TT,B2TT,TV,GI,SI,CVI REDUKE 
COMMON /BASIF/ GB,SB,ZB,PB1T0,PB1R0,CVB REDUKE 
COMMON /RESEF/ GR,SR,ZR,PR1T0,PR1R0,CVR REDUKE 
COMMON /REDUF/ G0,SO,Z,P1T0.PIRO,CVO,CPO,ETA,XLMB,R1T0,CPC,HO,VQ REDUKE 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1TO,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL REDUKE 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1R0,PVITO,CVV,ETV,XLV REDUKE 
PARAMETER(RGAS=4.61522D+2) REDUKE 
DATA ZERO/0.D0/.FNI/1.0+70/,UN/1.D0/ REDUKE 
C REDUKE 
CALL BASE(T,D,IECCH) REDUKE 
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IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN REDUKE 
CALL RESID(T.D) REDUKE 
RH=D*1.D3 REDUKE 
IF(T .GE. TC) GO TO 200 REDUKE 
RDY = (D-DV)/(DL-DV) REDUKE 
IF(D .GT. DL) THEN REDUKE 
VQ = ZERO REDUKE 
ELSEIF(D .LT. DV) THEN REDUKE 
VQ = UN REDUKE 
E L S E REDUKE VQ = (UN-RDY)*DV/D REDUKE 
ENDIF REDUKE 
IF(RH .LT. RHSV .OR. RH .GT. RHSL) GO TO 200 REDUKE 
C TWO PHASED MIXTURE- - - REDUKE 




DIFF= UN - D/DL REDUKE 
X = RDY REDUKE 
IF(X .GT. ZERO .AND. X .LT. UN) REDUKE 
= X = DEXP(DLOG(RDY)/3.D0) REDUKE 
PIRO = ZERO REDUKE 
Z = PS/ROT REDUKE 
P1T0 = TPS1T/R0T REDUKE 
SO = SL+DIFF*P1T0 REDUKE 
G0 = GL REDUKE 
DCVS = RL1TO*RL1T0*PL1RO REDUKE 
AU = TTPS2T/R0T REDUKE 
CVO = CVL + DCVS + DIFF*AU REDUKE 
R1T0 = -FNI REDUKE 
CPO = FNI REDUKE 
CPC = FNI REDUKE 
ETAR=(UN-X)/ETV + X/(ETV + X*X*(ETL-ETV)) REDUKE 
XLAR=(UN-X)/XLV + X/(XLV + X*X*(XLL-XLV)) REDUKE 
ETA = UN/ETAR REDUKE 
XLMB = UN/XLAR REDUKE 
GO TO 900 REDUKE 
C LIQID, VAPOR OR SUPERCRITICAL REGIONS- - REDUKE 
200 PIRO = PR1R0 + PB1R0 REDUKE 
Z = ZB + ZR REDUKE 
PITO = PR1T0 + PB1T0 REDUKE 
SO = SB + SR + S l - SREF REDUKE 
G0 = GB + GR + Gl - UN - UREF/T + SREF REDUKE 
CVO = CVB + CVR + CVI REDUKE 
IFfPIRO .EQ. O.DO) THEN REDUKE 
R1T0 = -FNI REDUKE 
CPO = FNI REDUKE 
CPC = FNI REDUKE 
E L S E REDUKE R1T0 = -PITO/PIRO REDUKE 
CPO = CV0-P1T0*R1TO REDUKE 
CPC = CPO/CV0 REDUKE 
ENDIF REDUKE 
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CALL TRANSP(T,RH,PIRO,P1T0,ETA,XLMB) REDUKE 
C REDUKE 
900 HO = SO + GO REDUKE 




SUBROUTINE HYDOR(T,RH,IECCH) HYDOR 
C CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF WASSER HYDOR 
C S G H HIP U1R CV CP P PIT P1R RIT R1P HYDOR 
C ETA XLMB SRFTS P1RS VS PRN VQ HYDOR 
C AS FUNCTIONS OF THE TEMPERATURE, T AND THE DENSITY, RH HYDOR 
C ALL PROPERTIES ARE IN S.I. UNITS 94/12/08 HYDOR 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) HYDOR 
COMMON /REDUF/ G0,SO,Z,P1T0,P1R0,CV0,CP0,ET,XLB,R1TO,CPC,H0,VQ1 HYDOR 
COMMON /HYDUF/ S,G,H,H1P,U1R,CV,CP,P,P1T,P1R,R1T,R1P HYDOR 
=,ETA,XLMB,SRFTS,P1RS,VS,PRN,V,VQ HYDOR 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,RGAS=4.61522D+2) HYDOR 
DATA TA/0.D0/,ZERO/O.D0/,UN/1.D0/ HYDOR 
IF(RH .LE. ZERO) THEN HYDOR 
WRITE(6,9100) RH HYDOR 
IECCH = 5 HYDOR 
RETURN HYDOR 
ENDIF HYDOR 
100 D=RH*lD-3 HYDOR 
V=UN/RH HYDOR 
C VAPOR, LIQUID OR GAS STATE HYDOR 
200 IF(T .EQ. TA) GO TO 210 HYDOR 
ROT=T*RGAS HYDOR 
CALL ONLYT(T,IECCH) HYDOR 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) RETURN HYDOR 
SRFTS=ZERO HYDOR 
IF(T .GE. TC) GO TO 210 HYDOR 
SRFTS=SIGMA(T) HYDOR 
CALL SUBCRI(T) HYDOR 
210 CALL REDUKE(T,D,IECCH) HYDOR 

























999 TA=T HYDOR 
RETURN HYDOR 
9100 FORMAT(13H DENSITY RH =,G15.6,20H KG/M**3 TOO LOW ! /) HYDOR 
END HYDOR 
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Appendix H. User-Interfaces 
The fo l lowing pages list the p rograms, wh ich are needed d i rect ly by the users to c a l c u -
late the water proper t ies . 
H.1 INR105.AQUA.FORT(WATER) 
PROGRAM WATER WATER 
C CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF WATER AS FUNCTIONS WATER 
C OF TWO VARIABLES : (T.RHO) OR (T,P) 94/12/09 WATER 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) WATER 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1T0,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL WATER 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1TO,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1R0.PV1T0,CVV,ETV,XLV WATER 
COMMON /HYDUF/ S,G,H,H1P,U1R,CV,CP,P,P1T,P1R,R1T,R1P WATER 
=,ETA,XLMB,SRFTS,P1RS.VS,PRN,V,XI WATER 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,FR=1.D+3,FK=1.D-3,FM=1.D-6) WATER 




100 WRITE(6,1050) T WATER 
READ(5,*) T WATER 
IF(T .LE. ZERO) GO TO 999 WATER 
200 WRITE(6,1100) WATER 
READ(5,*) IMO WATER 
IF(IM0 .LE. 0) GO TO 100 WATER 
400 CALL PG3277 WATER 
IF(IM0 .EQ. 1) GO TO 600 WATER 
500 WRITE(6,1200) QIS WATER 
READ(5,*) QIS WATER 
IF(QIS .EQ. ZERO) GO TO 200 WATER 
DX=ZERO WATER 
IECCH=0 WATER 
CALL 0NLYT(T,IECCH) WATER 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) GO TO 500 WATER 
IF(T .LT. TC) THEN WATER 
CALL SUBCRI(T) WATER 
WRITE(6,1300) WATER 
READ(5,*) ISTA WATER 
IF(ISTA .EQ. 1) THEN WATER 
CALL DLFIND(T,QIS,DX,IECCH) WATER 
IF(IECCH .EQ. 0) GO TO 700 WATER 
WRITE(6,93O0) WATER 
ELSEIF(ISTA .EQ. 2) THEN WATER 
CALL DVFIND(T,QIS,DX,IECCH) WATER 




CALL DGFIND(T,QIS,DX,IECCH) WATER 




GO TO 500 WATER 
600 WRITE(6,1400) RHI WATER 
READ(5,*) RHI WATER 
IF(RHI .LE. ZERO) GO TO 200 WATER 
IF(RHI .GT. ZERO) GO TO 800 WATER 
700 RHI=DX*FR WATER 
8O0 IECCH=0 WATER 
CALL HYDOR(T,RHI,IECCH) WATER 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) GO TO 300 WATER 
A=G-P/RHI WATER 
U=H-P/RHI WATER 
WRITE(6,1610) T,RHI,P*FM WATER 
IF(P1R .NE. ZERO) THEN WATER 
WRITE(6,1620) P1R*FK,P1T*FM,R1T WATER 
WRITE(6,1630) CV*FK,CP*FK,S*FK WATER 
WRITE(6,1640) U*FK,H*FK,G*FK WATER 
WRITE(6,1650) U1R*FK,H1P,VS WATER 
ELSE WATER 
WRITE(6,1622) P1R*FK,P1T*FM WATER 
WRITE(6,1632) CV*FK,S*FK WATER 
WRITE(6,1640) U*FK,H*FK,G*FK WATER 
WRITE(6,1652) U1R*FK,VS WATER 
ENDIF WATER 
IF(T .LE. TC) THEN WATER 
IF(XI .LT. l.DO) WRITE(6,1660) ETA,XLMB,SRFTS WATER 
IF(XI .GE. l.DO) WRITE(6,1662) ETA,XLMB WATER 
IF(P1R .NE. ZERO) WRITE(6,1670) PRN,XI,PS*FM WATER 
IF(P1R .EQ. ZERO) WRITE(6,1674) XI,PS*FM WATER 
ELSE WATER 
WRITE(6,1662) ETA,XLMB WATER 
WRITE(6,1672) PRN WATER 
ENDIF WATER 
IF(T .LE. TC) THEN WATER 
WRITE(6,1680) DV*FR,RHSV,PSV*FM WATER 
WRITE(6,1682) DL*FR,RHSL,PSL*FM WATER 
ENDIF WATER 
300 WRITE(6,2000) WATER 
GO TO 400 WATER 
1001 FORMAT(/2H +,39(2H++)/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,5X,1HW,5X,1HW,5X,1HA,5X WATER 
=,7(1HT),2X,7(1HE),2X,6(1HR),9X,17HSTATUS : 94/12/09,4X,1H+/2H + WATER 
=,5X,1HW,5X,1HW,4X,3(1HA),4X,7(1HT),2X,7(1HE),2X,7(1HR),29X,1H+ WATER 
=/2H +,5X,1HW,5X,1HW,3X,5HAA AA,6X,1HT,5X,1HE,6X,2X,1HR,5X,1HR,29X WATER 
=,1H+/2H +,5X,7HW W W,2X,7HAA AA,5X,1HT,5X,5HE EEE,4X,IHR,IX WATER 
=,5(1HR),29X,1H+/2H +,5X,7HW WWW W,2X,1HA,5X,1HA,5X,1HT,5X,5HE EEE WATER 
=,4X,1HR,1X,4(1HR),30X,1H+/2H +,5X,7HWWW WWW,2X,7HA AAA A.5X.1HT WATER 
=,5X,1HE,8X,5HR RR.31X,1H+/2H +,5X,7HWW WW,2X,7HA AAA A,5X,1HT WATER 
=,5X,7(1HE),2X,6HR RR,30X,1H+/2H +,5X,1HW,5X,1HW,2X,1HA,5X WATER 
=,1HA,5X,1HT,5X,7(1HE),2X,1HR,4X,2HRR,29X,1H+ ) WATER 
1002 FORMAT(2H +,77X,1H+/2H +.14X WATER 
=,48HWATER CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER,15X.1H+ WATER 
=/2H +,19X,39HIN THE LIQUID, VAPOR AND GASEOUS STATES,19X.1H+ WATER 
=/2H +,15X,46HEITHER AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY,16X WATER 
=,1H+/2H +,16X,44H0R AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE. WATER 
=,17X,1H+) WATER 
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1003 FORMAT(2H +,77X,1H+/2H + ,14X WATER 
=,49HTHE PROPERTIES CALCULATED ARE THE FOLLOWING ONES: WATER 
-.14X.1H+/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,5X,3HT =,12H TEMPERATURE,11X.3HP = WATER 
=,9H PRESSURE,15X.5HRHO =,8H DENSITY,6X.1H+/2H +,5X WATER 
=,46HCV / CP = ISOBARIC / ISOCHORIC HEAT CAPACITIES,7X WATER 
=,11HS = ENTROPY,8X,1H+/2H +,5X,18HG = GIBBS FUNCTION,8X WATER 
=,10HU = ENERGY,17X.12HH = ENTHALPY,7X,1H+/2H +,5X WATER 
=,22HVEL.S = SONIC VELOCITY,4X.23HSIGMA = SURFACE TENSION,4X WATER 
=,15HETA = VISCOSITY,4X.1H+/2H +,5X WATER 
=,29HLAMBDA = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,12X,22HPR.NR = PRANDTL NUMBER WATER 
=,9X,1H+/2H +,5X,20HVAP.QU = M.VAP/M.T0T,52X,1H+ WATER 
=/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,28X,21HF0R MORE INFORMATION ,5H => WATER 
=,19HK. THURNAY, T: 2477,4X,1H+/2H +,39(2H++) ///) WATER 
1050 F0RMAT(//29H ENTER TEMPERATURE ( IN K ) /,F10.3 WATER 
=,31H / =: ( STOP WTIH T = 0 ) ) WATER 
1100 FORMAT(/30H DO YOU WANT THE PROPERTIES AS WATER 
=/ 5X,35H 1 = TEMPERATURE-DENSITY FUNCTIONS WATER 
=/ 5X.35H 2 = TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE FUNCTIONS WATER 
=,15X,15H( STOP WITH 0 ) ) WATER 
1200 F0RMAT(//33H ENTER PRESSURE ( IN MPASCAL ) /,G15.7 WATER 
=,28H / =: ( STOP WTIH P = 0 ) ) WATER 
1300 F0RMAT(/36H LIQUID ( 1 ) OR VAPOR ( 2 ) STATE ? WATER 
=,17H ( O = STOP ) =: ) WATER 
1400 F0RMAT(//31H ENTER DENSITY ( IN KG/M**3 ) /,G15.7 WATER 
=,28H / =: ( STOP WTIH RHO = 0 ) ) WATER 
1610 F0RMAT(//4H T =,F10.3,13X,5HRH0 =,G14.7,8X,3HP =,G15.7 WATER 
=/2X,2H K,25X,7HKG/M**3,20X,7HMPASCAL) WATER 
1620 F0RMAT(10H DP/DRHO =,G13.6,4X,7HDP/DT =,G13.6,7X,9HDRH0/DT = WATER 
=,G14.6/2X,6H KJ/KG,21X.9HMPASCAL/K,18X,10HKG/(K*M**3 ) WATER 
1622 FORMAT(10H DP/DRHO =,G13.6,4X,7HDP/DT =,G13.6,7X,9HDRH0/DT = WATER 
=,6H -INF./2X.6H KJ/KG,21X,9HMPASCAL/K,17X,9HKG/M**3/K ) WATER 
1630 FORMAT(5H CV =,G13.6,9X,4HCP =,G13.6,10X,3HS =,G14.6 WATER 
=/3X,9HKJ/(KG*K),17X,9HKJ/(KG*K),18X,9HKJ/(KG*K) ) WATER 
1632 FORMAT(5H CV =,G13.6,9X,4HCP =,5H INF.,18X,3HS =,G14.6 WATER 
=/3X,9HKJ/(KG*K),17X,9HKJ/(KG*K),18X,9HKJ/(KG*K) ) WATER 
1640 FORMAT(4H U =,G14.6,9X,3HH =,G14.6,10X,3HG =,G14.6 WATER 
=/2X,6H KJ/KG,21X,5HKJ/KG,22X,5HKJ/KG ) WATER 
1650 FORMAT(10H DU/DRHO =,G14.6,3X,7HDH/DP =,G14.6,6X WATER 
=,7HVEL.S =,G13.6/2X,14H KJ*M**3/KG**2,13X,7HM**3/KG,20X,5HM/SEC) WATER 
1652 FORMAT(10H DU/DRHO =,G14.6,3X,7HDH/DP =,6H -INF..14X WATER 
=,7HVEL.S =,G13.6/2X,14H KJ*M**3/KG**2,13X,7HM**3/KG,20X,5HM/SEC) WATER 
1660 FORMAT(6H ETA =,G13.6,8X,8HLAMBDA =,G13.6,6X WATER 
=,7HSIGMA =,G13.6/2X,9H KG/M/SEC,18X,5HW/M/K,22X,9HKG/SEC**2) WATER 
1662 FORMAT(6H ETA =,G13.6,8X,8HLAMBDA =,G13.6 WATER 
=/2X,9H KG/M/SEC,18X,5HW/M/K) WATER 
1670 FORMAT(8H PR.NR =,G13.6,6X,8HVAP.QU =,G13.6,6X,4HPS =,G14.7 WATER 
=/56X,7HMPASCAL ) WATER 
1672 FORMAT(8H PR.NR =,G13.6/) WATER 
1674 FORMAT(8H PR.NR =,6H -INF.,13X,8HVAP.QU =,G13.6,6X,4HPS =,G14.7 WATER 
=/56X,7HMPASCAL ) WATER 
1680 FORMAT(7H RH.V =,G14.7,6X,7HRH.SV =,G14.7,6X,6HP.SV = WATER 
=,G13.6/2X,8H KG/M**3,19X,7HKG/M**3,20X,7HMPASCAL ) WATER 
1682 FORMAT(7H RH.L =,G14.7,6X,7HRH.SL =,G14.7,6X,6HP.SL = WATER 
=,G13.6/2X,8H KG/M**3,19X,7HKG/M**3,20X,7HMPASCAL ) WATER 
2000 FORMAT(/////////////////////////////) WATER 
users 125 
9300 F0RMAT(/35H NO LIQUID STATE AT THIS PRESSURE ! ) WATER 
9400 F0RMAT(/35H NO VAPOR STATE AT THIS PRESSURE ! ) WATER 
9500 F0RMAT(/42H NO SUPERCRITICAL STATE AT THIS PRESSURE ! ) WATER 
999 STOP WATER 
END WATER 
H.2 INR105.AQUA.FORT(KAISOT) 
PROGRAM KAISOT KAISOT 
C CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF WATER KAISOT 
C ALONG DIFFERENT ISOTHERMS 94/11/30 KAISOT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) KAISOT 
REAL*8 FRH(100O),RH(1O00),F(1000),XF(1000) KAISOT 
INTEGER NEIG(50) KAISOT 
CHARACTER*8 NAMR,MASR,NAMF,MASF,NORMR,NORMW,MODUS KAISOT 
=,NAMG,MASG KAISOT 
COMMON /MUFUN/ RH,RMI,RMA,RED,FRH,FMI,FMA,FED KAISOT 
COMMON /HYDUF/ S,G,H,H1P,U1R,CV,CP,P,P1T,P1R,R1T,R1P KAISOT 
=,ETA,XLMB,SRFTS,P1RS.VS,PRN,V,XI KAISOT 
DATA IRE/15/,IWR/16/,M0DUS/'**0LD***7,KPRI/2/ KAISOT 
DATA IA,IE,11/1,1000,1/ KAISOT 
DATA NEIG/11,15,17,21,22,23,24,26,27,31,32,34,35,36,41,42,43 KAISOT 
=,44,45,46,47,29*0/ KAISOT 
WRITE(6,100O) KAISOT 
CALL SERDIO(IRE,NORMR,IWR,NORMW,MODUS,KPRI) KAISOT 
IF(NORMR .NE. 1GRAPHIC8 1) GO TO 999 KAISOT 
IF(NORMW .NE. 'GRAPHIC8') GO TO 999 KAISOT 
120 WRITE(6,1100) KAISOT 
READ(5,*) T KAISOT 
IF(T .LE. 0) GO TO 999 KAISOT 
200 CALL SIGNAT(KLASSE,NUMMER,NAMF.MASF,NEIG) KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .LE. 0) GO TO 120 KAISOT 
CALL MUSTER(IA,IE,II,NAMR,MASR,NAMG,MASG,*2O0) KAISOT 
CALL PG3277 KAISOT 
NAMF(5:8)='.ITH' KAISOT 
WRITE(6,1200) KAISOT 
READ(5,*) ISCRI KAISOT 
MP=0 KAISOT 
DO 111 I=IA,IE,II KAISOT 
RHI=RH(I) KAISOT 
CALL HYDOR(T,RHI,IECCH) KAISOT 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) GO TO 111 KAISOT 
MP=MP+1 KAISOT 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0 .AND. M0D(MP,25) .EQ. 1) KAISOT 
WRITE(6,15O0) NAMF.NAMG KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 11) F(I)=RH(I) KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 15) F(I)=P KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 17) F(I)=V KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 21) F(I)=P1R KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 22) F(I)=P1T KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 23) F(I)=R1P KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 24) F(I)=R1T KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 26) F(I)=CV KAISOT 
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IF(KLASSE .EQ. 27) F(I)=CP KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 31) F(I)=VS KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 32) F(I)=SRFTS KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 34) F(I)=ETA KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 35) F(I)=XLMB KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 36) F(I)=PRN KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 41) F(I)=G-P*V KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 42) F(I)=G KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 43) F(I)=H-P*V KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 44) F(I)=H KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 45) F(I)=S KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 46) F(I)=U1R KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 47) F(I)=H1P KAISOT 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1600) I,RH(I),F(I),FRH(I) KAISOT 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. O .AND. M0D(MP,25) .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1400) KAISOT 
111 CONTINUE KAISOT 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0) GO TO 199 KAISOT 
LAX—1 KAISOT 
RMI=RMA KAISOT 
CALL FENST8(MP,RH,XF,RMI,RMA,RED,LAX,KAXE,MASR) KAISOT 
FMI=FMA KAISOT 
CALL FENST8(MP,F,XF,FMI,FMA,FED,LAX,KAXE,MASF) KAISOT 
NUMMER=T*1O.D0 KAISOT 
CALL SDING8(KLASSE,NUMMER,MP KAISOT 
=,RH,RMI,RMA,RED,NAMR,MASR,F,FMI,FMA,FED,NAMF,MASF,MODUS) KAISOT 
199 WRITE(6,2O00) KAISOT 
GO TO 200 KAISOT 
1000 FORMAT(2H +,39(2H++)/2H +,77X,1H+ KAISOT 
=/2H +,6X,14HPR0GRAM KAISOT,34X,17HSTATUS : 94/11/30,6X,1H+ KAISOT 
=/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,6X,30HCALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES KAISOT 
=,30HOF THE WATER ALONG AN ISOTHERM,11X,1H+ KAISOT 
=/2H +,24X,27HAS FUNCTIONS OF THE DENSITY,26X,1H+ KAISOT 
=/2H +,12X,35HUSING A SAMPLE (RH,FRH)-FUNCTION AS KAISOT 
=,18H A DENSITY-PATTERN,12X.1H+/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,39(2H++) ) KAISOT 
1100 F0RMAT(49H ENTER TEMPERATURE OF THE ISOTHERM =: ( 0 = END ) ) KAISOT 
1200 F0RMAT(37H FUNCTION TO BE SAVED ? ( 0 = NO ) =: ) KAISOT 
1400 FORMAT(///) KAISOT 
1500 FORMAT(/1H0,3X,1HI,9X,2HRH,8X,5HCALC.,A8,6X,5HMAST.,A8) KAISOT 
1600 F0RMAT(I5,2G16.6,G19.6) KAISOT 
2000 FORMAT(//////////////////////////////////) KAISOT 
999 STOP KAISOT 
END KAISOT 
H.3 INR105.AQUA.FORT(KAISOK) 
PROGRAM KAISOK KAISOK 
C CALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES OF WATER KAISOK 
C ALONG DIFFERENT ISOCHORES 94/11/30 KAISOK 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) KAISOK 
REAL*8 FX(1000),X(1000),F(1000),XF(1O00) KAISOK 
INTEGER NEIG(50) KAISOK 
CHARACTERS NAMX,MASX,NAMF,MASF,NORMR,NORMW,MODUS KAISOK 
=,NAMG KAISOK 
users 127 
COMMON /MUFUN/ X.XMI,XMA,XED,FX,FMI,FMA,FED KAISOK 
COMMON /HYDUF/ S,G,H,H1P,U1R,CV,CP,P,P1T,P1R,R1T,R1P KAISOT 
=,ETA,XLMB,SRFTS,P1RS,VS,PRN,V,XI KAISOT 
DATA IRE/15/,IWR/16/,MODUS/'**OLD***7,KPRI/2/ KAISOK 
DATA IA,IE,11/1,1000,1/ KAISOK 
DATA NEIG/11,15,17,21,22,23,24,26,27,31,32,34,35,36,41,42,43 KAISOT 
=,44,45,46,47,29*0/ KAISOT 
WRITE(6,100O) KAISOK 
CALL SERDIO(IRE,NORMR,IWR,NORMW,MODUS,KPRI) KAISOK 
IF(NORMR .NE. 'GRAPHIC8') GO TO 999 KAISOK 
IF(NORMW .NE. 1GRAPHIC8 1) GO TO 999 KAISOK 
120 WRITE(6,110O) KAISOK 
READ(5,*) RHI KAISOK 
IF(RHI .LE. 0) GO TO 999 KAISOK 
200 CALL SIGNAT(KLASSE,NUMMY,NAMF,MASF,NEIG) KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .LE. 0) GO TO 120 KAISOK 
CALL MUSTER(IA,IE,II,NAMX,MASX,NAMG,MASF,*20O) KAISOK 
CALL PG3277 KAISOK 
NAMF(5:8)='.ICH' KAISOK 
WRITE(6,1200) KAISOK 
READ(5,*) ISCRI KAISOK 
MP=0 KAISOK 
DO 111 I=IA,IE,II KAISOK 
T=X(I) KAISOK 
CALL HYDOR(T,RHI,IECCH) KAISOK 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) GO TO 111 KAISOK 
MP=MP+1 KAISOK 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0 .AND. M0D(MP,25) .EQ. 1) KAISOK 
WRITE(6,1500) NAMF,NAMG KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 15) F(I)=P KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 17) F(I)=V KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 21) F(I)=P1R KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 22) F(I)=P1T KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 23) F(I)=R1P KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 24) F(I)=R1T KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 26) F(I)=CV KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 27) F(I)=CP KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 31) F(I)=VS KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 32) F(I)=SRFTS KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 34) F(I)=ETA KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 35) F(I)=XLMB KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 36) F(I)=PRN KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 41) F(I)=G-P*V KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 42) F(I)=G KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 43) F(I)=H-P*V KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 44) F(I)=H KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 45) F(I)=S KAISOK 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 46) F(I)=U1R KAISOT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 47) F(I)=H1P KAISOK 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1600) I,T,F(I),FX(I) KAISOK 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0 .AND. M0D(MP,25) .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1400) KAISOK 
111 CONTINUE KAISOK 




CALL FENST8(MP,X,XF,XMI,XMA,XED,LAX,KAXE,MASR) KAISOK 
FMI=FMA KAISOK 
CALL FENST8(MP,F,XF,FMI,FMA,FED,LAX,KAXE,MASF) KAISOK 
NUMMER=RHI KAISOK 
CALL SDING8(KLASSE,NUMMER,MP KAISOK 
=,X,XMI,XMA,XED,NAMX,MASX,F,FMI,FMA,FED,NAMF,MAS F,MODUS) KAISOK 
199 WRITE(6,2O00) KAISOK 
GO TO 200 KAISOK 
1000 FORMAT(2H +,39(2H++)/2H +,77X,1H+ KAISOK 
=/2H +,6X,14HPR0GRAM KAISOK,34X,17HSTATUS : 94/11/39,6X.1H+ KAISOK 
=/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,6X,30HCALCULATES THERMAL PROPERTIES KAISOK 
=,30H0F THE WATER ALONG AN ISOCHORE,11X.1H+ KAISOK 
=/2H +,23X,31HAS FUNCTIONS OF THE TEMPERATURE,23X,1H+ KAISOK 
=/2H +,12X,33HUSING A SAMPLE (T.FT)-FUNCTION AS KAISOK 
=,22H A TEMPERATURE-PATTERN,10X,1H+/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,39(2H++) ) KAISOK 
1100 F0RMAT(1H1/45H ENTER DENSITY OF THE ISOCHORE =: ( 0 = END ) ) KAISOK 
1200 F0RMAT(37H FUNCTION TO BE SAVED ? ( 0 = NO ) =: ) KAISOK 
1400 FORMAT(///) KAISOK 
1500 FORMAT(/1H0,3X,1HI,5X,1HT,8X,5HCALC.,A8,6X,5HMAST.,A8) KAISOK 
1600 F0RMAT(I5,F10.3,G16.6,G19.6) KAISOK 
2000 F0RMAT(//////////////////////////////////) KAISOK 
999 STOP KAISOK 
END KAISOK 
Note: The rout ine PG3277 in the above p rog rams s e r v e s only to c lear the s c r e e n for a 
new batch of output and can be omi t ted, or r ep laced with an al ternat ive rout ine. 
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Appendix I. H.G.K.-users 
The fo l lowing p rog rams se rve to ca lcu la te different water proper t ies us ing the 
H.G.K.- rout ines and the IAPS-82 equat ions ( 3.0, "Transpor t p roper t ies of the water . " on 
page 9 ). 
1.1 INR105.AQUA.FORT(HGKSPN) 
PROGRAM HGKSPN HGKSPN 
C CALCULATES THE SPINODALS OF THE WATER HGKSPN 
C USING THE HGK-CODE 94/12/13 HGKSPN 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) HGKSPN 
REAL*8 P(1O0O),F(100O),R(10OO),W(10OO) HGKSPN 
REAL*8 Y(3),FY(3) HGKSPN 
CHARACTER*8 NORMR,NORMW.MODUS HGKSPN 
=,NAMW,MASW,NAMR,MASR,NAMP,MASP HGKSPN 
COMMON /MUFUN/ W.WMI,WMA,WED ,F,FMI,FMA,FED HGKSPN 
COMMON /REDUF/ GO,S0,Z,P1TO,P1R0,CV0,CPO,ETA,XLMB,R1T0,CPC,HO HGKSPN 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1T0,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL HGKSPN 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1R0,PVITO,CVV,EV,XLV HGKSPN 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,RHC=0.322D3,RGAS=4.61522D+2,TCN=646.3D0) HGKSPN 
DATA IRE/15/,IWR/16/,MODUS/'**0LD***7,KPRI/2/ HGKSPN 
DATA IA,IE,11/1,1000,1/,IP/0/ HGKSPN 
DATA ITE/10/,ZERO/0.DO/,PRMO/l.D-10/,RHMAX/1.2D3/ HGKSPN 
DATA NAMW/' T 7 HGKSPN 
DATA MASW,MASR,MASP/' K ',' KG/M**3',' PASCAL'/ HGKSPN 
C — — — HGKSPN 
WRITE(6,1O00) HGKSPN 
CALL SERDIO(IRE,NORMR,IWR,NORMW,MODUS,KPRI) HGKSPN 
IF(NORMR .NE. 'GRAPHIC8' .OR. NORMW .NE. 'GRAPHIC8') GO TO 999 HGKSPN 
100 WRITE(6,1100) IP HGKSPN 
READ(5,*) IP HGKSPN 
IPP=MIN(IPP,2) HGKSPN 
IF(IP .LE. O) GO TO 999 HGKSPN 
CALL MUSTER(IA,IE,II,NAMT,MAST,NAMP,MASP,*100) HGKSPN 
CALL PG3277 HGKSPN 
WRITE(6,1200) HGKSPN 
READ(5,*) ISCRI HGKSPN 
C DENSITY ITERATION FOR THE "DP/DRH = 0" POINT HGKSPN 
MP=0 HGKSPN 
DO 211 J=IA,IE,II HGKSPN 
T=W(J) HGKSPN 
C IF(T .GT. TCN) GO TO 490 HGKSPN 
CALL ONLYT(T,IECCH) HGKSPN 
CALL SUBCRI(T) HGKSPN 
RED=2.D-2*RHC HGKSPN 















IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0 .AND. M0D(MP,25) .EQ. 1) WRITE(6,1600) HGKSPN 
RH=RHI HGKSPN 
IT=0 HGKSPN 
DO 311 L=1,100O HGKSPN 
ROF=RH-RHC HGKSPN 
IF(IP .EQ. 1 .AND. ROF .LT. ZERO) THEN HGKSPN 
WRITE(6,900O) T HGKSPN 
GO TO 490 HGKSPN 
ELSEIF(IP .EQ. 2 .AND. ROF .GT. ZERO) THEN HGKSPN 
WRITE(6,90O1) T HGKSPN 
GO TO 490 HGKSPN 
ENDIF HGKSPN 
DX=RH*l.D-3 HGKSPN 
CALL REDUK(T,DX,IECCH) HGKSPN 
IF(P1R0 .EQ. ZERO) THEN HGKSPN 
R(J)=RH HGKSPN 
GO TO 450 HGKSPN 
ENDIF HGKSPN 
IF(L .LE. 2) GO TO 320 HGKSPN 







320 IF(L .LE. 1) GO TO 330 HGKSPN 














IF(P1R0 .GT. ZERO) GO TO 311 HGKSPN 
IF(P1R0 .EQ. ZERO) THEN HGKSPN 
R(J)=RH HGKSPN 
GO TO 450 HGKSPN 
ENDIF HGKSPN 
IF(L .GT. 2) GO TO 410 HGKSPN 
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311 RH=RH-RED HGKSPN 
410 IT-IT+1 HGKSPN 
420 CALL QUAD0(FY,Y,ZER0,DX,ID) HGKSPN 
IF(ID .NE. 0) THEN HGKSPN 
WRITE(6,1500) ID,(Y(K),K=1,3),(FY(K),K=1,3) HGKSPN 
ENDIF HGKSPN 
KI=0 HGKSPN 
CALL SORBET(KI,FY,Y,ZERO,DX) HGKSPN 
CALL REDUK(T,DX,IECCH) HGKSPN 
R(J)=DX*1.D3 HGKSPN 
IF(ABS(P1R0) .LT. PRM0) GO TO 450 HGKSPN 
FY(KI)=P1R0 HGKSPN 
440 IF(IT .LT. ITE) GO TO 410 HGKSPN 
450 P(J)=R(J)*T*RGAS*Z HGKSPN 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1700) T,L,IT,R(J),P(J),P1R0 HGKSPN 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0 .AND. M0D(MP,25) .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1400) HGKSPN 
211 CONTINUE HGKSPN 
490 IF(ISCRI .EQ. O) GO TO 99 HGKSPN 
C SAVING THE FUNCTIONS HGKSPN 
500 LAX—1 HGKSPN 
WMI=WMA HGKSPN 
CALL FENST8(MP,W,F,WMI,WMA,WED,LAX,KAXE,MASW) HGKSPN 
RMI=RMA HGKSPN 
CALL FENST8(MP,R,F,RMI,RMA,RED,LAX,KAXE,MASR) HGKSPN 
PMI=PMA HGKSPN 
CALL FENST8(MP,P,F,PMI,PMA,PED,LAX,KAXE,MASP) HGKSPN 
MMM=0 HGKSPN 
NUMMER=NAPSZM(MMM) HGKSPN 
C DENSITY ON THE SPINODALE HGKSPN 
KLASSE=1013 + (IP-1)*40 HGKSPN 
CALL SDING8(KLASSE,NUMMER,MP HGKSPN 
=,W,WMI,WMA,WED,NAMW,MASW,R,RMI,RMA,RED,NAMR,MASR.MODUS) HGKSPN 
C PRESSURE ON THE SPINODALE HGKSPN 
KLASSE=1016 + (IP - l ) M O HGKSPN 
CALL SDING8(KLASSE,NUMMER,MP HGKSPN 
=,W,WMI,WMA,WED,NAMW,MASW,P.PMI,PMA,PED,NAMP,MASP,MODUS) HGKSPN 
99 WRITE(6,2O00) HGKSPN 
GO TO 100 HGKSPN 
C - - - - HGKSPN 
1000 FORMAT(2H +,39(2H++)/ 2H +,77X,1H+ HGKSPN 
=/2H +,6X,15HPR0GRAM HGKSPN ,33X,17HSTATUS : 94/12/09,6X,1H+ HGKSPN 
=/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +.17X HGKSPN 
=,42HCALCULATES THE LIQUID AND VAPOR SPINODALS .18X.1H+ HGKSPN 
=/ 2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,39(2H++) ) HGKSPN 
1100 F0RMAT(/11H PROPERTY /.I3.5H / =: HGKSPN 
=/20H " 0 " STOP : HGKSPN 
=/20H " 1 " LIQID : HGKSPN 
=/20H " 2 " VAPOR : ) HGKSPN 
1200 F0RMAT(37H FUNCTION TO BE SAVED ? ( 0 = NO ) =: ) HGKSPN 
1400 FORMAT(////) HGKSPN 
150O FORMAT(' KI =',I3,2X,'Y =',3G17.8/10X,1 FY =',3G17.8) HGKSPN 
1600 FORMAT(4X,'T',6X,'L',2X,1 IT',7X,'RHSP1,12X,'PSP',13X,'PIRO') HGKSPN 
1700 F0RMAT(F8.3,2I4,3G16.6) HGKSPN 
2000 FORMAT(///////////////////////////////) HGKSPN 
9000 FORMAT(22H NO P.MIN FOUND AT T =,F10.3,4H !!! ) HGKSPN 
H.G.K. 133 
9001 F0RMAT(22H NO P.MAX FOUND AT T =,F10.3,4H !!! ) HGKSPN 
C HGKSPN 
999 STOP HGKSPN 
END HGKSPN 
1.2 INR105.AQUA.FORT(HGKSAT) 
PROGRAM HGKSAT HGKSAT 
C CALCULATES SATURATED PROPERTIES OF THE WATER HGKSAT 
C USING THE HGK-CODE 94/07/29 HGKSAT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) HGKSAT 
INTEGER NEIG(50) HGKSAT 
REAL*8 X(1000),TS(1000),FL(1000),FV(1000),XF(10OO),FX(100O) HGKSAT 
CHARACTER*8 NAMT,MAST,NAMF,MASF,NORMR,NORMW,MODUS,NAMP,MASP,NAMV HGKSAT 
COMMON /MUFUN/ X,XMI,XMA,XED,FX,FMI,FMA,FED HGKSAT 
COMMON /ACONST/ WM,GASCON,TZ,AA,ZB,DZB,YB,UREF,SREF HGKSAT 
COMMON /FCTS/ AD,GD,SD,UD,HD,CVD,CPD,DPDT,DVDT,CJTT,CJTH,Z,DPDD HGKSAT 
DATA IRE/15/,IWR/16/,MODUS/'**OLD***7,KPRI/2/.IA,IE,11/1,1000,1/ HGKSAT 
=,TAUS/1.D3/ HGKSAT 
DATA NEIG/1,11,15,21,22,26,27,42,44,45,40*0/ HGKSAT 
WRITE(6,10O0) HGKSAT 
CALL SERDIO(IRE,NORMR,IWR,NORMW,MODUS,KPRI) HGKSAT 
IF(NORMR .NE. 'GRAPHIC81) GO TO 999 HGKSAT 
IF(NORMW .NE. 'GRAPHIC8') GO TO 999 HGKSAT 
100 WRITE(6,1100) HGKSAT 
READ(5,*) NEP HGKSAT 
IF(NEP .LE. 0) GO TO 999 HGKSAT 
2O0 CALL SIGNAT(KLASSE,NUMMER,NAMF,MASF,NEIG) HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .LE. 0) GO TO 100 HGKSAT 
CALL MUSTER(IA,IE,II,NAMT,MAST,NAMP,MASP,*200) HGKSAT 
220 CALL PG3277 HGKSAT 
WRITE(6,1200) HGKSAT 








DO 111 I=IA,IE,II HGKSAT 
J=J+1 HGKSAT 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0 .AND. M0D(J,25) .EQ. 1) HGKSAT 
WRITE(6,1500) NAMF,NAMV HGKSAT 
T=X(I) HGKSAT 
TS(J)=T HGKSAT 
CALL PCORR(T,P,DL,DV) HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 1) THEN HGKSAT 
FL(J)=P*l.D+6 HGKSAT 
FV(J)=PS(T)*1.D6 HGKSAT 
GO TO 110 HGKSAT 
ENDIF HGKSAT 




GO TO 110 HGKSAT 
ENDIF HGKSAT 
ROT = RGAS*T HGKSAT 
ZDUM = BASE(DL.T) HGKSAT 
CALL QQ(T,DL) HGKSAT 
CALL THERM(DL.T) HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 15) FL(J)=Z*ROT*DL*TAUS HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 21) FL(J)=DPDD*TAUS HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 22) FL(J)=DPDT*1.06 HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 26) FL(J)=CVD*RGAS HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 27) FL(J)=CPD*RGAS HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 42) FL(J)=GD*ROT HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 44) FL(J)=HD*ROT HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 45) FL(J)=SD*RGAS HGKSAT 
ZDUM = BASE(DV.T) HGKSAT 
CALL QQ(T,DV) HGKSAT 
CALL THERM(DV.T) HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 15) FV(J)=Z*ROT*DV*TAUS HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 21) FV(J)=DPDD*TAUS HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 22) FV(J)=DPDT*1.D6 HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 26) FV(J)=CVD*RGAS HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 27) FV(J)=CPD*RGAS HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 42) FV(J)=GD*ROT HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 44) FV(J)=HD*ROT HGKSAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 45) FV(J)=SD*RGAS HGKSAT 
110 IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1700) J,T,FX(I),FL(J),FV(J) HGKSAT 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0 .AND. M0D(J,25) .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1400) HGKSAT 
111 CONTINUE HGKSAT 
MP=J HGKSAT 
IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0) GO TO 199 HGKSAT 
LAX—1 HGKSAT 
XMI=XMA HGKSAT 
CALL FENST8(MP,X,XF,XMI,XMA,XED,LAX,KAXE,MASX) HGKSAT 
KLASSE=KLASSE+1000 HGKSAT 
FMI=FMA HGKSAT 
CALL FENST8(MP,FL,XF,FMI,FMA,FED,LAX,KAXE,MASF) HGKSAT 
CALL SDING8(KLASSE,NUMMER,MP HGKSAT 
=,X,XMI,XMA,XED,NAMT.MAST,FL,FMI,FMA,FED,NAMF,MASF,MODUS) HGKSAT 






CALL FENST8(MP,FV,XF,FMI,FMA,FED,LAX,KAXE,MASF) HGKSAT 
CALL SDING8(KLASSV,NUMMER,MP HGKSAT 
=,X,XMI,XMA,XED,NAMT,MAST,FV,FMI,FMA,FED,NAMV,MASF,MODUS) HGKSAT 
199 WRITE(6,2000) HGKSAT 
GO TO 20O HGKSAT 
1000 F0RMAT(2H +,39(2H++)/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,6X,14HPR0GRAM HGKSAT HGKSAT 
=,34X,17HSTATUS : 94/07/29,6X,1H+/2H +,77X,1H+/2H +.14X HGKSAT 
=,48HCALCULATES THE SATURATED PROPERTIES OF THE WATER,15X.1H+ HGKSAT 
=/2H + ,13X,51HAS FUNCTIONS OF THE TEMPERATURE WITH THE H.G.K-CODE HGKSAT 
H.G.K. 135 
=,13X,1H+/2H +,7X,30HUSING A SAMPLE (T.P)-FUNCTION HGKSAT 
=,33HAS A TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE-PATTERN,7X.1H+ HGKSAT 
=/2H +S77X,1H+/2H +,39(2H++) ) HGKSAT llOO FORMAT(31H NEW PROPERTY ? ( O = STOP ) =: ) HGKSAT 
12O0 F0RMAT(37H FUNCTION TO BE SAVED ? ( 0 = NO ) =: ) HGKSAT 
1400 FORMAT(////) HGKSAT 
15O0 F0RMAT(1H0,2X,1HI,8X,2HT ,8X,2HP ,11X,A8,8X,A8) HGKSAT 
1700 F0RMAT(I4,F12.3,3G16.8) HGKSAT 
2000 FORMAT(//////////////////////////////////) HGKSAT 
999 STOP HGKSAT 
END HGKSAT 
1.3 INR105.AQUA.FORT(TRNSAT) 
PROGRAM TRNSAT TRNSAT 
C CALCULATES TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE WATER TRNSAT 
C ON THE SATURATTION LINE 94/12/07 TRNSAT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) TRNSAT 
REAL*8 X(1000),F(100O),FL(1OO0),FV(1O00) TRNSAT 
CHARACTERS NAMT,MAST,NAMF,MASF,NORMR,NORMW,MODUS TRNSAT 
COMMON /MUFUN/ X,TMI,TMA,TED ,F,FMI,FMA,FED TRNSAT 
COMMON /REDUF/ GO,S0,Z,P1TO,P1R0,CV0,CPO,ETA,XLMB,R1T0,CPC,H0 TRNSAT 
COMMON /SATIF / PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1TO,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL TRNSAT 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1R0,PVITO,CVV,ETV,XLV TRNSAT 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,RGAS=4.61522D+2,DC=0.322) TRNSAT 
DATA IRE/15/,IWR/16/,M0DUS/'**0LD***7,KPRI/2/ TRNSAT 
DATA NR/O/.IA,IE,11/1,1000,1/ TRNSAT 
WRITE(6,1000) TRNSAT 
CALL SERDIO(IRE,NORMR,IWR,NORMW,MODUS,KPRI) TRNSAT 
IF(NORMR .NE. 'GRAPHIC8') GO TO 999 TRNSAT 
IF(NORMW .NE. 'GRAPHIC8') GO TO 999 TRNSAT 
100 WRITE(6,11O0) IPP TRNSAT 
READ(5,*) IPP TRNSAT 
IF(IPP .LE. 0) GO TO 999 TRNSAT 
CALL MUSTER(IA,IE,II,NAMT,MAST,NAMF,MASF,*100) TRNSAT 
CALL PG3277 TRNSAT 
IF(IPP .LE. 12) THEN TRNSAT 
KLASSE=34 TRNSAT 
NAMF=' ETA.L' TRNSAT 





READ(5,*) ISCRI TRNSAT 
MP=0 TRNSAT 
DO 111 I=IA,IE,II TRNSAT 
MP=MP+1 TRNSAT 




C SATURATION PRESSURE AND DENSITIES TRNSAT 
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CALL ONLYT(T,IECCH) TRNSAT 
CALL SUBCRI(T) TRNSAT 
C CORRECTED VALUES FOR PS,RHOL,RHOV TRNSAT 
DLK=DL TRNSAT 
DVK=DV TRNSAT 
CALL GPCORR(T,Q,DLK,DVK,IECCH) TRNSAT 
C HEAT CONDUCTIVITIES TRNSAT 
IF(T .LE. 645.ODO) THEN TRNSAT 
C SATURATED LIQUID TRNSAT 
CALL REDUK(T,DLK,IECCH) TRNSAT 
ETAL=ETA TRNSAT 
XLAL=XLMB TRNSAT 
C SATURATED VAPOR TRNSAT 




CALL TWOPHA(T) TRNSAT 
RHL=DL*1.D3 TRNSAT 
CALL TRANSP(T,RHL,PL1R0,PL1T0,ETAL,XLAL) TRNSAT 
RHV=DV*1.D3 TRNSAT 
CALL TRANSP(T,RHV,PV1RO,PV1T0,ETAV,XLAV) TRNSAT 
ENDIF TRNSAT 
IF(IPP .LE. 12) THEN TRNSAT 
FL(I)=ETAL TRNSAT 
FV(I)=ETAV TRNSAT 





IF(ISCRI .EQ. 0) THEN TRNSAT 
RR=l.D2*(OR-FF)/0R TRNSAT 
WRITE(6,170O) I,MP,T,0R,FF,RR TRNSAT 
IF(M0D(MP,25) .EQ. 0) WRITE(6,1400) TRNSAT 
ENDIF TRNSAT 
111 CONTINUE TRNSAT 





CALL FENST8(MP,X,XF,TMI,TMA,TED,LAX,KAXE,MASX) TRNSAT 
FMI=FMA TRNSAT 
CALL FENST8(MP,FL,XF,FMI,FMA,FED,LAX,KAXE,MASF) TRNSAT 





CALL FENST8(MP,FV,XF,FMI,FMA,FED,LAX,KAXE,MASF) TRNSAT 
CALL SDING8(KLASSE,NUMMER,MP TRNSAT 
=,X,TMI,TMA,TED,NAMT,MAST,FV,FMI,FMA,FED,NAMF,MASF,MODUS) TRNSAT 
99 WRITE(6,200O) TRNSAT 
GO TO 100 TRNSAT 
H.G.K. 137 
1000 FORMAT(2H +,39(2H++)/ 2H +,77XS1H+/2H +,6X,14HPR0GRAM TRNSAT TRNSAT =,34X,17HSTATUS : 94/12/07,6X,1H+ TRNSAT 
=/2H +.77X.1H+/2H +,22X,32HCALCULATING A TRANSPORT PROPERTY TRNSAT 
=,23X,1H+/ 2H +,77X,1H+/2H +,39(2H++) ) TRNSAT 
1100 FORMAT(/11H PROPERTY /,I3,5H / =: TRNSAT 
=/50H " 0 " STOP : TRNSAT 
=/52H 11 12 " VISCOSITY OF THE SATURATED STATES : TRNSAT 
=/52H " 13 " THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE SAT. STATES : ) TRNSAT 
1200 FORMAT(37H FUNCTION TO BE SAVED ? ( 0 = NO ) =: ) TRNSAT 
1400 FORMAT(///) TRNSAT 
1500 FORMAT(/1H0,3X,1HI,3X,2HMP,6X,8HTS ( K ),5X,10HOR ( S.I ),2X TRNSAT 
=,8HFU.APPR.,3X,13HR. DEV. ( % ) ) TRNSAT 
1700 F0RMAT(2I5,F12.4,2G15.6,F14.8) TRNSAT 
2000 FORMAT(//////////////////////////////////) TRNSAT 
999 STOP TRNSAT 
END TRNSAT 
138 aqua 
Appendix J . The IVA Routines 
The fo l lowing rout ines are spec ia l l y fitted for the c o d e s y s t e m IVA3, / 21 / . The main var i -
ab les are the tempera ture and the p ressu re , the co r respond ing dens i ty must be ga ined 
by invert ing the iso therm T. A l l the proper t ies used are str ict ly in S l -un i ts . 
J.1 INR105.AQUA.FORT(SAET01) 
SUBROUTINE SAET01(T,P SAET01 
=,VW,VD,HW,HD,HWD,SW,SD,TS1P,CPW,CPD,ETW,ETD,XLMBW,XLMBD,SRFTS SAET01 
=,KIND,LCATAS) SAET01 
C CALCULATES SATURATION PROPERTIES OF THE WATER SAET01 
C AS FUNCTIONS OF THE TEMPERATURE T ( I F KIND = 0 ) OR SAET01 
C AS FUNCTIONS OF THE PRESSURE P ( I F KIND = 1 ) SAET01 
C FOR THE CODESYSTEM IVA3 94/12/09 SAET01 
C Q = PRESSURE IN MEGAPASCALS, D = DENSITY IN G/CM**3 SAET01 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SAET01 
LOGICAL LCATAS SAET01 
COMMON /SATIF/ PS,TPSIT,TTPS2T,DL,DV,RL1T0,RV1T0,RHSL,PSL SAET01 
=,RHSV,PSV,SL,GL,PL1R0,PL1T0,CVL,ETL,XLL,PV1R0,PVITO,CVV,ETV,XLV SAETO1 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,TCN=646.ODO,RGAS=4.61522D+2) SAETO1 
DATA UN/1.DO/,RAF/1.03/ SAET01 
LCATAS=.FALSE. SAETO1 
IECCH = 0 SAET01 
Q=P*l.D-6 SAETO1 
IF(KIND .EQ. 0) GOTO 100 SAETO1 
C SATURATION TEMPERATURE AND DENSITIES SAETO1 
CALL TC0RR(T,Q,DLK,DVK,IECCH) SAET01 





GO TO 200 SAET01 
100 IF(T .GT. TC) THEN SAET01 
LCATAS=.TRUE. SAET01 
WRITE(6,9004) T SAETOl 
RETURN SAETOl 
ENDIF SAETOl 
C SATURATION PRESSURE AND DENSITIES SAETOl 
CALL 0NLYT(T,IECCH) SAETOl 





CALL SUBCRI(T) SAETOl 
C CORRECTED VALUES FOR PS,RH0L,RH0V SAETOl 
DLK=DL SAETOl 
DVK=DV SAETOl 
IF(T .GE. TCN) GOTO 200 SAETOl 
iva 139 
CALL GPC0RR(T,Q,DLK,DVK,IECCH) SAETOl 
C OTHER PROPERTIES OF THE SATURATED STATES SAETOl 
C VAPOR PRESSURE DERIVATIVE T*DPS/DT SAETOl 
200 ROT=T*RGAS SAETOl 
TS1P=T/TPS1T SAETOl 
CALL TWOPHA(T) SAETOl 






















9001 FORMAT(40H SAET01-ERROR. PRESSURE RANGE EXCEEDED. ) SAETOl 
9004 FORMAT(' T =',F12.2,' IS A SUPERCRITICAL TEMPERATURE !' ) SAETOl 
9005 FORMAT(42H SAET01-ERROR. TEMPERATURE BELOW FREEZING. ) SAET01 




SUBROUTINE WASSER(T,P WASSER 
= ,RW,HW,SW,CPW,VSW,ETW,XLMBW,PRNW,HWlP,RWIT,RW1P,SRFTS, LCATAW) WASSER 
C CALCULATES THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE WATER WASSER 
C AS FUNCTIONS OT THE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE WASSER 
C FOR THE CODESYSTEM IVA3 94/12/07 WASSER 
C Q = PRESSURE IN MEGAPASCALS, D = DENSITY IN G/CM**3 WASSER 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) WASSER 
LOGICAL LCATAW WASSER 
COMMON /REDUF/ G0,S0,Z,P1T0,P1RO,CV0,CP0,ETA,XLMB,R1TO,CPC,H0 WASSER 
PARAMETER(TC=647.126D0,RGAS=4.61522D+2) WASSER 




CALL 0NLYT(T,IECCH) WASSER 




GO TO 99 WASSER 
ENDIF WASSER 
C CALCULATING THE DENSITY WASSER 
IF(T .GE. TC) CALL DGFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) WASSER 
IF(T .LT. TC) CALL DLFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) WASSER 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) THEN WASSER 
IF(IECCH .LT. 0) WRITE(6,9O05) WASSER 
IF(IECCH .GT. 0) WRITE(6,9006) WASSER 
LCATAW=.TRUE. WASSER 




C PROPERTIES AS TEMPERATURE-DENSITY-FUNCTIONS WASSER 
ROT=T*RGAS WASSER 
CALL REDUK(T,DX,IECCH) WASSER 
C WRITE(6,'(16H PREDUK IECCH =,16)' ) IECCH WASSER 
IF(P1R0 .LE. ZERO) THEN WASSER 
WRITE(6,90O3) WASSER 
LCATAW=.TRUE. WASSER 








C VELOCITY OF SOUND WASSER 
P1RS=CPC*P1R WASSER 
VSW=SQRT(P1RS) WASSER 




C PRANDTL # , SURFACE TENSION WASSER 
PRNW=CPW*ETW/XLMB WASSER 
SRFTS=O.DO WASSER 
IF(T .LT. TC) SRFTS=SIGMA(T) WASSER 
9001 F0RMAT(34H WASSER-ERROR. TEMPERATURE TO LOW. ) WASSER 
9002 F0RMAT(55H WASSER-ERROR. NO WATER DENSITY FOUND AT THIS PRESSURE.)WASSER 
9003 FORMAT(45H WASSER-ERROR. DP/DRHO OF THE WATER VANISHES. ) WASSER 
9005 F0RMAT(51H WASSER-ERROR. PRESSURE TO LOW FOR A WATER DENSITY. ) WASSER 
9006 F0RMAT(52H WASSER-ERROR. PRESSURE TO HIGH FOR A WATER DENSITY. ) WASSER 




SUBROUTINE DAMPF(T,P,RGAS,WGM DAMPF 
=,RD,HD,SD,CPD,VSD,ETD,XLMBD,PRND,HD1P,RD1T,RD1P, LCATAD) DAMPF 
C CALCULATES THERMOPHYSIVCAL PROPERTIES OF THE STEAM DAMPF 
C AS FUNCTIONS OT THE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ( IF RD = O ) DAMPF 
C OR DAMPF 
C AS FUNCTIONS OT THE TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY ( IF RD > 0 ) DAMPF 
C FOR THE CODESYSTEM IVA3 94/12/07 DAMPF 
C Q = PRESSURE IN MEGAPASCALS, D = DENSITY IN G/CM**3 DAMPF 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) DAMPF 
LOGICAL LCATAD DAMPF 
COMMON /AKONST/ WM,TC,DC,GASC0N,G1,G2,GF,TZ,UREF,SREF,TL0W DAMPF 
COMMON /REDUF / G0,S0,Z,P1T0,P1R0,CV0,CP0,ETA,XLMB,R1T0,CPC,H0 DAMPF 






CALL ONLYT(T,IECCH) DAMPF 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) THEN DAMPF 
WRITE(6,90O1) DAMPF 
LCATAD=.TRUE. DAMPF 
GO TO 90 DAMPF 
ENDIF DAMPF 
DX=RD*l.D-3 DAMPF 
IF(RD .GT. ZERO) GO TO 50 DAMPF 
C CALCULATING THE DENSITY DAMPF 
IF(T .GE. TC) CALL DGFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) DAMPF 
IF(T .LT. TC) CALL DVFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) DAMPF 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) THEN DAMPF 
IF(IECCH .LT. 0) WRITE(6,9005) DAMPF 
IF(IECCH .GT. 0) WRITE(6,9006) DAMPF 
LCATAD=.TRUE. DAMPF 
GO TO 90 DAMPF 
ENDIF DAMPF 
RD=DX*1.D3 DAMPF 
50 V=UN/RD DAMPF 
C PROPERTIES AS TEMPERATURE-DENSITY-FUNCTIONS DAMPF 
ROT=T*RGAS DAMPF 
CALL REDUK(T,DX,IECCH) DAMPF 
IF(P1R0 .EQ. ZERO) THEN DAMPF 
WRITE(6,9O03) DAMPF 
LCATAD=.TRUE. DAMPF 
60 TO 90 DAMPF 
ENDIF DAMPF 








C VELOCITY OF SOUND DAMPF 
P1RS=CPC*P1R DAMPF 
VSD=SQRT(P1RS) DAMPF 




C PRANDTL # DAMPF 
PRND=CPD*ETD/XLMB DAMPF 
9001 FORMAT(33H DAMPF-ERROR. TEMPERATURE TO LOW. ) DAMPF 
9002 FORMAT(54H DAMPF-ERROR. NO STEAM DENSITY FOUND AT THIS PRESSURE. )DAMPF 
9003 FORMAT(44H DAMPF-ERROR. DP/DRHO OF THE STEAM VANISHES. ) DAMPF 
9005 FORMAT(50H DAMPF-ERROR. PRESSURE TO LOW FOR A STEAM DENSITY. ) DAMPF 
9006 FORMAT(51H DAMPF-ERROR. PRESSURE TO HIGH FOR A STEAM DENSITY. ) DAMPF 
90 RETURN DAMPF 
END DAMPF 
JA INR105.AQUA.FORT(RDRDP) 
SUBROUTINE RDRDP(T,P,RD,RD1P,LCATAD) RDRDP 
C RETURNS FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE TX AND PRESSURE P RDRDP 
C THE DENSITY, RD AND THE DENSITY DERIVATIVE, RD1P = DRD/DP RDRDP 
C OF THE STEAM FOR,THE CODESYSTEM IVA3. 94/12/07 RDRDP 
C Q = PRESSURE IN MEGAPASCALS, D = DENSITY IN G/CM**3 RDRDP 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) RDRDP 
LOGICAL LCATAD RDRDP 
COMMON /AKONST/ WM,TC,DC,GASCON,Gl,G2,GF,TZ,UREF,SREF,TLOW RDRDP 
COMMON /REDUF/ G0,S0,Z,P1TO,P1R0,CV0,CPO,ETA,XLAMB,R1T0,CPC,H0 RDRDP 





CALL ONLYT(T,IECCH) RDRDP 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) THEN RDRDP 
WRITE(6,9001) RDRDP 
LCATAD=.TRUE. RDRDP 
GO TO 90 RDRDP 
ENDIF RDRDP 
C CALCULATING THE DENSITY RDRDP 
IF(T .GE. TC) CALL DGFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) RDRDP 
IF(T .LT. TC) CALL DVFIND(T,Q,DX,IECCH) RDRDP 
IF(IECCH .NE. 0) THEN RDRDP 
IF(IECCH .LT. 0) WRITE(6,9005) RDRDP 
IF(IECCH .GT. 0) WRITE(6,90O6) RDRDP 
LCATAD=.TRUE. RDRDP 
GO TO 90 RDRDP 
ENDIF RDRDP 
RD=DX*1.D3 RDRDP 




GO TO 90 
ENDIF 
C PROPERTIES AS TEMPERATURE-DENSITY-FUNCTIONS 
50 CALL REDUK(T,DX,IECCH) 
IF(P1R0 .EQ. ZERO) THEN 
WRITE(6,9003) 
LCATAD=.TRUE. 





9001 FORMAT(33H RDRDP-ERROR. TEMPERATURE TO LOW. ) 
9002 F0RMAT(54H RDRDP-ERROR. NO STEAM DENSITY FOUND AT THIS PRESSURE. 
9003 FORMAT(44H RDRDP-ERROR. DP/DRHO OF THE STEAM VANISHES. ) 
9005 FORMAT(50H RDRDP-ERROR. PRESSURE TO LOW FOR A STEAM DENSITY. ) 




SUBROUTINE VD1(T,VD,DUMMY) VDI 
C VDI CALCULATES - FOR A GIVEN TEMPOERATURE ( T ) IN K - VDI 
C AN APPROXIMATED SPECIFIC VOLUME OF THE SATURATED STEAM ( VD ) VDI 
C IN M**3/KG. VDI IS A SUBROUTINE OF THE IVA3-C0DE. 94/12/01 VDI 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) VDI 
DIMENSION PU(12) VDI 




DATA PU/-1.125999398D+O,42.15284538D+0,-538.0831O03D+0 VDI 
=,4.15O173161D+3,-20.8O947751D+3,71.29507O69D+3,-170.4446088D+3 VDI 
=,284.4989747D+3,-325.1357165D+3,242.459309OD+3,-lO6.2552O3OD+3 VDI 
=,20.74762670D+3/, UN/1.DO/ VDI 
DUMMY = O.DO VDI 
IF(T .GE. TC) THEN VDI 
DUMMY = -l.DO VDI 
VD = UN/RHC VDI 
RETURN VDI 
ENDIF VDI 
Y = (TC-T)/TC VDI 
IF(T .LE. TSW) THEN VDI 
C LOW TEMPERATURES VDI 
C FACTOR OF REALITY OF THE VAPOR VDI 
W = SQRT(Y) VDI 
CALL SSP(T) VDI 
ZV = PU(12) VDI 
DO 31 1=11,1,-1 VDI 
31 ZV = ZV*W+PU(I) VDI 
VD = RGAS*T*ZV/PS VDI 






















AV = Y*(1.451962241D-0-Y*(5.041325559D-0-Y*Y*611.18107490-0)) VDI 
OMV = UN-BR*Y**BET+AV VDI 






Appendix K. Service routines 
The fo l lowing rout ines are needed only by the 's t r ing ' - rout ines K A I S O T and K A I S O K 
K.1 INR105.AQUA.FORT(SIGNAT) 
S I G N A T c rea tes the labe ls and d is t ingu ish ing names for the proper t ies ca lcu la ted . 
The first label of the property, K L A S S E wi l l be set acco rd ing to the Tab le 38 on 
page 156, the s e c o n d labe l , N U M M E R wi l l be equated with the date of the ca lcu la t ion . 
SUBROUTINE SIGNAT(KLASSE,NUMMER,NAMF,MASF,NEIG) SIGNAT 
C SIGNAT SETS THE CHARACTERISTICA OF A SERVUS-FUNCTION SIGNAT 
C THERMAL PROPERTIES 94/12/09 SIGNAT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) SIGNAT 
DIMENSION NEIG(50) SIGNAT 
CHARACTER*8 NAMF,MASF SIGNAT 
DATA NR/0/ SIGNAT 
NUMMER=NAPSZM(NR) SIGNAT 
MASF='SI-UNIT' SIGNAT 
CALL PG3277 SIGNAT 
WRITE(6,1000) SIGNAT 
KLASSE=MOD(KLASSE,100) SIGNAT 
100 WRITE(6,1100) KLASSE SIGNAT 
READ(5,*) KLASSE SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 0) GO TO 999 SIGNAT 
MP=0 SIGNAT 
DO 111 1=1,50 SIGNAT 
IF(NEIG(I) .EQ. 0) GO TO 190 SIGNAT 
IF(NEIG(I) .EQ. KLASSE) GO TO 200 SIGNAT 
111 MP=MP+1 SIGNAT 
190 KAPRO = 0 SIGNAT 
WRITE(6,1300) (NEIG(I),I=1,MP) SIGNAT 
GO TO 100 SIGNAT 
C SIGNAT 
200 IF(KLASSE .EQ. 1 .OR. KLASSE .EQ. 2 .OR. SIGNAT 
= KLASSE .EQ. 15 .OR. KLASSE .EQ. 16) MASF='PASCAL 1 SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 3 .OR. KLASSE .EQ. 22) MASF='PASCAL/K1 SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 4) MASF='K/PASCAL' SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 5) MASF='K ' SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .GE. 11 .AND. KLASSE .LE. 13) MASF='KG/M**3 ' SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 17) MASF='M**3/KG ' SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 18 .OR. KLASSE .EQ. 36) MASF='- 1 - 1 SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 26 .OR. KLASSE .EQ. 27 .OR. SIGNAT 
= KLASSE .EQ. 45) MASF='J/KG/K 1 SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 31) MASF='M/SEC ' SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 32) MASF='N/M ' SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 34) MASF='PA SEC ' SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 35) MASF='W/(K*M) ' SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .GE. 41 .AND. KLASSE .LE. 44) MASF='J/KG ' SIGNAT 
C SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 1) NAMF=' P* 1 SIGNAT 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 2) NAMF='P*AX ' SIGNAT 
services 147 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 3) NAMF=1 DP*/DT ' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 4) NAMF=' DT*/DP 1 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 5) NAMF=1 j * i 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 11) NAMF=1 RH????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 12) NAMF=' RHAX????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 13) NAMF=1 RHS????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 15) NAMF=' P????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 16) NAMF=' PS????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 17) NAMF=1 V????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 18) NAMF=1 Z????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 21) NAMF=1 i PR????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 22) NAMF=' 1 PT????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 23) NAMF=' 1 RHP????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 24) NAMF=1 ' RHT????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 26) NAMF=1 i cv????1 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 27) NAMF=1 ' CP????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 31) NAMF=1 i vs???? 1 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 32) NAMF=I 'SIGMA 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 34) NAMF= 1 ETA????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 35) NAMF= 1 LAM????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 36) NAMF= ' PRN????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 41) NAMF= ' A????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 42) NAMF= ' G????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 43) NAMF= ' U????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 44) NAMF= ' H????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 45) NAMF= ' S????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 46) NAMF= ' UR????' 
IF(KLASSE .EQ. 47) NAMF= ' HP????' 











































110O F0RMAT(31H ENTER NUMBER OF THE PROPERTY /,I4,5H / =: ) 
1300 FORMAT(50H ONLY THE FOLLOWING PROPERTIES CAN BE CALCULATED 

















































M U S T E R helps to se lec t a s a m p l e funct ion f rom a S E R V U S dataset. 
SUBROUTINE MUSTER(IA,IE,II,NAMT,MAST,NAMF,MASF,*) MUSTER 
C SELECTS A SAMPLE FUNCTION F ( T ) 94/07/29 MUSTER 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) MUSTER 
REAL*8 T(1000),F(1OOO) MUSTER 
CHARACTER*8 NAMT,MAST,NAMF,MASF MUSTER 
COMMON /MUFUN/ T,TMI,TMA,TED,F,FMI,FMA,FED MUSTER 
DATA LOK,LOS/0,0/ MUSTER 
100 WRITE(6,1000) LOS MUSTER 
READ(5,*) LOS MUSTER 
IF(L0S .LE. 0) RETURN 1 MUSTER 
CALL SDEXG8(KLASSE,NUMMER,MP MUSTER 
=,T,TMI,TMA,TED,NAMT,MAST,F,FMI,FMA,FED,NAMF,MASF,LOS) MUSTER 
WRITE(6,110O) MUSTER 
READ(5,*) LOK MUSTER 
IF(LOK .NE. 0) GO TO 100 MUSTER 
IE=MAX(IE,MP) MUSTER 
120 WRITE(6,1300) IA,IE,II MUSTER 
READ(5,*) IA,IE,II MUSTER 




1000 F0RMAT(52H ENTER SERIAL NUMBER OF THE (X,FX)-MASTER-FUNCTION / MUSTER 
=,I4,19H / =: ( 0 = END ) ) MUSTER 
1100 FORMAT(36H FUNCTION OK =: ( 0 = YES | 9 = NO ) ) MUSTER 
1300 FORMAT(45H ENTER BEGIN, END & INCREMENTUM ( 0 = END ) / MUSTER 




N A P S Z M turns the actual date into a number , the number of the day in the year . 
INTEGER FUNCTION NAPSZM(K) NAPSZM 
C REURNS THE NUMBER OF THE DAY 92/01/13 NAPSZM 
CHARACTER JAN*64 NAPSZM 
CALL JOBINF(JAN) NAPSZM 
NAPSZM=K-K NAPSZM 
JUF=1 NAPSZM 
DO 11 J=32,30,-1 NAPSZM 
I=ICHAR(JAN(J:J)) NAPSZM 
IF(I .GT. 240 .AND. I .LT. 250) NAPSZM=NAPSZM+(I-240)*JUF NAPSZM 





Appendix L. Return codes 
Table 36. Table of return codes, IECCH 
IECCH Reason 
0 dens i ty found 
-1,-2 p ressu re to low for a dens i ty 
1, 2 p ressu re to high for a dens i ty 
3 i teration fa i led 
-4 tempera tu re to low for any dens i ty 
4 dens i ty too high for any tempera ture 
Appendix L. Return codes 151 

Appendix M. TSO-procedures, calculating thermal properties of the water 
AQUA.CLIST 153 
Table 37. TSO-procedures in the dataset INR105.AQUA.CL1ST 
Member Routine Procedure Dataset needed 
W A T E R W A T E R Water p roper t ies point by point / resu l ts = > dataset 
K A I S O T K A I S O T Exp lo res water p roper t ies a long i s o c h o r e s A Q U A T . D A T A 
K A I S O K K A I S O K Exp lo res water p roper t ies a long i so the rms A Q U A . D A T A 
H G K N B S N R C Water p roper t ies point by point / H .G.K , c o d e -
H G K I S T H G K I S T Exp lo res water p roper t ies a long i so the rms / H.G.K, c o d e A Q U A . D A T A 
H G K S A T H G K S A T C a l c u l a t e s p roper t ies in the satura ted s ta tes / H .G.K , c o d e A Q U A T . D A T A 
H G K S P N H G K S P N C a l c u l a t e s the s p i n o d a l s / H .G.K , c o d e A Q U A T . D A T A 
T R N S A T T R N S A T C a l c u l a t e s t ranspor t p roper t ies in the satura ted s ta tes A Q U A T . D A T A 
T C O R R $ T C O R R C h e c k s the rout ines T C O R R , G P C O R R -
TDFIND $ T D F N D C h e c k s the rout ines D G F I N D , DLF IND, DVFIND -
T A X S L $ T A X S L C h e c k s proper t ies in the satura ted s ta tes A Q U A T . D A T A 
TW A S S E R $ T W S S R C h e c k s the rout ine W A S S E R A Q U A . D A T A 
T D A M P F $ T D M P F C h e c k s the rout ine D A M P F A Q U A . D A T A 
TST01 $TST01 C h e c k s the rout ine SAET01 A Q U A T . D A T A 
T S T E X $ T S T E X C h e c k s the rout ine S A E T E X A Q U A T . D A T A 
Appendix N. Thermal property labels 
labels 155 
Table 38. Thermal property labels "KLASSE" used in AQUA.DATA 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 px P x = d P ' / d T d T / d P * T* 
10 PL PSL PL PSL V L zL 
20 dPldp L BP\dJL dpIdP L dp/dTL CvL CPL 
30 VsL a VL h P r N , 
40 A.L G.L U.L H.L S .L 8U/dp L dH/dP L 
50 Pv Pv* Psv Pv Psv Vy zv 
60 dP/dp v dPjdTv dpIdP v dpIdTv Cw Cpv 
70 nv Xy P r N , 
80 A.V G.V U.V H.V s . v dU/dp v dH/dP v 
